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o WORD UP
Bit of a special, this month. Tim takes time off from Sonic 2 to impart his worldly knowledge upon

the readers of this fine tome, name a few CVG winners into the bargain and, er, play Sonic 2 some

more.

lO NEVUS
Extra! Extra! Read all abaat it! Top names, top games - you'll find them all in this month's white hot

CVG News section. If it's here it's hot and if it's not it's rot. Simple as that.

- PREVIEW
AND GIVEAWAY!
Yesi Yes' Yes' Everyone's favourite arcader hits the home computers soon and CVG is there to

bring you all you need to know - together with full details of how YOU can walk away with one of

10,000 Exclusive Blanka badges. INCREDIBLE!

2a SONIC 2 - FIRST REVIEW
WORLD EXCLUSIVE!! The world's greatest games magazine brings you the FIRST full review ot

Sonic 2, so if you want to know what's what on the hottest Sega game around turn straight to

these pages NOW!

MAILBAC r H ,

Could it be true? Has YOB left his former billious, antagonistic and downright insensitive days by

the wayside? Is this a first glimpse of the New YOB? Frankly, no. He's just the same as always

But that's the way you love it!

STREETFIGHTER 2 ADVANCED
*-«««»' GUIDE!
THWACK' CVG scores a Perfect once again with the full advanced playguide to the greatest con-

sole game ever! Blanka, Ryu and Balrog get the full in-depth treatment in the first of our incredible

FOUR-PART series. Wahoo!

Paul "That's My Baby" Rand takes a back seat this month and makes way for CVG upstart Paul

Anglin to have a crack at Cheat Mode. And what a lot he's got! Part two of our incredible Fate Of

Atlantis solution, the first instalment of a whopper player's guide to Actraiser and heaps of cheats

too!

SONIC 2 - WORLD
EXCLUSIVE!!
One Hundred And Eighty! CVG
scoops yet another World Exclusive

with the Exclusive First Review of

Sonic 2! It's the most eagerly awaited

game on the planet - and CVG is first

again with all the stuff you need to

know. It's time to ask that question

again - how DO we do it?

PREDATOR 2
The alien hunter returns to Earth -

and this time he's causing commo-
tion in the heart of LA! Become Lt

Michael Harrigan and track down the

Predator in this Megadrive game of

the movie!

7a HIGH
Want scores'? Want 'em high? You've come to the right place - the Official UK High Scores, host

ed by everyone's favourite stern sister, the lovely Sadie. Take it away, you gorgeous gal!

W%M _. GAMES GUIDE - THE _ _

It's Part Two of our Great Games round-up - compiled by the CVG boys themselves to bring you a

definitive guide to what's best in computer and video gaming over the years. Some new, some not

- there's no denying they're all hot!

ACTION

SIDE POCKET
Originally an arcade game full of

naked ladies, Side Pocket has been

shoved onto cartridge. The girls are

fully clothed, but is the game as good

as the coin-op? You bet it is - so

check out the CVG Review NOW!

NHIPA '93
The latest Hockey sim for Electronic

Arts isn't so much a sequel, more a

reworking of the original. Ice-related

hilarity on your Megadrtfe - you'd be

pucking stupid to miss the CVG
Review!

SMASH TV
Big money! Big prizes! Big laffs as

the hit coin-op at last makes its debut

on the Megadrive! It's death,

mayhem and slaughter central in the

gameshow which makes The Run-

ning Man look like Lucky Ladders!

Another Streetfighter wannabe - this time in the form of Mortal Kombat! This brand-new coin-op

uses Pitfighter-style digitised graphics to bring its whack 'n' smack action bang up to date. But

what's it like? Check out the Review and find out!



THE SIMPSONS - BARFS NIGHTMARE
The Simpsons return in Bart's dreams! He's lost his homework and he's got to find all the pages
before he wakes up! Weird it may be, but this is the best Simpsons game so far - and we've got

the Exclusive CVG Review to prove it!

RAMPART
Harken back to the days of castle-bashing in this one-or-two player medieval sim! It looks as

dull as dishwater, put you just won't be able to put it down once you've started!

KING OF THE MONSTERS
The hit Neo Geo monster masher comes to the Super Nintendo! Control a beastie as big as a

block of flats and beat seven shades out of equally enormous opponents - wicked!

ROBOCOP 3
The film's not even out yet, but that hasn't stopped Ocean from releasing the Super Nintendo

game of the sequel to the sequel! The future of law enforcement stomps his stuff through the

streets of Old Detroit - and you are that cop!

ROGER CLEMENS BASEBALL
Strike three! Yer out! Roger Clemens may be big in the States, but we've never heard of him.

But who cares - all you lot want to know is , what's this latest baseball sim like? Well, turn to that

all-telling CVG Review and find out!

ROAD RASH
Electronic Arts sold a stack of Road Rash carts on the Megadrive - and now it's coming to the

Amiga! CVG brings you the definitive lowdown on this ace motorbike thrash in a fab Exclusive

Hotshot!

CHAOS ENGINE
When the Bitmap Brothers do a game, they do it right, even if it takes bloody ages to finish. The
almost mythical Chaos Engine just manages to stay out of the Book of Yore, making its way
instead to CVG for a great Hotshot preview!

MCDONALD LAND
A visit to McDonalds might make your day, but not when you're trapped in the wacky world of

McDonaldland, filled with weird and wonderful beasties! Called Mc Kids in the USA, it's been
subjected to a name change by Ocean, but the game is just as good!

SONIC 2
OUTRAGEOUS! CVG scores again! Here it is - the first Review of the most eagerly awaited

Master System cart this year! Want to know all about the Sega superstar's second game? It's

ALL here in our double whammy Sonic 2 scooperama!

SMASH TV
The gameshow of the future hits the little Sega 8-bit! Is it triff? Or does it whiff? You can find out

- by turning quickly to the top-notch CVG Review!

X-WING
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away, someone thought it a great idea to unleash upon the

world a sim based on the exploits of an X-Wing fighter pilot. That idea drifted over to these parts

- and US Gold and Lucasfilm are all set to launch X-Wing! Check it out Exclusively in CVG!

ADVERTISING MANAGER: Jim Owens SALES EXEC: Greg Watson PRODUCTION ASSISTANT:

David Nye SECRETARY: Joanne Briar MARKETING MANAGER: Marc Swallow MARKETING

EXECS: Sarah Ewing and Sarah Hillard PUBLISHING DIRECTOR: Graham Taylor MANAGING

DIRECTOR: Terry Pratt SUBSCRIPTION AND BACK ISSUE ENQUIRIES (INCLUDING GO!): CVG

Subscriptions, PO Box 500, Leicester LE99 OAA TEL: 0858 410510 EDITORIAL AND ADVERTIS-

ING Something of something CVG Towers, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London EC1R

3AU TEL: 071 972 6700 FAX: 071 972 6710 PRINTED BY: Kingfisher Web Ltd, Fengate, Peterbor-

ough COLOUR BY: Colourtech, London E2 and PrePress, London E1 TYPESET BY: Dirty Mac and

his sidekick, the hack COVER ART: Gary Ward DISTRIBUTED BY: BBC Frontline (c) COPYRIGHT:

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES 1992 ISBN No: 0261-3597 QUICK QUESTION: How DO we do

it? CVG DISCLAIMER: CVG accepts no responsibility for any errors, ommissions, misprints, mis-

takes or other nasties which make life such a laugh. Hello to Jo Biss, you owe me a pint! LAST

MINUTE ADVICE: Never take anything at face value, and watch for that hidden agenda.

EDITOR
TIM BOONE
REAL FIGHTING IS FOR
IDIOTS
When I was about 12 I took on this kid who

was supposed to be the hardest on the

estate. He kept going on about how tough he

was but I thought he was a wimp and told

him so. We had this mega scrap round the

back of his house and he beat the crap out of

me. My little brother virtually had to carry me
home and all the way he kept calling me an

idiot. He was right.

DEPUTY EDITOR
PAUL RAND
There was this lad at school who was really

scruffy and smelly and I couldn't stand him

and one day he just kept taking the rise out

of my so we had a scrap and I grabbed him in

this headlock but I just couldn't hit him. All

my mates fell about laughing and called me a

wimp, but I think real fighting is wrong and

not at all clever.

ART EDITOR
JON BILLINGTON
When I were a lad I got into a scrap with this

nipper and he was beating me black and blue

when my grandad turned up, shoved his head

through some school railings and left him

there while we went off home. I learned an

important lesson that day - never pick on

anyone smaller than you are...

STAFF WRITER
STEVE KEEN
I fought my way through to the Grand Final of

this bigjudo competition (bloody hell - CVG

boys) and I was up against my mate for the

Gold Medal. Just as the fight started he came

over and kicked me straight between the legs

and I rolled around in agony for ages. The
™

thing was, he got disqualified and I won the

gold medal. What do you mean, my voice is a

bit high?

STAFF WRITER
PAUL ANGLIN
There was this kid we all really hated at

school and one day about fifteen of us dived

on him in this mass bundle. He didn't get a

scratch but eye came out with this massive

black eye and had to wear these crap plastic

sunglasses to Southend the next day and it

rained all day so I looked well stupid. I never

had another fight again.

DESIGNER
JENNYABROOK
've never actually been in a fight, but I've got

out of loads of them. When I was at school

this girl was really jealous because I'd just

won some prize and she lobbed this cactus at

me. I didn't do anything about it, everyone

thought she was really stupid and they all

said how great I was because I didn't let her

bother me!

MANAGING EDITOR
JULIAN RIGNALL
Jaz is on holiday somewhere in the Welsh

Valleys right now, swapping strange finger

gestures with the locals and generally having

a good time. Little is known about the boy's

scrapping background, but if he's hard

enough to put up with places like Pnybont-

fawr for a whole week there's not much else

npprlc; tn hp c;airi
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JAVME NEAL USA

ROBOCOP S FOR THE NES

RATED 72*

AN MACHINE / MARCH 1112

LEMI1INGS FOR THE SUPER

NES RATED 13*

CVC / MARCH 1112

ADDAI1S FAMILY FOR THE

GAME BOY RATED 52*

GO! / MAY 1112

OLYMPIC GOLD FOR THE

HEGADRIVE RATED 7D*

MEAN MACHINE / JUNE 1112



TAZ I1ANIA FOR THE

MEGADRIVE RATED 13'/.

SEGAPRO / AUGUST 1112

ara«M»
! *o -

^

TERMINATOR FOR THE

MEGADRIVE AND THE

MASTER SYSTEM RATED ^O*

SEGAPRO / JUNE 11*12

I Are some of these favourable reviews

a tad too enthusiastic? Are some of the

negative ones a gnats' too critical?

There's only one way to find out. Play

the games yourself in the Gamesmaster

Zone.

You'll find one in every Comet store- A

themed area where you can play before

you pay on a selection of the latest

and greatest titles.

(There are over BSD available in all.)

w*ar;m v -.«
JT •*»:

SPIDERMAN FOR THE GAME

BOY RATED 13'/.

GO! / AUGUST 1112

ASTERIX FOR THE MASTER

SYSTEM RATED 10'/.

CVG / HAY 1112
I

The Gamesmaster Zone is the biz when

it comes to hardware too. With a huge

stock of all the big names in hand

helds and consoles.

sniffings

D IS T CARD
-t«

.Li**

Buy any of them and you'll qualify for

a Gamesmaster Zone Discount

Card. Valid till April next

year it will cut the cost of

channel FouRTELEvision new games by 1D/C.

And hot new games is where the

Gamesmaster Zone really has the edge

The day a title is out, is the day that

title will be in.

And not just boxed behind the counter,

but loaded up and ready to play in our

demonstration units.

By now the doubting Thomases amongst

you may be thinking we're telling a few

wobblies ourselves.

Well Tom, check out the Gamesmaster

Zone in your

local Comet.

YOU KNOW WHERE TO COME



or blimey, guv'nor - those CVG boys get everywhere! Yes
indeed, the world's greatest games mag doesn't muck
about when it comes to telling you what's hot and what's

not. Now we're appearing every week In Britain's biggest news-

paper - and we're on the telly too!

Eagle-eyed CVG heroes will already know, Yours Truly writes

a regular column for the Mega Guide games section every

Saturday in The Sun. It's called The Buzz and it's stuffed full

with the hottest games news from Britain, Japan, and America -

and you're being very sad if you've missed it!

But that's not all - the CVG boys are appearing each and

every Thursday between 4 and 5pm on Sky News live, so now
you can feast your eyes on all the latest gaming goodies while

tucking into your tea!

And there's more - by the time you read this, GamesMaster
should be well into its second series, and the CVG boys are on

that as well! By now
most of you will have
seen the new show, and
been just as gobs-

macked as we were by

the well wicked location

on which it's been filmed

and the slicker format of

the show.

If that's not enough
(and it never is!) ITV are lining up their own games show called

BAD Influence, and you might even see a few of the CVG boyos

there too! The Yorkshire TV programme (networked to all the

stations) will be taking an in-depth look at the world of comput-

er entertainment, with live studio sections to bring you the lat-

est stuff!

Don't know about you, but we reckon all this interest is great

for games. The world has finally started to take computer

games seriously, and all the old guff people used to churn out

about consoles being bad for you has been replaced by gen-

uine enthusiasm for an entertainment phenomenon most
adults were never able to understand.

If this goes on, and all the signs are that it will, more and

more people will realise what they've been missing all these

years and the games industry will grow and grow. Games will

definitely get even better, with more spent on production

because more people are buying them, and prices will come
down as the market becomes more competitive.

Personally I don't think the world of Computer and Video

Games has ever been in better shape, and I for one can't wait

to see what the future brings. Some of the games we're seeing

come through on console are breaking gameplay records left,

right and centre - and it can only get better. But what do you

think? Drop a line to Word Up at the usual CVG address and

we'll do a Letters Special soon printing the best we get. See
you next month!^

TIMB • it NE

CVG 008

Here they are, the results you've all been waiting for - the winners of the

treetfighter 2 compo we held a couple of issues ago! The four runners-

up, who each win a copy of the game, are in reverse order: Philip

Carpenter, Harrow; Simon Hurst, Brighton; Jamie Stokes, W Yorks and

Paul Barrington, Dartford, Kent. The overall winner, who walks off with

Streetfighter 2 and a machine to play it on is, wait for it, Sean Kelly from

Romford! We'll be printing a few of these ace scrap stories in future

issues, but meanwhile turn straight to page 20 where we're giving away

TEN Super Nintendos and the game! How DO we do it?

PS While we're on the subject of winners, loads of you entered our good-

ies galore compo and CVG heroes Andrew Stacey and Lorraine Marshall

have already won a free game for their efforts because they're bags of lit-

tle treats were top of the lot! Watch out for more top wheezes and mini

compos soon!
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Not satisfied with being a Prince, Valiant wants to become a knight
Only King Arthur can bestow this honour, to any who prove themselves worthy
by deed. he must find the legendary viking ring of peace and take it to arthur's
palace at camelot.
The quest begins in treacherous marshland, where every STEP IS POTENTIALLY
LETHAL. ARMED WITH A MERE CROSSBOW. THE PRINCE MUST FIGHT HIS WAY THROUGH A VAST
FOREST. FILLED WITH CUT THROATS AND THIEVES. DOWN INTO THE UNDERGROUND CAVERNS.
THROUGH THE DEADLY MAZE TO THE RING'S RESTING PLACE. HE MUST CROSS THE STORMY
SEA AND BATTLE THE VIKING ARMADA TO REACH CAMELOT...
WILL PRINCE VALIANT MAKE IT AND FULFIL HIS DREAM OF KNIGHTHOOD?

:K-;*>

Nintendo and Nintendo

are trademarks of Nintendo

R
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OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED

2 CASTLE STREET

CASTLEFIELD

MANCHESTER . M3 4LZ

TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633

FAX: 061 834 0650

1 991 KING FEATURES SYNDICATE, INC



It's a dangerous business, the comic-book game - especially when you literally

become part of your own cartoon! In Cool World, the creator of the comic strip is

magically transported to the world of ink and paint - but it's not all bad news,

because one of the characters in his story just happens to be Kim Basinger! So it's

spawny gets and big piles of sweets all round, even if the rumours about the film on

which this game is based being so bad it's to be put straight onto video. As you can

see, Cool World from Ocean is shaping up to be one weird cart, with a strange

assortment of characters to contend with. Graphics are looking hot and, if the plat-

form-based gameplay matches up, this could indeed be a cool game. More info

soon!

IJ
Every so often we get letters from

people worried about buying software

Mail Order because of the risks

involved. If you're one of them, watch

out for the CVG Recommended logo in

the magazine. This is our seal of

approval, and to earn it the Mail Order

company must have a proven track

record in fast, reliable service. It's our

guarantee of quality, so remember to

watch out for it when buying all your

stuff!

Just when you thought you'd seen it all on your Amiga and ST, along comes Vir

gin with Motorhead - the game! The game is best described as a beat 'em up

along the lines of Golden Axe, and it's slap central as our heavy metal heroes

kick some serious behind. With levels like Karaoke Land and Rave Lane, we
think you get the general idea what this is all about, and it's due out soon.

Electronic Arts have been busy beavers this summer and now they're preparing

to unleash a whole hatful of top titles onto the civilised world! First and foremost

they're working on an absolute stack of Megadrive (most of which you can read

about in the Sega Superheroes

booklet attached to this very

cover!) If that's not enough
they've got tons coming on the

PC too, including Space Hulk,

Car and Driver, Buzz Aldrin's

Race Into Space and Castles II!
|

*0 "r~~ Oi
Here are a few screenshots to

be getting along with, but

watch out for the CVG Previews

and Reviews soon!

CVG 010



Can you spot the mystery CVG celeb hidden amongst this sea of faces? Some-
where amongst this ocean of "Nigel Mansell lookalikes" bearing an uncanny
resemblance to Mario is none other than - well, you tell us! Take a good look at

this picture and you may just spot someone rather well known to CVG readers

everywhere. Write in and tell us who this particularly sad CVG man is and there's

a free game for the first correct answer out of the hat!

Just when you thought you'd heard it all,

almong come the Ambassadors
of Funk (featuring MC Mario)

with a record all about the

megastar with a moustache!

Called SuperMarioLand it's the

essential item for Mario-loving

ravers everywhere, wherever they

are. The word is that this one's

destined for the top 20 along

with, wait for it, Tetris by none
other than Doctor Spin. The CVG
boys were going to play both sin-

gles and give you the full lowdown

on these sound sensations but,

err, we didn't. Anyway, SuperMari-

oLand is on Living Beat Records

and Tetris on Polydor, so now you

know what to ask for, or not as the

case may be...

Here's the latest piece of Mario-related

merchanding kit - the Mario Bike

Blaster! Now you can stick our Mario on

your handlebars and, er, blast away! The

device, which retails at £9.99, clamps

onto your handlebars and blares out a

choice of eight noises together with

flashing lights! We got ours from Cre-

ative Concepts at PO Box 92, Reading,

and Paul Anglin's stabiliser special will

never be the same again...

Feast your eyes on these VERY early shots of what could well be the most stunning

golf game ever! Initially for the PC, Ocean Golf (working title) not only makes the

player's life incredibly easy by the use of icons galore, it also promises to feature

some of the best graphics ever seen! Fast, flowing camera views of the ball in mid-

flight made us fall off our chairs when we were given a sneaky peek at the game,
due to appear early next year - so keep an eye on these pages for more info soon!

Oil CVG
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The original Super Nintendo TV ad was rather poor, we think you'll agree. After all, a

few words shooting onto the screen isn't exactly inspiring, is it. But stay glued to your

screens, folks, because the new SNES promo is about to launch itself onto our cath-

ode ray tubes - and it's mega!

It's been created by the team who produced the stunning graphic effects in the Termi-

nator 2 movie, and once again they've used their revolutionary Polymorphing

technique to come up with incredible views of people changing into robots and the

like. You should be able to see the ad on your telly in the next month or so, but in the

meantime here are some shots to whet your appetite. Well 'ard!

<*->- <»>:
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pidey makes his debut on the Super Nin-

:endo! In his first SNES outing, the **
webbed wonder joins forces with the

mazing X-Men in a bid to close down the

ril operation of the dastardly Arcade. It's

arachnid platform laughs and japes

alore, as you take control of Spidey and
he X-Men in various action-packed levels

llled with Arcade's heinous henchmen.
Each superhero has his own special pow-

ers and, of course, Spiderman makes
good use of his web-slinging abilities and
Spidey Sense.

After a good, hard look at an almost-

finished version of the game, we reckon

that Spiderman And The X-Men is going to

be one massive hit! Great graphics, lots of

thrills and a really tough challenge on

each of the levels should ensure that, on

its release, this should fly to the top of the

charts. When will you get the complete

lowdown on this hot cart? Next month, of

course, when CVG treats Spidey and his

pals to a full, definitive Review! Be there.

COR

^p
^

-t-

» ft

t I 4 * i

Join Riggs and Murtaugh in this ace new
tie-in from Ocean, based upon one of

the most successful action films ever!

We were treated to a very early look at

Lethal Weapon 3, a tale of cops, guns,

baddies and, erm, more guns -

and to say it was looking good
would be a slight understate-

ment. There's a lot being

shoe-horned into the four-meg

cart, and it looks like being action

all the way.

Blast the baddies with your

revolver and avoid the nasties

which include pistol-packing

punks, enemies with flame-

throwers and even man-eating

sharks! Watch out for more news
on these pages soon!

CVG 014
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TO BE THIS
GOOD

But it's quicker if you

use the official Sega

Pro-Master series of

hints and tips books.

Whether you own a Master

System, Mega Drive or

Game Gear, the

Pro-Master series are

unbeatable if you want
to WIN. All you need is

volumes, each revealing th*

ing Sega games.

4 Pro-Master books covering 12 games

Notch up huge points and scores

Learn the right tactics and strategies

Find hidden levels and rooms

Cheat codes give extra lives ^
Avoid hidden traps and hazards

Maps and screenshots illustrate

tricky areas

FREE button badges

Collect four fabulous FREE bookmarks

AT £2.99 YOU CANT LOSE -

PRO-MASTER GIVES YOU THE
WINNING EDGE
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A vaitable from all leading bookshops and
computer games stores.

Simon & Schuster Ltd, West Garden Place,

Kendal Street, London W2 2AQ
Tel: 071 724 7577
"Sega", "Mega Drive", "Master System" and "Game Gear" are Trade

Marks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. © 1992 Simon & Schuster Ltd
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AMIGA/PC/SPECTRUM/C64
Street Fighter fever is reaching volcanic proportions as the race to get the incredible

arcade masterpiece out on every format before Chrimbo gathers steam. The all for-

mats monsters are already guaranteed the hotly contested number 1 slot on the

Christmas Charts, even though they've only been in production for a few months with

US Gold. Always first with the big news, CVG has gathered up all the information

that's currently available for an astounding taster that'll whet your appetites - so

let's get on with the show!

The good news is that the Amiga version is nothing like the abysmal Final Fight.

There's been no sacrificing of characters or animation and every sample that's

on the 16 megabyte cartridge has been squeezed onto the floppy disks. As yet

the extremely complicated control system employed by the game has not been

finalised for the cpmputer versions. One thing that's for sure though is that every

one of the eight characters will have at least 15 moves and 223 frames of ani-

mation. It seems likely that the programmers will have to opt for a split control

system, where your single fire button will either control punches or kicks with the

ability to toggle between the two by pressing a button on the keyboard.

FIGHT!
The PC version, with it's superior VGA
graphics capabilities, looks even bet-

ter than hoped. Although some low

mhz machines will suffer terribly from

loss of speed the animation is superb

with some frames that weren't even

included on the SNES version! Again

payability will suffer slightly because

of the lack of buttons, but all the

arcade features with 12 different

backdrops, individual music scores

and the four championship fighters at

the end will be included.

• » v m -*
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As for the humble C64 and Spectrum
versions, they won't be left out either

as huge strides are being made to

make them as complete as the rest of

the bunch. However tape users on the

Specy will only be able to choose one

of two characters to fight with and the

computer will have to load up the

opponents in a set order one at a

time, although this won't be a problem

for the lucky +3 disk owners!

JUST FIGHT!
As for the big boys, PC and Amiga, the

game is being compacted to fit on to

not more than three disks and access

will be kept to a minimum. So fight

fans had better watch this space,

because it's only the beginning of the

Street Fighter race!

CVG 016



ncredible! The world's greatest games mag continues its great goodies giveaway with TEN

THOUSAND brand new Streetfighter 2 pin badges - and YOU can walk away with one! If that's not

enough, you could also waltz away with the only complete set in the world!

But you'll have to be quick - Giveaway Day is October 24!

Everyone went bonkers when CVG gave away free Ryu badges on the cover of the mag

last issue. Stacks of you have written and phoned asking for more - so here's the

second in the series - Blanka in the midst of his Thunderstorm electricity attack!

To celebrate all the Streetfighter stuff happening right now Oust look at

the opposite page for all the news on US Gold's home computer

versions!) we've got together with The Sun and Comet to give

away these ace badges to the first 10,000 people who ask

for them!

So what do you have to do to grab some Blanka

brilliance? It's very simple - but you have to act fast!

First, cut out the Blanka token in the bottom right hand

corner of this page, then wait for Saturday October 24

and buy your copy of The Sun. Inside the Mega Guide

you'll find another token to cut out and collect. Sim-

ply take them both to your nearest Comet Store

(there are more than 200 across Britain) and polite-

ly ask for your free badge! Provided you've been

quick enough, you'll get one on the spot.

Remember to keep hold of your tokens, though,

because you can also use them to win the only complete

set of Streetfighter badges in the world! Just send us both

tokens, together with your answer to this, in

not more than 12 words:

I'm hard enough for the world's only

Streetfighter 2 badge set because....

Stick your tokens and answer in an envelope,

together with your name and address, and wang the

whole lot off to: I'M HARD I AM, STREETFIGHTER 2

GAMES
LANE

so stop mucking about and go for it NOW!

All the usual CVG competition rules apply which means you can enter as often as you like provided you're nothing to do with EMAP, News Interna-

tional, Comet Retail and you're not Toxteth 0'Grady, producer of the world's stickiest bogey. The Editor's decision is final and no correspondence will

be entered into. Well, we might right back if your letter is hilariously funny, but I wouldn't count on it if I was you.

CVG 017



The Wonda Mega is quite possibly the most brilliantly designed and

sought after piece of console kit on the planet, and now you can win one
courtesy of the Hotlines! This super spanky combo of Megadrive and CD-

ROM combined is an awesome piece of hardwar. Not only can you play

every Megadrive game under the sun, but with the flick of a switch you can

enjoy quadraphonic compact disk quality audio and incredible CD games
with more megabytes than you can shake a stick at! All that's separating

you from this phenomenal prize and gleaming gaming glory is a telephone

call - so dial that magic number NOW!

If you're under 18 make sure the person who pays the phone bill gives permission for you to make the

call. Calls cost 36p per minute (off peak) and 48p per minute (peak rate).

CVG018
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1 100 metres final, to win the gold

medal in under 10 seconds*

Acorn, too, has left its competitors

U«t standing by launching its new 32 -bit

computer range - starting from under £500.

The new computers, from a family learning

and entertainment centre to the comprehensive

home office, are awesome in speed, power and

ease of use. Indeed, they are in a class of

their own.

The Family Solution, at just £499 including

VAT, has at its heart the Acorn A3010 32 -bit

RISC computer, offering a wide range of

applications and software simply accessed via

the system's multi-tasking windows and icons,

in colour. With joystick support and hundreds

of available games, family fun takes on a whole

new dimension!

1MByte of RAM (upgradeable to 2MBytes)

Painty Draw, Edit and music applications

3 Button Mouse

TV Modulator - connect directly to your TV
EasiWord - word-processor

Quest For Gold - exciting athletics simulation

Post the coupon by FREEPOST or call us now

on FREEFONE 0800 67 88 88 to see how

you can harness the energy of Acorn's

new 32 -bit power generation.

Acorn 32-bit computer range
the new power generation.

r
Send this coupon to: Acorn Computers Ltd, FREEPOST TK960. Brentford,

Middlesex TW8 8BR.

1

Name FS-CV-11

Address _

Postcode

Tel: Acorn
L J
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NCREDIBLE! CVG hits the jackpot yet again with one of the biggest competitions you've ever seen! To celebrate the

Official UK release of the game and the Super Nintendo Streetfighter 2 machine bundle, the world's greatest games

mag is giving away TEN mega machine packs - and you could be the spawny get who wins one!

Streetfighter 2 should be officially available in the shops by the time you read this, which means everyone can experi-

ence the phenomenon which is sweeping Britain with the game the CVG boys vote Best Console Game Ever! Now we're

giving away ten Streetfighter packs - Super Nintendo and the game - worth ONE THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED POUNDS!

So what do you have to do to walk off with your very own Super Nintendo and Streetfighter 2 cart tucked under your

arm? Well, this must be the simplest compo we've ever devised! All you have to do is send us the best looking envelope

you can - so utterly brilliant that the postie will be proud to deliver it to CVG Towers!

Paint it, colour it, do whatever you like - just make sure it's the best Streetfighter 2 envelope in the universe, so utterly

brilliant that we're going to go bananas when we see it. You don't necessarily have to be a great artist either - just as long

as your Streetfighter efforts send us spinning! We want to be gobsmacked by your brilliance, and the ten best envelopes

walk off with the prize! So grab your scribbling kit and fire off those amazing envelopes to:

MY TROUSERS HAVE EXPLODED AND I STILL WAN
STREETFIGHTER 21 COMPUTER AND VIDEO

GAMES, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANEf
LONDON

EC1R 3AU. Closing date is November 14, after

which we'll pick the ten best and dish out those

prizes!

IMPORTANT NOTE: Make sure our address

is easy to read on the front of the envelope,

or the postman will just throw it straight in

the bin and we're not going to blame him one

jot. Also, make sure there's nothing rude or

stupid too - because it's Instant

Disqualification if there is. Apart from that you

can draw what you like, as long as it's bright

and brilliant. Special note: remember to put

your own name, age and address on the back -

or we won't know where to send the prize!

Your trousers have probably disintegrated in ail the excitement, but remember that all the usual CVG competition rules apply, which means you can enter as many times as you like provided you're noti to do v. EMAP, Bandai UK or the Paul

Rand fan club (annua! crip £10). The Editor's decision is Final and anyone who phone? to find out the results before we pnnt them will be instantly disqualified. Small print hint: CVG is the greatest games mag m the world, and anyone

who gets that onto the ;e stands a bigger chance of winning. Don't te one else, thoug*

021 CVG
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f you go down to the woods today

you're sure for a big surprise, if

you go down to the woods today

you're in for a BIG surprise - 'cos

Sonic is back and he's better than

ever! Unfortunately, we're not able

to tell you exactly what the plot is -

but there's a very good reason for

this. CVG is so hot we scooped
everyone to grab the game first,

and all the instructions are at this

moment known only to the Japan-

ese developers! What we do know
is that Sonic's pals have been kid-

napped once again, but a small fox

named Two Tails has managed to

escape the net of the doc and has

now joined forces with the almighty

Sonic!

you'd better

warn air

traffic
control

there ai

going to be
some sen-

are

ous sparks
flying soon

vJ

marks
Sega for coming

up with plenty of origi-

nal twists and turns to \

keep Sonic head and^
shoulders above the „

rest! The most 4

impressive, not

mention

enjoyable part of

game
Bonus Stage - those high speed two play-

er thrills and spills are simply amazing

and will have you up 'till the early hours

of the morning! At first glance Sonic may
not look radically different to the original,

but it packs a ton more punch than

Bluey's first outing. The levels are

absolutely massive, with so much to do

and so much to find that you'll bust a gut

trying! I wasn't really a fan of Sonics first

effort but Sega have worked wonders

with this and there's certainly enough

here to keep everyone happy!

IT
Most of the items in Sonic 2 are exactly the same as the original - but

beware, if you're playing in two player mode all the items screens are just

question marks, so it's just a case of hit and miss really. The real bummer is

that one of the items is a widget which, if you're unfortunate enough to col-

lect it, will dump you right back to the beginning of the level. Watch out for it!

* TOIL

*

*-

;c>

One of the main selling points of

Sonic 2 was the two player mode,

which from the very start was going

to be achieved by a split screen

effect - one player controlling Sonic

and the other with the reins of Two

Tails. This gives a real competitive

edge to the two player mode and is a

real novelty to boot. The computer

splits the screen horizontally in two

and squashes up the graphics a tad

to accomodate all this high speed

hilarity, and whilst it does take a

while to get used to it really does

work!

The most graphically impressive part of the game is undoubtedly the STUN

Runner type bonus stage which has Sonic and Two Tails running down a tun-

nel at warp speed, collecting rings and generally having a good time. The 3D

effect is quite staggering and the screen really shifts at an amazing 3D lick.

The best bit is running up the top of a hill and careering down the other side

as Sonic World stretches out into the distance! It's an absolute laff riot and

some of the best two-player head-to-head hilarity you'll find anywhere!



Another improvement in Sonic 2 has been made in the level size and com-

plexity. On a great deal of levels you can swim underwater, fly through the air

with the aid of a springboard or just be boring and walk along it. This means

there's much more in the way of secret little passages and bonus rooms, and

we're certainly not about to tell you where they are!

i

One feature of Sonic 2 which remains

in the sequel is the appearance of

those poles with the little balls on

top. Just in case you're a sad person

and don't know what they're used for,

every time you pass one the comput-

er remembers your position and you

get to start there should you lose a

life. Rather excellent, eh?
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After all th

hype Sonic

is here at last -

delivering every

-

\
you could

reasonably expei

from the game. For

a start it's all a tad faster,

nd the addition of Tails is

a real master stroke to beef

\ up the gameplay. Graphics are

no great improvement over the

original, but seeing as the first

game's were about the best you'll find

that's no bad thing! Sound is ace too - the

tunes aren't quite as memorable as the

first game, but they're excellent nonethe-

less and compliment the game very well

On first impressions the game won't drop

your jaw, but get to the bonus stage and it

will! The STUN Runner-type effect is a real

programming feat, and luckily you can

choose it as an option to play whenever you

want! The only thing which lets Sonic 2

down slightly is the difficulty, initially it's

not that much harder than the first game,

but things do improve on later stages. It's

better than the first game, not enough to

induce an adrenalin overload, but more

than enough to keep everyone happy! A
fine game.
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onic is back! And this time, he's
got a pal! His name is Tails, and

he's a fox with, surprise surprise,
two tails. So what's the story this

time round, eh? Well, we just don't
know - this game's so hot that the
only folk who currently know the
plot are Sega Japan themselves!
But what we can figure out is that
Tails has been spirited away and it's

up to our spikey blue hero to save
the day by racing through the many
levels, avoiding the baddies as you
go! This is the game that Sega-own-
ing freaks have been gagging for

ever since it was announced - and
CVG scoops the lot with the first

Review of this long-awaited sequel.
Take it away, boys!

KJL^k* didn't really

^>know what to

xpect from
Sonic 2 -

the first

one was
an unbe-

lievable feat

on the Mas-
ter System
.and it was
always
going to

be a dif-

ficult
task to

even match its brilliance. Now we've got

the sequel, I can honestly say that this

one is even better than the original!

Graphics are simply stunning - loads of

different levels, each one looking as
good as the last, and the Sonic sprite has
been spruced up and really looks the

bizz! Sonic 2 is essentially the same as

before, but bigger and more difficult, and
the inclusion of such extras as the under-

ground carts and hang-gliders just add
even more to the overall package. Sonic

is back with a vengeance; grab this one
the second it appears in the shops!

CVG 024 PAUL RAND
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So you've seen the Master System version of Sonic 2, but what's the score on the other versions of the game?
Sonic on Game Gear is looking very good indeed. Similar to the Master System game, this one's packed with all the

features you loved from Sonic's first excursion, but bigger and better than ever! And as for the Megadrive version -

cor blimey, guvnor! A complete overhaul of the first game is what Sega 16-bit owners can expect. If you've been
reading CVG lately you'll know that there's now a split-screen two-player option in there in which one player controls

Sonic while the other takes on the role of his host pal, Tails! It's looking unbelievable, and we'll be bringing you the
definitive Megadrive Sonic 2 review next time around!

.*
e

* *
.

As in the first game, Sonic 2's levels

are split into three stages, with the

hard hedgehog having to do the run-

ning around and collecting rings

stuff in the first two before con-

fronting an enemy in the third. Once
he's beaten the end level baddy a

big metal exoskeleton appears to

release the kidnapped woodland
animals, which hop away merrily as

if nothing has happened. Aahh!

You know there were stacks of secret rooms in the first Sonic The Hedgehog
spectacular? Well this time around, there's even more! Some of the bricks

on each of the levels look different to others, and these are the ones which

can be smashed by spinning into them. Do this to find more rings and extra

TV power-ups - and also to brag to your mates that you've found a section of

the game that they know nothing about!
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Robotnik wasn't the nicest of chaps in the original Sonic game, but it seems
that he's gone through a bit of a character transformation in the sequel! The

good doctor crops up at opportune moments to help Sonic out in times of

stress - for instance, just as our hero is about to fall into a quite nasty lava

pit in the first level, up pops Robotnik to snatch him away from the danger

and carry him to terra firma. What a boy, eh?

Sonic is one hard and fast hedgehog,

sure, but even our spiny hero needs

a bit of a helping hand sometimes.

Which is why, dotted around the

stages, are little television screens

which, when Sonic spin-jumps onto

them, provide helpful stuff to give

our lad a bit of extra oomph! Pick up

sparkly stars to make him invincible

for a short time; grab Sonic faces to

give our boy an extra life; collect TV

rings to be rewarded with ten, erm,

rings; all this and more can be found
- if you know where to look!
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Anticipate

rising to fever pitch for

this cart around the

world, but has the wait been

orth it? You bet it has! Any-

one who thought Sonic 1 was
the best Master System game

ever and was worried Sonic 2 wouldn't be

up to scratch can put themselves out of

their misery right now. For a start this is

even faster than the first game, a clever

screen layout means the fairly minimal

number of enemies doesn't hold up the

action one jot Graphics are excellent -

the main Sonic sprite has been touched

up a tad for better definition and the

background colour scheme is more
impressive than the original. Most impor-

tant aspect is the gameplay, though, and
this is an improvement on the first

through the sheer speed of the game and
size of the challenge. I did think the idea

of rescuing Tails was a right cop-out, but

this is an 8-bit machine after all - and
what you get with Sonic 2 is the best that

can be done with the machine. Top stuff.

TIM BOONE
STRATEGY

ACTION

GRAPHICS °/<o

SOUND °/co

GAMEPLAY °/co

VALUE °/<O
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art Simpson doing his home-
work? Now there's a turn-up

for the books! But yes, he's got a
project to finish, so he's slaving

well into theaway wen into tne night in an
attempt to get it done. But the
later it gets, the wearier Bart
becomes until he slumps over his

papers and dozes off into a dream.
And what a dream! The pages of

his project are blown out of the
window and Bart must retrieve

them, otherwise it's curtains for

young Simpson in class in the
morning. So pick up the joypad and
become the tenacious ten-year old

in what has to be his wackiest
adventure yet!

Don't have a cow, man,
but this latest Simpsons
game really is the tops! Bart's Nightmare

incorporates a whole load of different

game styles and famous Simpsons char-

acters, all of which come together to

create without doubt the best Bart

license yet! Sure, we've seen it all

before, but there are in effect six differ-

ent games on this cartridge, each one
well worth playing - my personal

favourite has to be Itchy And Scratchy,

as it captures the feel of the mad cat and
mouse duo perfectly; you'll crease up
when you see Itchy run onto the screen

with an enormous bazooka! Graphically,

Bart's Nightmare is a treat - the charac-

ters look and act exactly as they do in the

cartoon, which only adds to the overall

atmosphere, and while sound isn't

incredible, it more than serves it's pur-

pose. It might be nightmarish for Bart,

but you'll be in a dreamland playing this

game. It's just a pity there isn't a NIcBain

game - how about it, Acclaim?

CVG 028 PAUL RAND
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THEY FIGHT, THEY
FIGHTJHEY FIGHTAND
FIGHTANDFIGHT, THEY
FIGHTANDFIGHTAND

"

FIGHTANDFIGHANDFIG
HTANDFIGHT THE
ITCHY AND SCRATCHY
SHOW!"

Bart has stumbled into an episode

of his favourite cartoon - The Itchy

And Scratchy Show - and he's the

poor soul attracting the attentions

of the homicidal cat and mouse
duo! Armed with a mallet, Bart has

to hit the loony 'toons over the

head - not easy, as they're both

heavily armed with the likes of

bazookas, flame throwers and even

carving knives! Bartholomew, in

retaliation, can attack his foes -

which also include exploding light

—

bulbs and fire-breathing vacuum
cleaners - with an assortment of

goodies which include fire extin-

guishers, sucker-guns and
exploding cans of cola!

E Shekhana Console

(081 340 8565) for the

review cartridge.
» <- ? j- -

The boy in the hat is back! Except,

he hasn't got a hat on! Yes, Bart

takes on the role of Indy - actually,

Idaho Simpson is how he's known -

to find the missing homework in

the Lost Temple Of Maggie! Blue

demons stalk our hero, and some
of the blocks he stands on crumble

away and cause the kid to fall into

the fiery depths! But there are eggs

to collect which give Bart another

go, and the knowledge that, if he
gets to the end, he receives anoth-

er piece of his project and a better

grade at school! ^^-\
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BART'S TEMPLE OF DOOM!

S3"

-in
Now this is weird! You're inside your own body, bursting rogue viruses with

your hand-pump and picking up Smilin' Joe Fission along the way, in order

to break the forcefield and collect a page of your homework! There are two

types of nasty virus - the British Tommy Virus and, in the pointed hat, the

Von Gut-U Virus. If Bart touches either of them, or should he be hit by their

bullets, it's curtains for the youngster. Oh no!
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Bart's had a pretty raw deal on the games
front, with just about every adaptation of

the spikey-topped one's antics failing to

capture the atmosphere of the series.

Thank Groening, then, that this one's

totally fabulous! Practically every charac-

ter from the show appears, to do battle

with Bart in his dreams. The brilliant

humour contained in the cartoon has

been injected into

the game in abun-

dance, from the
+ 60

STAy IN SCHOOL,
MAN/ OTHERWISE,
yOU'LL HAVE TO
GO TO WORK.

chilling reptilian
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Mild-mannered Bart Simpson he may not be, but in his dreams the lad

becomes Bartman, righter-of-wrongs and doer-of-daring-deeds. Bartman

must fly high over Springfield, using his high-powered catapult to put paid

to some of the meanest guys ever to hit the town! Take on Sherri and Terri

in a hot-air balloon, belchin' Barney Gumble astride a boss-eyed pink ele-

phant, snidey Smithers in a dart-hurling Zeppelin and, perhaps the nastiest

nasty of all, Montgomery Burns in a WWI plane!

scenes of destruc-

tion with Bart's mum
as Momthra - a huge
flying insect with

Marge's head - to

the toxic belching of

Barney Gumble, who
attacks you astride a

cross eyed flying

pink elephant! The
whole package is like

watching an episode of the

Simpsons for real, especially when you

get sucked into the Itchy and Scratchy

show and the threesome dash around the

screen, bashing each other with ham-
mers and bazookas! If you haven't got

Sky and refuse to pay a tenner for two

episodes of video, Bart's Nightmare is a

great substitute!

STEVE KEEN
BART// ARE
you IN BCD

Fight against the family as the

huge, green monstrosity which is

Bartzilla! Stomp through Capital

City, dealing out death and
destruction to the National Guard

who attack in tanks, choppers and
planes, then tackle the mighty

Momthra and Homer Kong. Shoot

lasers from your eyes and breathe

massive flames at the baddies -

and stamp on power stations to

clear the screen of enemies. Mas-

sive graphics, massive thrills,

massive fun! CVG 029
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After t/ie rather

flat Bart vs The
Space Mutants I

.•>;

was little

apprehensive
about another

game
the

starring

yellow-

skinned underachieves Thankfully

though, this is a totally different story.

Bart's Nightmare didn't look too great at

first, the stroll-along-the-street-dodging-

things gameplay just didn't really

appeal, but that was before I realised

that it was only a tiny part of the game.

Bart's Nightmare is absolutely stuffed to

bursting point with sub-games, some of

which could even be turned into their

own game - especial-

Bart's got to stay asleep for as long as it takes to find all the pages of his

project, but if he comes into contact with the nasties in Windy World, he

loses a Z' and, should all his Zzz's be depleted, he'll wake up. Floating

around Windy World are little blue Z's which can be added to your Sleep-o-

Meter by blowing bubbles at them - aim to get the Z in between the

'goalposts' of the meter, otherwise it won't go in and you'll have wasted a

bubble!

tKe/i/s

6
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ly the Itchy and

Scratchy Show. The
hilarious feel of the

cartoon has been

captured perfectly

and the inclusion of

all the different

Simpsons characters

such as Barney Gum-
ble, Smithers and, of

course, Itchy and
Scratchy, lends a —
real cartoony atmosphere to the pro-

ceedings. All in all, the best use of the

Simpsons yet. Bart vs The Space

Mutants? Eat my shorts!

PAUL ANGLIN

SHHH...CM STUD y IN', MAN/

o M &

UNDER ACHIEVER AND PROUD OF IT!

Before Bart can attempt to grab

piece of his project, our hero must

first take on the perils of Windy

World. To enter a sub-game, jump

on a page (which you'll see blowing

down the street), but avoid the

many obstacles that attempt to

wake you from your dream. Disem-

bodied Jeremiah Springfield Heads

trundle along the paths; Lisa

Fairies sprinkle magic dust and

turn Bart into a frog; Principal Skin-

ner puts the boy Simpson in a

blazer and tie and forces him to

behave for a while - just a selection

of the nightmarish happenings Bart

can, and will, stumble across in his

quest for that magic A-plus!

i
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Draculas Horror-Trip!

ForyourSuper-NESM!

He's back, the Duke of Darkness.

Count Dracula has returned to

unleash untold horrors upon the

helpless villagers of Transilvania,

in this bloodcurdling, spine-chill-

ing adventure. Can you find your

way through 11 terrifying levels

each filled with impending doom.

Will you find the hidden weapons

which will aid you in your mission

to defeat the ghosts, ghouls &
phantoms which lurk inside the

Castle of Undead and roam it's

ancient grisly grounds. Are you

brave enough to try? Or would

you rather die?

Mean
Machines 1/92:

Lots of levels await your

whipswinging presence

and they're pretty

difficult to master!

OVERALL 93%
8 megabit game
11 levels

For 1 Player

System: Super

Nintendo

Entertainment

System
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done or seen in and around the
streets of America - but helicopter
warfare? That's a new one! The good
old US of A has been swamped by
enemy forces from the Grand
Canyon to Easter Island, and all that

stands between them and total

ination of the world is you and your
state-of-the-art Thunder Chopper.
It's going to be tough, but being in

control of a helicopter the size of a
small battleship at least gives you a
fighting chance!

Thunder Storm FX will blow you away
when you see it moving. The scenes are

breathtaking as the chopper pivots and
swings in all directions. It hovers, moves
around objects and turns on a sixpence

squeeze inbetween buildings and
vn streets. The game is incredibly

to

with destroy

including tanks, gun emplacements and
bombers. Although FX looks smart
there 9s not a lot in the way of playability.

For a start, most of the flying is done by
computer and you don't control the heli-

copter at all - you only need change it's

direction when told to or when the arrow
at the bottom of the screen flashes and
points you the correct way - all you're

controlling

that

Also, the enemy
attacking patterns.

their

next

ing from and putting the cursor there,

ready to fire. As it stands, Thunder
Storm FXis a lot of fun, but don't expect

to be playing it forever.

CVG 032
STEVE KEEN

CHOCKACHO
CKACHOCKA

There's no denying that Thunder
Storm's graphics are well tasty,

but what really grabs you by the

throat are the incredible sound
effects in the game! There's tons

of sampled speech which screech-

es out telling you which way to fly,

and the explosions and sounds of

the helicopters tearing through the

skies are phenomenal!

PHUDAPHUDAPHUDAPHUDA
Thunder Storm's a hard nut to crack, but you can make things easier by
changing the speed of the homicidal attack vehicles. On the other hand, if

you then find the game a touch too easy at the bog standard tortoise pace,

you can also turn off the automatic sighting and locking system and just

fight with the cursor sight.

1 7 1 900
h ; scare
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WISSAWISSAWISSAWISSA
FX is armed with the latest multi-round Vulcan machine-guns for close

quarter blanket firing, and smart homing missiles. When using the Vulcans

you'll have to wait till you see the whites of their eyes before shooting, as

the guns can only fire a certain amount of rounds before stopping to

reload, leaving you momentarily defenceless. There's also a sight that

locks in on your targets, turning from yellow to red when they're in range.

Well handy, eh?

ill* •II

(0223 21 1733) for the the

CD used in this review.

s
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CHOPPACHO
PPACHOPPA

The battle kicks of in New York as

a whole squadron of enemy heli-

copters fly out of the sun at you.

The first two use the Statue Of Lib-

erty for cover before you send
them packing with a few well

placed rockets. All kills are accom-
panied by spectacular thermo
explosions, and if you should take

a hit the computer switches to an
outside view and you'll be 'treated'

to a brilliant animation showing

the missile ripping through your

bird amidst plumes of fire, smoke
and debris before it splashes

down.

HUKASHUKASHUKASHUKAS

|

The FX can perform some stunning aerial manoeuvres as it heads down into 1

the Grand Canyon dodging falling rocks and stone towers. The way the heli-

1

copter skims along the battlefield's surface and shoots past enemy I

battleships reminds you of the high speed X-Wing fighter attack on the I

Death Star in the Star Wars movie. In some scenes you'll actually see heat-

1

seeking rockets race towards you, forcing you to dodge and send them I

skimming past underneath your belly. Brilliant! I

V

h »»•*
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Blimey! When I first saw Thunder Force

FX I nearly dropped a load in my shorts,

then when I played it I did! Graphics are

superb -you won't believe your eyes as

explosion after explosion covers the

bits of masonry and twist-

it and flaked
.

re in two, leaving

on the deck. It sounds
good in though

t

computer pilot can't always tell his left

from his right when he's giving emer-

gency evasive instructions. You can

forget about any scoring system with the

game; it's so hard you'll be too busy try-

ing to keep alive to notch up points.

Gameplay is shallow, yes, but when it

comes to the crunch, this is the kind of

game Mega CD owners have been waiting

for - and when you think that Thunder
Storm FX only scratches the surface of

the Mega CD's potential, the future looks

very bright

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS °/co

SOUND °/<o

GAMEPLAY °/co

O-".

.

.

CVG 033
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ELIZABETH PLACE, ST. HELIER, JERSEY
TEL: 0534 562 12 OR 0850 342 488
ORDER HOTLINE OPEN 8AM TO 9PM

VtSA

CHECK THIS!!!
ROAD RASH £22.00!

EA HOCKEY £23.00!

Ahen 3 usa 28.50
Alisia Dragoon jap 25.50
Aquabatics uk 24.95
Atomic Runner usa 27.95
Bare Knuckle jap 22.61
Bart Vs Space Mutants.usa 29.00
Batman usa 27.50
Batman Returns usa 30.00
Buck Rogers usa 27.00
Bulls Vs Lakers usa 29.00
Cadash usa 25.00
Carmen Sandiego usa 27.55
Centurion usa 27.49
Chuck Rock usa 28.00
Corporation usa Call
Crackdown jap 12.74
Crude Buster jap 24.50
D Robinson Bball usa 23.94
Death Duel usa Call
Desert Strike usa 24.90
Devil Crash jap 25.80
Devilish jap 23.81
Donald Duck jap 18.85
Double Dragon II jap 28.55
Dungeons & Dragons ...usa 33.95
EA Ice Hockey uk 23.00
Euro Cup Soccer uk 31.00
E. Holyfield Boxing usa 28.00
Ex Mutants usa Call
F1 Circus jap 21.80
F22 Interceptor usa 25.00
Fantasia jap 15.40
Fatal Rewind usa 24.25
Fighting Master jap 27.50
Gallahad usa Ca
Global Gladiators usa 29.50
Golden Axe II jap 21.00
Green Dog usa 25.50
Grey Lancer jap 25.50
Heavy Nova usa 28.00
Hell Fire jap 15.00
James Pond II usa 23.95
Joe Montana II jap 24.63

John Madden 92 usa

Jordan Vs Bird usa

Kid Carmeleon jap

Krustys Fun House usa

Lemmings jap

LHX Attack Chopper usa
Mystical Fighter usa
NHLPA Hockey 93 usa

Olympic Gold jap

PGA Golf usa
Pit Fighter jap

Predator 2 usa
RBT Baseball III usa
Road Rash usa
Side Pocket usa
Slime World usa
Smash TV usa
Splatterhouse 2 jap

Star Flight usa
Steel Empire usa

Super Monaco gpII usa
Taz Mania uk
Team usa Basketball usa
Terminator usa
Testdrive 2 usa
Thunder Force IV jap

Toki - Monkey Adv jap

Top Pro Golf usa
Twinkle Tale jap

Warrior of Rome II usa
Wonder Boy III jap

23.70

23.79

27.00

26.00

29.00

27.30

27.30

29.00

22.95

25.50

26.50

28.00

29.50

20.00

28.00

25.50

30.00

28.50

28.00

22.95

28.50

26.00

27.50

39.55

28.32

32.00

24.00

28.50

25.50

33.00

12.73

Addams Family usa 34.50
Aerobat Mission. ...........jap 38.00
Area 88 jap 27.50
Axelav jap 38.95
Barts Nightmare usa 36.00
Castlevania jap 31 .00
Contra Spirit jap 35.00
Exhaust Heat jap 34.50
F-zero jap 32.00
Final Fight jap 35.00
Golden Tighter jap 36.00
Gunforce.... ...usa 36.00
Hook jap 35.55
Joe & Mac usa 34.70
King of the Monsters ....jap 36.50
Krustys Fun House usa 34.50
Lemmings jap 33.50
Magic Sword jap 32.95
Mario Kart jap 39.00
Mystical Ninja ......usa 34.95
Parodius jap 35.50
PGA Tour Golf usa 36.00
Pit Fighter usa 27.95
Prince of Persia jap 36.00
Quack Shot jap 34.00
Rampart jap 36.00
Rival Turf usa 35.00
Robocop 3 usa 36.00
Romance of 3 Kingdoms..usA 40.00
Rushing Heat jap 28.50
Simpsons Nightmare....usA 36.00
Sky Mission jap 37.00
Sonic Blastman jap 38.00
Spankys Quest usa 36.00
Street Fighter II jap 41 .95
Super Battle Tank usa 36.00
Super Flying Warriors ..jap 36.00
Super Off Road usa 33.95
Turtles in Time usa 35.99
Wings 2 jap 35.00
X-Men usa Call

Stock Subject To Availabilty • Please Allow 7 Working Days For Delivery
• P8cP add £1 Per Title • Jersey is V.A.T. Exempt-

Access

VISA

T BELIEVE QUR PRICING! -

• Streetfighter ll £45.99 • Turtles IV £37.99 •

lS - iLaUZ. :
^

MEGA DRIVE
Alisia Dragoon £28.99

Chuck Rock £29.95
Desert Strike £29.95
Krustys Super Funhouse£29.49
Splatterhouse II £29.95
Tazmania Devil £29.95
Terminator £28.95

Bart Vs Space Mutants ...£29.95

Dungeons & Dragons £33.95
Side Pocket £29.45

Smash TV £29.45
Predator £29.45
Alien III £29.95
Dragons Fury £29.95

SNES
Arcana £32.99

Castlevania IV £32.49

Contra III £36.49

Joe & Mac £33.49

Krusty's S. Fun House...£34.49
Pilot Wings £33.99

Lemmings £33.99

Sim City £33.49

Street Fighter II £45.99

Super Smash TV £33.49

Super Tennis £31.99

The Addams Family £31.99

Turtles 4 £37.99

Zelda III £35.49

Legend of Mystical Ninja£36.99

WWF Wrestle Mania £35.49

Kablooey £35.49

Bart's Nightmare Call

Spanky's Quest £35.49

Payment Cheque/Postal Order
9

Send orders to: Wild Gam HOUSE, FIRSWOOD MOUNT, GATLEY,

- _ .

JAPANESE SCART 124.99

JAPANESE PAL 1 134,99

USA VERSION
SCART + MARIO.... £139.99
SCART SYSTEM ONLY....£99.00

PAL I SYSTEM ONLY.. ..£1 10.00

UNIVERSAL
CONVERTOR RUNS
JA/JAP/UK SOFTWARE

£14.99
I PAL I BOOSTER
SCART LEAD EXTERNAL
AUDIO LEAD
CONTROL PAD 12.!

I STEALTH JOYSTICK 29.99

USA
ACTRAISER 39.99
ADDAMS FAMILY 39.99
ASTRAL BOUT
AXELAY 44.99
BARTS NIGHTMARE 39.99
CASTLEVANIA IV 39.99
CHESSMASTER 39.99

B

CONTRA 39.99
DINOLAND 39.99
DOUBLE DRAGON II 39.99
FINAL FANTASY 49.99
FINAL FIGHT 44.99
FINAL FIGHT GUY
GEOMAN WARRIOR 39.99
GHOULS & GHOSTS 39.99
GRADIUS III 39.99
G. FOREMAN BOXING 44.99
HOME ALONE 39.99

JAP
39.99
39.99
39.99
44.99

39.99

39.99
39.99
39.99

44.99
49.99
39.99
39.99
39.99

APPOLLO JOYSTICK 4!

SF1 1 JOYSTICK
CAP COM JOYSTICK
XE-SF JOYSTICK 7!

SEE THROUGH JOYSTCK 1

USA JAP
j. nicholas golf 39.99
krusty's fun house 39.99
lemmings 30.00 39-99
magic sword 44.99
mario kart 49.99 49.99
mario paint 59.99 59.99
might & magic ii 49.99
mystical adventure 39.99
out of this world ....... .44.99
pga tour golf 39.99 39.99
pilot wing 44.99 44.99
pitfighter 34.99
PRO SOCCER football....... 24.99
R - type 39.99 34.99
rampart 39.99 39.99
rival turf 39.99 39.99
robocop 3 44.99
rocketeer 39.99 39.99

PHILLIPS 8833 MK II LEAD 1

ASCII PAD ..1

USA/JAP CONVERTOR 14.99

USA JAP
romance stone ii 49.99
sim city 39.99 39.99
simpsons nightmare 39.99
smash tv 39.99 39.99
streetfighter ii 59.99 59.99
super battle tank 39.99
super bowling 39.99 39.99
super off road 39.99
super soccer champ ....39-99 39.99
super tennis.. 39.99 39.99
thunder spirits ...39.99 39.99
top gear 44.99
top racer 39.99
turtles 4 39.99 39.99
un squadron 39.99 39.99
wonderboy 39.99 39.99
wwf wrestling 39.99 39.99
y's ill 44.99

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
GAMEBOY + TETRIS + BATTERIES +

2 PLAYER LEAD + HEADPHONES + PROTECTOR
£64.99

GAMEBOY DELUXE PLUS ANY GAME
OF YOUR CHOICE

AC/DC MAINS PSU
AMPLIFIER „
BATTERY RECHARGER 2
GAMEBOY PROTECTOR
LEATHER PROTECTOR

MEGA MAN 2, ADDAMS FAMILY,
BART SIMPSON, BATMAN

JOKER, BATTTLETOAD, BLUES
BROTHERS, CAESARS PALACE,
DRAGONS LAIR, DUCK TALES,
FLASH, HOME ALONE, HOOK,
HUNCHBACK, ROBOCOP 2, R -

TYPE, SNOW BROTHERS,
SPANISH TRANSLATOR, SPELL

NUBY MAGNIFIER
NUBY GAMELIGHT
REPLACEMENT LENS
TIMEBOY
TIMEBOY WRIST WATCH

CHECKER, STAR TREK,
TERMINATOR 2, TINY TOONS,
TRACKMEET, TURTLE II, WWF
WRESTLING, NINJA GAIDEN,
OPERATION CONTRA, YOSHI,
PERSONAL ORGANISER,

PITFIGHTER, PRINCE OF PERSIA,
RESCUE OF BLOTTE, SIMPSONS
2, GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING,

HYPERBOY 3
LARGE CARRY ALL - NUBY 1

G.BOY POUCH „
HANDYBOY 2

DOUBLE DRAGON 3, FERRARRI
G. PRIX, ROGER CLEMENTS,
wwf 2, nba challenge,
ultra golf, kick off

all have english
instructions. all £22.99
each or 2 for £44.99 or

3 for £59.99

OFFER ONE - IMPORTED
MEGADRIVE +CONTROL PAD +
PSU + 12 MONTHS WARRANTY

OFFER TWO - AS OFFER ONE PLUS

SONIC HEDGEHOG GAME £110.00

AS OFFER 1 + ANY GAME

CD - ROM UNIT

PLUS FREE GAME

ARCADE POWER STICK 34.99
CONTROL PAD 12.99
GAME CONVERTOR 9.99

STEALTH JOYSTICK 29.99
SEE THROUGH PAD 19.99
TURBO PAD 1 4.99

CLUTCH JOYSTICK 29.99
UK MEGADRIVE + SONIC 119.99

ALIENS 3 34.99
ALISIA DRAGOON ....34.99

ATOMIC RUNNER 39.99
BARE KNUCKLE 29.99
BATMAN 34.99
BULLS VS LAKERS ..34.99
CADASH 29.99
CARMEN SANDIEGO .24.99
CHUCK ROCK 34.99
CORPORATION 34.99
CYBER COP 34.99
DRAGON FURY 34.99
EURO CLUB SOCCER34.99

EA HOCKEY 34.99
GALAHAD 34.99
GREEN DOG 34.99
HOLYFIELD BOXING .34.99
JAMES POND II 29.99
JOHN MADDEN 92...29.99
KID CHAMELION 29.99
KRUSTY'S FUN
HOUSE 29.99
LAKERS VS CELTICS 34.99
LEMMINGS 34.99
LHX ATTACK 34.99
MICKEY MOUSE 29.99

OLYMPIC GOLD 34.99
PGA TOUR GOLF 34.99
PITFIGHTER 29.99
PREDATOR II 34.99
QUACKSHOT 34.99
RBI 4 34.99
romance of 3
kingdoms 44.99
saint soword 29.99
side pockets 34.99
Simpsons 29.99
slime world 34.99
sonic hedgehog ...29.99

speedball 2 34.99
spiderman 34.99
splatterhouse 2 .34.99
super smash tv....34.99

s. momaco gp 34.99
monaco gp 2 34.99
taz mania 34.99
TEAM USA 34.99
TERMINATOR 29.99
TEST DRIVE 2 34.99
THUNDERFORCE IV ..39.99
TWISTED FLIPPER....34.99

USA GAMES LISTED

GAME GEAR PLUS SONIC

£99.99

GAME GEAR PLUS
TV TUNER

£154.99

MASTER SYSTEM ADAPTOR.... 1
TV TUNER 6;
AC/DC POWER SUPPLY M
BATTERY PACK 2
GAME GEAR DELUXE CASE ....T

!

99
11
"39

'i 8

WIDE GEAR - PLASTIC v
BIG WINDOW IT - GLASS 1
GAME GEAR PROTECTOR vGAME GEAR TRAVEL CASE ....1

DONALD DUCK
DRAGON CRYSTAL
SPACE HARRIER
FANTAZY ZONE
GALAGA 91
OLYPIC GOLD
LEADERBOARD

ALL OF THE

MICKEY MOUSE
OUTRUN EUROPA

SHINOBI

G. FORMAN BOXING
SONIC HEDGEHOG
WONDERBOY

ABOVE GAMES

SPIDERMAN
AXE BATTLER
WIMBLEDON
SMASH TV

terminator
bart vs mutants

only £24.99

NEO-GEO (UK TV) SYSTEM

+ JOYSTICK + PSU

£259.99

PLUS ANY GAME
UPTO £69.99

PC ENGINE GT PLUS FREE GAME £224.99

RING FOR SOFTWARE

Access retail store: 2 gladstone high road, wood green, london n22 0aa (corner of gladstone ave) 100
yard from wood green tube Tel: 081 889 9412 Fax: 081 889 9413

WE ALSO RETAIL AT! 257/258 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 9AB TEL: 071 631 4627

SEND CHEQUES/PO'S TO SCS (CVG), 655 GREEN LANES, LONDON N8 OQY TEL: 081 340 8565 P&P ADD £1 PER
SOFTWARE AND £5 PER MACHINE (3-5 DAYS) NEXT DAY DELIVERY ADD £10
WE RESERVE OUR RIGHT TO CHANGE OUR PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE E&OE



welcome to another
life ana laughter with Yob's Mailbag, chock fu*

slice of
I of the

upchuck you lot keep bothering me with. This time rue
scooped the bottom of the birdcage to come up with
another slightly rancid pile of pigeon poop you lot dare to
call letters. Think you can match my standards of wit, wis-
dom and unpredictable putdown? Fire those wasted
stamps and their sad adhesions off to your Mailbag
Maestro at OLIVER REED IS My HERO, YOBS MAILBAG, COM
PUTER AND VIDEO GAMES, 30-32 PARRINGDON LANE, LON-
DON EC1R 3AU. Remember, you could win ONE hundred
POUNDS if your letter is good enough, and a good Kicking
if it isn't...

IT ITCHES WHEN I

SITDOWN
Dear YOB,
must be your greatest fan. I always

turn straight to your Mailbag. I am really

pleased that you insult people exactly

the same way as me, so maybe we
should be partners! You know, YOB and

Barber's Insultations Mailbag. How
about it?

Josh Barber

Kent.

PS Print this letter or die loser!

YOB: I've got a better idea. Instead of

the Consoletation Zone with Patrick

Moore on the telly, how about an

Insultation Zone with the almighty

YOB? This is where sad and lonely

people like you stand around looking

lost while I tell the world you look as

if somebody's just shoved a pound
of raw onions up your bum. It's great

because you get to wear the

Jerkuality headgear and my face

appears on this massive screen as I

collapse in laughter at the mere sight

of your shambling sadness. Who
knows? I may even get to award the

Golden Jerkstick to the biggest

space waster of them all. How about

it, Channel 4?

I CAN'T STOP
SCRATCHING IT
Dear YOB,
I am from Lebanon. COG is sold out

here and I buy it Wherever I can find it.

But it is one month late eg: I got the May
issue in June. Here are my questions:

1

.

Could you make CVG arrive quicker?

2. Is there going to be a coloured

Gameboy?
3. If there is, will the old Gameboy carts

fit on them?

4. When exactly will Sonic 2 be out on

the Megadrive?

5. Is there any word on the Ultra SNES?
6. I've got a US Super Nintendo and I've

got Super Mario World, WWF and

Home Alone. I am allowed to but two

more games. Which would you buy out

of the following list: Streetfighter II,

Turtles IV, Hook, Robocop 3?

7. Will there be a WWF 2 on the SNES?
Steven Richard

Lebanon.

YOB:
1 . Yup. I'll just get my mate GOB to

eat a dozen dishes of Vindaloo

ITHAPPENS WHEN I'M WATCHING TELLy
Dear YOB,
I'm sick sick sick sick of it. I've had enough of all those prats who write in and

waste your time saying "my console's better than your computer." Surely there

must be more people out there who are getting more than a touch fed up with

this especially over the past few months. I own a Megadrive but I enjoy playing

my friend's Amiga and my other friend has a Super Nintendo which is great. I

have had almost every single computer out from a BBC (well maybe not) to a

C64 and every one I enjoyed having. So come on all you sensible people out

there put a stop to this bickering once and for all and wjite to your favourite man

the YOBster.

Stephen Drysdale

Scotland.

;
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YOB: I'm sick sick sick of it. I've only ever hacfbne letter from Stephen

Drysdale of Scotland and already I'm sick of him. Then again, isn't every-

one?

Surprise, insert the issue carefully,

take aim and blast it across.

2. Yup. It'll be pink with green spots on.

3. Nope.

4. November 24, precisely.

5. If you mean the Super CD, it'll be

out next year.

6. Streetfighter II.

7. Bound to be, but no firm plans as yet.

ALL My FRIENDS
THINK IT A
Dear YOB,
In your recent issues 128 & 129 I

noticed that in Streetfighter II the

screenshots showed some of the fight-

ers names had been jumbled about. Eg:

Balrog's name was changed to M. Bison

on the screenshots but in the captions

written by the CVG boys gave Balrog his

real name. I also noticed that Vega (the

Spanish one) had his name changed to

Balrog. I also noticed that M. Bison's

new name was Vega. So does this

mean that Capcom have made a right

bodge up in the making of the game?

Please tell. To finish this letter off please

will you give me some advice. Between

now and February of next year I will be

saving up all my money in order to:a.

Buy a couple or a load of brilliant new
Megadrive games coming out, or b.

Spend the cash on a Super Nintendo

and Streetfighter II. For the official UK
release of Streetfighter II on the Super

Nintendo do you think they will sort out

the names of the fighters?

Graham Slee

Bristol.

YOB: Nobody bodged, but somebody
bottled. Somebody at Capcom obvi-

ously decided that the name M. Bison

for the boxer sounded a little too sim-

ilar to Mike Tyson and changed
everything around. Quite why they

did this nobody knows, but there it is.

So, now that's all sorted out the

question is this: when are you going

to sort your life out and stop bother-

ing me with obvious questions like

that? Anyway, to answer the others:

a. Good idea.

b. And another one!

"-":"-
:

,;..;
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THE PILLS JUST
MADE IT
Dear YOB,
I think CVG is a cool magazine and read

it a lot. I picked up another magazine

(shame on me!) called (can't read the

writing - YOB) and their top prize for

the best cheat was £25 compared to

your £1 50! Plus their reviews in general

were low in standard. Here's some tips

on how to improve your great mag:

1 . 1 am a Master System owner and

was wondering if you could do more

reviews for it please.

2. Why don't you do a full review of

Streetfighter II Champion Edition show-

ing all of the moves of each of the World

Warriors. I know other magazines have

done this on Streetfighter II, but this has

some new moves in it. I know that my
friends and I plus lots of other people

would love it.

3. Could you start up an arcade Cheat

Mode - if you don't already have one -

for such things as the freeze on

Streetfighter II.

4. Why are Master System games so

easy? My friends and I are only average

gameplayers but we can finish most

games in about two weeks. We don't

have enough money to keep on buying

games that can be finished too easily

however good reviews they get.

This morning I brought your June issue

of CVG. The posters and the

Streetfighter II info was great. I've

already got Arnie staring down at me
from my bedroom wall.

Peter Nicholls

Australia

YOB:
1 . We Review everything we for the

Master System - and if it's not there

we can't Review it. Simple, eh?

2. What about the Streetfighter

Guide? Do you still want more? Write

in and tell me!

3. We're looking at that right now.

4. Try Ninja Gaiden. Better still, why
not upgrade to a Megadrive and stop

whining to me?

STRAYDOCS FOLLOWME HOME...
Dear YOB,
First things first. I really love reading all the games reviewed in your mag and hope

you keep it up. Also last summer we (me and my family) went to Townwsville

(North Queensland) for our Annual holiday and a very funny thing happened. After

boarding the plane home the hostess came around to check our luggage and seat-

belts etc. (Zzz - YOB). The bloke sitting next to me had an Esky (like a portable

fridge) and the hostess asked him what he had in it. (Zzzz - YOB). "Crabs," he said.

"I caught them today they're still alive and I want to cook them fresh tonight. (He

lived in Brisbane and had been on a long crabbing holiday in Townsville).

YOB). Anyway she took the Esky back to her section and told him that he could

have them back when we got them home. (Grunt, scratch, fart - YOB). We were

five minutes away from departing the plane when across the PA system came the

message "Would the man who gave me the crabs in Townsville come to the rear of

the plane so I can give them back to him!" Well, I've never heard so many people

laugh so hard -
1 think the plane moved. (Mumble mumble, roll, mumble - YOB)

Philip Coghetto

Australia.

YOB: Why don't we all move to Australia and live excellent lives?

THE NURSE COULDN'T BELIEVE IT
Dear YOBBO,
I reckon I'm the greatest games hero.

Why? Because I've finished every

console game I've ever played. How?
've never played any console games

I own a PC!

Vikram Chinduluri

Thickoland

YOB: Have you considered swap-

ping it for a brain?

f> r

YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN IT IN THE
WAITING ROOM...
Dear YOB
What the hell is happening? (Good question - YOB). I am a proud owner of Mega

Drive and would like to see Sega get off their backsides and try and get a few

decent coin-ops, such as Cave Man Ninja, Final Fight or Street Fighter II all of

which are out on the SNES. If this carries on, I'm going to throw my Megadrive in

the lake and get a SNES, just because of all the decent coin ops coming out on it.

Sega, if you don't wake up soon you are going to be left behind.

SAM THOMPSON
Romford

YOB: The decision, of course, for which arcade games end up on which par-

ticular home format lies with the coin-op manufacturer. They may decide that

a particular home machine may not be able to reproduce the coin-op particu-

larly well, or they may simply ask for more cash than the home format's man-

ufacturer thinks the license may be worth. You do have a point, though.

Right now all the really big licenses seem to be snapped by Nintendo, but

I've had a butchers at Sega's top secret Release Schedule and it's looking

well hot. More snippets whenever I can be bothered.

NO, DON'T TOUCH IT THE tNHALER KEPT GETTING STUCK
Dear YOB,
In a recent issue Kwasi Mensah was

slagging all the Amstrad owners. I own
both an Amstrad and a Megadrive and I

would like to point out that some
Amstrad games like Laser Squad and

Lord of Chaos are better than several of

the Megadrive games I own. Also, if an

Amstrad owner and a console owner

buy a crap game whose bank account

does it damage the most? If Kwasi likes

annoying people so much perhaps he

should change his surname to Modo
and ring bells in the street at two in the

morning.

Danny Graham
Scotland.

PS Don't you feel sorry for all those sad

people called Kwasi who live in Brixton?

YOB: At least he doesn't live in

Scotland playing five-year-old

Amstrad games all day...

CVG 036

Dear YOB
I'm getting really peeved off with Megadrive and Nintendo owners complaining

about whether or not their games should appear on the other format. I would like to

see the likes of Mario and Sonic appearing on the Amiga. It's not as if the Amiga

owners complain when games that have appeared on he Amiga come out on a

console. Take for instance brilliant games like: Mega lo Mania, Lotus, Utopia,

James Pond, the list is endless. Think about the games which have appeared on

the Amiga first.

DAVID FELDMAN
Mill Hill

YOB: Well, I for one wouldn't argue with one word of what you've said. I'd

argue with the bloody lot. How about the rest of you? Write in and tell his

Yobness what you think and one of you might even win my fabby cash prize,

or then again you may not.

I SIT THERE FOR AG
Dear YOB
All I can say is that I have never met such a shambling pile of bum sausage in my

whole life. You obviously have an IQ of about -10. You probably use your hair to

clean out your toilet and live in the skip. (Nah - you couldn't afford the rent).

RICHARD PORTER
Winterton

YOB: All of this may be true, but at least my surname doesn't sound like

someone who makes his living carrying old people's plops around...

AMIA FREAK OP
NATURE!
Dear YOB
I am here to complain about the cost of

gaming with consoles at £149 and

games near £50. How are people meant

to afford consoles and games? I know

that some games are harder but does

that really justify paying £50 for them.

One prime example of this are Neo Geo
games, imagine paying £1 30 to find out

that you would complete it over night.

Hardware is too expensive as well -

£300 for a CD ROM? Be realistic!

Although you can swap and hire games

you still have to buy the system first.

Although some people might disagree

saying that you are paying for the tech-

nology, I still think that the prices should

be dropped by at least 1 0%.

PETER TACKAGE
Adelaide

Austrlia

YOB: Dear Peter, I am here to com-

plain about the cost of life. How are

people meant to afford cars and

houses? I know some houses are

bigger than others, but does that

really justify paying £250,000 for

them? Hasn't it entered your head

that development costs on console

and CD are astronomic compared to

home computers? As software

becomes more and more sophisticat-

ed, development costs soar with the

size of programming teams and man-

ufacturers have no choice but to

pass it on or run at a loss. Although

some people might disagree, I think

you're about as much use as a jobbie

in the picnic hamper on the family

day out in Margate if you can't work

that out for yourself.

THESEARE HARD
TO SWALLOW
ear Yob,

I think your Mag is the biz. The news,

reviews, and competitions are great but

what really does it for me is the design!!

Whoever does it must be an extremely

talented person with lots of academic

qualifications (and I bet he's popular

with the ladies as well.) Sometimes I

don't even read the mag, instead I just

let my eyes feast on the graphical

gourmet, and the jovial juxtaposition of

colours. It's ace!

JON BILLINGTON
Muswell Hill

YOB: Dear Jon,

Did you know you share the same
middle name as CVG's very own Art

Editor. Uncanny as it may seem,

Jon's middle name is "Unfunnyturd"

as well! Perhaps this explains why
you're such a fan of his design, or

maybe it's because you were late this

morning too...
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WARM YOUR HANDS FIRST
Dear YOB
I am at my wits' end with this jerk at school. He's called (name deleted to protect

the guilty - YOB) and he thinks consoles are going to go "out" and PCs will domi-
nate the games market. What a load of dog turd. Sure, they're good for sims, but

nothing else. He even thinks your mag is crap and those sad 1 0493724 page PC
mags are good fun and a laugh to read. I would be pleased if you could insult him
for me. I would beat him to a mash of blood and tissue but that would prove there

was something in it. Now for some questions:

1

.

How is it Sega keep up their constant amount of crap games?
2. Why don't consoles work after you've taken them apart and put Micro Machines
between the circuits?

CHRIS GALE
Petersfield

YOB:
1. Because you don't read CVG
enough and therefore couldn't tell a

decent Sega game if it hit you
between the eyes.

2. Because their inbuilt Cretin

Detection Chips register "Chris Dale
- Positive" and the machine immedi-
ately shuts down.

AND NOTHING HAPPENS
Dear YOB
What is wrong with games companies these days? I have a Megadrive with twelve

games which I think are smashing, but there is one thing which disappoints me
about them - none of them is original! The programmers should at least put more
variety into the games if not originality. They should also make more simultaneous

two-player games (wouldn't it be fun to play Road Rash, Zero Wing or Starflight in

simultaneous two-player mode)? Just recently I bought Zero Wing and enjoyed it

very much, but I bet you that without the addition of the Tractor Beam and the "col-

lecting-the-same-weapon-icon-seven-times-produces-the-mega-death-weapon"

that I would get bored of it extremely quickly. Couldn't you write to these program-

mers and explain to them about the case of originality and maybe give them a few
ideas of your own?
JON DO
London

YOB: Dear Software Producers,

Here's a quick idea for a game. It's an upside down backwards scrolling-

shoot-em up called Do In Do in which you take control of this sad little char-

acter with a made-up name called Do and attempt to get rid of him however
you can. Triouble is, he just won't go away and sticks around on the screen
boring everyone's pants off all day. Maybe his brain could be the final end-
level boss, which you can only take on once you've found it. What do you
think? Bit of a winner, eh?

MY TROUSERS
WON'T FITANY-
MORE
Dear Sadie,

Not a high score this time but a letter

asking a small favour. As I think you
are absolutely beautiful, I was won-

dering if it would be too much to ask

for a few photos of yourself as I can-

not appreciate your beauty from the

same photos. Thank you very much
and I look forward to receiving your

reply.

OMIRMURAT
Hatfield, Herts.

PS If you don't mind, would you send

me the pictures of you in a swimsuit

please. If you are offended I am
sorry, it was meant as a compliment.

YOB: Dear Sadie,

Thanks for passing on sad Omir's

letter for use in the Mailbag. It real-

ly is as funny and sad as you
said...

I CAN'TSWALLOW
THOSE POINTY

Dear YOB
Not meaning to barge your innocence

in any way, buit I would just like to ask

if the meanies at Amstrad are going to

push any more games on to the poor

old 6128 which isn't getting much in

the way of chips at the moment.
Blowing the dust off my old favourites

like winter games (old) and Road
Runner (extremely old) I thoughtabout

bursting your incompetence with an

inkling of sadness about the deprival of

my good old CPC. I was almost

reduced to tears when WH SMITH
took Amstrad games off their shelves

to make way for Sega. And even the

popular games store in town is reduc-

ing its stocks. It seemms that after the

loss of the GX4000, Amstrad is not

producing anything else. Misery is now
then haunting me so don't now say

that the Amstrad is crap and deserves

CVG 038

what it gets. Millions of us Amstrad

bereaversare looking in envy Sega,

Atari and Amiga stocks so why is their

so many games for their needs and not

to ours. I know our graphics may not

be great but over the past few years

machines like the CBM64/128 which

have the same quality graphics as our

are getting more of the stock.

Handerchiefs are piling up in my
house, so don't be a loser and lob this

will of testament in the bin, answer my
needs.

THOMAS PEGG
Cheltenham

YOB: About the only person capable

of answering your needs is an
English teacher. Not only is your

argument full of more holes than a

chunk of Swiss cheese, but you seem
to be entirely incapable of stringing

two words together. May I suggest
you buy the largest disctionary you
can find and stuff it page by page into

the only part of your body that makes
any sense at all.

3 TIMESA DAYAFTER MEALS
Dear YOB,
We would just like to say how stupid that Sadie is in the High Scores section.

She thinks she is so tough and where the hell did she get that gun (water pistol).

We're not jealous, it's just that she looks so crappy with those rubber lips and
that broomstick wig! I bet she doesn't even know what a computer is, I bet she
only plays Pac Man on the Atari 2600! What is her problem? Why doesn't she
just get a life?

KATE AND MEG
Walthamstow, London

PS Please, please print this letter!

SADIE: Dear YOB,
Thanks for letting me have a look at your saddest letter of the month. It is

indeed as pathetic as you said and I agree that this pair could well be the low
est quality individuals we've ever had the misfortune to come across. By the

way, the restaurant rang to confirm our booking and I'll see you there at

eight. Prepare for a long night.



Access 34 Norton Road, Southborough
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OHt

NINTENDO, SEGA,
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AMIGA
CURSE OF ENCHANTIA

ZOOL
AIR SUPPORT

B17 FLYING FORTRESS
BEAST 3

BUSH BUCK
CALIFORNIA GAMES 2 '

CAMPAIGN
COOL CROOK TWINS
DICKTRACYADVENTURE

DO JO DAN
EYE OF THE STORM
FANTASTIC VOYAGE
HARRIER JUMP JET

JIM POWER
JONES IN THE FAST LANE

KICK OFF 3
MIGHT & MAGIC 3

WIZZ KID
NOVA 9

ROAD & TRACK

Super NES
+ 2 Controllers
+ Super Mario

World

£139.99

fvfMVic hoy

+ Tetris

£62.99

MEGA I j RIVE
ALIEN 3

BONANZA BROTHERS
BUSTER DOUGLAS

BOXING
PREDATOR 2
SMASH TV

SUPER HIGH IMPACT
SIDE POCKET
DRAGONS FURY
DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS

TERMINATOR
BART VS SPACE

MUTANTS
CHUCK ROCK

SPLATTERHOUSE 2
TAZMANIA DEVIL

KRUSTYS FUNHOUSE
MYSTICAL FIGHTER

PITFIGHTER
KID CHAMELEON
SHADOW DANCER
DECAPP ATTACK
ATOMIC RUNNER

ACT RAISER
ADDAMS FAMILY
CHESS MASTER
FINAL FIGHT

GEORGE FOREMAN
BOXING

JOE & MAC
KRUSTIES FUNHOUSE
LEGEND OF MYSTICAL

NINJA
LEMMINGS

MAGIC SWORD
P.G.A TOUR GOLF
PILOT WINGS
STIKE GUNNER
SUPER BOWLING

TURTLES 4
TOP GEAR

THUNDER SPIRITS
WWF WRESTLING

ZELDA 3
STREETFIGHTER 2

Megadrive

+ Sonic (UK)

£114.99

Game Gear

+ Columns

£94.99

Game Gear

+ Sonic

+ P.S.U.

£119.99

WORLD HEROES
ANDROS DUNOS

KING OF THE MONSTERS 2
NINJA COMMANDO

BASEBALL 2
FOOTBALL FRENZY (stereo)

EIGHT MAN, LAST RESORT
THRASH RALLY,
ROBO ARMY

SENGOKU, FATAL FURY
MUTATION NATION
SOCCER BRAWL
ALPHA MISSION 2

KING OF THE MONSTERS
BURNING FLIGHT
CROSS SWORDS

GHOST PILOT, PUZZLED
SUPER SPY

MAGICIAN LORD
2020 SUPER BASEBALL
NINJA COMBAT, NAM 75

BLUES JOURNEY
CYBER FLIP

LEAGUE BOWLING
TOP PLAYERS GOLF

Neo Geo
+ Controller

+ R.F. Cable

£274.99

Neo Geo
+ 2 Controllers
+ R.F. Cable

+ Memory Card
+ 1 Game

-
.

-

Name

I
Address

Signature

-

Item

Postcode

WSmf ?£Z?

Price

Payment by
Cheque/Postal Order

Credit Card
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Delivery

Expires' i m i i Total

AS YOU WILL APPRECIATE, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR US TO
LIST ALL OUR SOFTWARE TITLES - SO IF YOU DONT SEE
WHAT YOU WANT PLEASE GIVE US A CALL - WE ALSO
STOCK ALL THE HARDWARE FOR THE ABOVE GAMES

INCLUDING ATARI, NEO GEO AND AMIGA.

ADD £1 PER GAME AND £4.50 PER CONSOLE FOR POSTAGE & PACK/ IK'C:

CHEQUES MADE PAYABLE TO "SUI;I CLIFF LTD"

TOP TITLES AT THE BEST PRICES FOR SNES AND SEGA MEGADRIVE
SNES GAMES

NEW TITLES IN STOCK
Street Fighter 2 53.99
D Force 34.99
Drakken 37.99
Dino City 39.99
Kablooey 41.99
Joe & Mac 39.99
Mario Paint 41.99
Pilot Wings 34.99
Final Fantasy 42.99
Robocop III 42.99
RPM Racing 34.99
Raiden 39.99
Rampart 39.99

Super Mario Kart 41 .99
Super Battle Tank 39.99
Sim City 34.99
Simpons Nightmare 39.99
Super Ghouls n Ghosts 41 .99
Super Probotector ( Contra III) 42.99
Thunderspirit 38.99
Ys III 41.99
Zelda III 41.99

TOP OF THE CHARTS
Addams Family 39.99
Final Flight 39.99
F Zero (FT Exhaust Heat) 35.99
Krustys Fun House 39.99
Lemmings 39.99

Rival Turf 39.99
Super Castlemania IV 39.99
Super Soccer 35.99
Super Tennis 37.99
Super Wrestle Mania 39.99
Super R-Type 34.99
Super Smash TV 36.99
UN Squadron 37.99

OTHER TOP GAMES
Darius Twin 33.99
Extra Innings 34.99
Earth Defence 37.99
Ghouls & Ghosts 37.99
Hole In One 36.99
Home Alone 33.99

Lagoon 37.99
Mystical Ninja 38.99
Paperboy II 32.99
Pit Fighter 37.99
Rocketeer 37.99
Strike Gunner 38.99
Sparkys Quest 38.99
Smart Ball 38.99
Super Baseball (Simulator) 38.99
Gradius III 34.99
Ultraman 34.99
W.L Soccer 38.99
Xandier 34.99

COMING SOON ORDER NOW
Cool World Call

Pang Call

Gods Call

Wing Commander Call

Terminator II Call

Kick Off Call

Axelay Call

King of Monsters Call

Turtles in Time Call

The Duel Call

Magical Quest Call

Lethal Weapon Call

Dragons Lair Call

Star Wars Call

ALL ABOVE ARE USA CARTS. ALL USA GAMES WILL PLAY ON ANY SNES CONSOLES WITH OUR SUPER CONVERTOR. BUY 3 GAMES AND GET A FREE CONVERTOR
SUPER CONVERTOR FOR SNES - PLAYS ANY USA, EURO, JAP GAME ON ANY JAP, EURO OR USA CONSOLE ONLY £14.95

MAKE SURE TO GET YOUR NEW RELEASE. ORDER IN ADVANCE. YOU ARE GUARANTEED YOUR CHOICE WILL BE SENT BY 1ST CLASS POST ON DAY OF ARRIVAL - REMEMBER - TOP NEW GAMES SELL OUT ON DAY OF ARRIVAL
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NEW TITLES IN STOCK
Alien III

Abrams Battle Tank
Alien Storm
Batman
Blockout

Bulls Vs Lakers

Cross Fire

Dino Land

ouble Dragon
Dungeons & Dragons

32.99 Dragons Fury

55.99 Evander Holyfield Boxing

29.99 HardDrivin
29.99 Immortal

26.99 John Madden 92
38.99 Joe Montana Football

25.99 Krustys Fun House
24.99 Marble Madne

32.99

33.99

33.99
29.99

29.99

34.99

29.99

29.99

... 33.99

ercs

NHL Hockey
Predator II

Pacmania
Slime World

Side Pocket

Smash TV
Sword of Vermillion

Super High Impact
~ rminator

24.99
29.99

35.99

29.33
34.99

35.99
35.99

35.99
35.99

1 .99

azmania.. ^H29.99
juackshot 29.99

Where in Time is Carmen 32.99

TOP GAMES
COMING SOON - ORDER NOW

Batman Returns

Batman (Return of the Joker)

Captain America + Advengers
Superman

..Call

.Call

..Call

..Call

uper BattleTanK

Sonic 2
Spiderman + The Xmen .

EA Hockey 93
Green Dog
LHX Attack Chopper
Streets of Rage 2

Twisted Flipper

Young Indiana Jones

Call

Call

..Call

Call

Call

Call

...Call

...Call

SNES Pal
SNES Pal

CONSOLES SNES Scart System with Mario 4 (USA) 1 39.99
System with Mario 4 (USA) 149.99 SNESScart System with Street Fighter II (USA) 159.99
System with Street Fighter II (USA) 172.99 Sega Megadrive + Sonic with Extra Turbo Joypad. 129.99

Megadrive with Sonic 135.99
Megadrive with Alien III 135.99
Megadrive with Predator II 135.99

CALL FOR SEGA AND SNES CONSOLES WITHOUT
GAMES OR WITH OTHER GAMES

SALES HOTLINE
0403 7521 56

ND ME THE FOLLOWII

VISA SWITCH

AT£
AT£

EACH

EACH

OTAL ENCLOSED INC P&P £

HOW TO ORDER
CALL OUT HOTLINE GIVING YOUR

VISA/ACCESS NUMBER AND THE TITLE

YOU WANT OR SEND ATTACHED ORDER
FORM WITH YOUR CHEQUE OR

POSTAL ORDER.
P&P GAMES £1 , CCONSOLES £6.50

CCESS/VISA NO
XPIRY DATE

AME
DDRESS

JOYSTICKS

SEGA
1

.

PRO 2 PROFESSIONAL JOYPAD

(TURBO AND SLOW)

2. REMOTE CONTROL PAD

(NO CABLES)

SNES

£15

1 . DYNA-1 SUPER JOYPAD £19.99

VIDEO GAIVI
HALE FARM EST. LOXWOOD ROAD, RUDGWICK, W

MERICA <UK>
RH12 3BP - FOR IRELAND PHONE DUBLIN 284 5098
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...NOW IS 'I-OUli OPPORTUNITY TO JOIH T^Jz
FASTEST GROWING NEO-GEO OWNERS CLUB IN
THE COUNTRY, WITH GAME RENTAL BY MAIL-
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UB

LYDD, KENT TN29 9AN TEL: 0679 21 555

OVERSEAS CLUB MEMBERS WELCOME, MAKE CHEQUE OR
MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO N.G.O.C AND ADD £5.00, ALL
CHEQUES, MONEY ORDERS, MUST BE PAYABLE IN

(GAME RENTAL SCHEME APPLIES TO UK MEMBERS ONLY)
PLEASE ALLOW SWEELS FOR DELIVERY...
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SUPER NINTENDO
0839 44 22 71

SEGA MEGA DRIVE
0839 44 22 67

£ C C CASHCADE! EEC

Se^rs WIN! «•>

WIN

WIN!

CASIO POCKET
COLOUR TV

0839 44 22 65

NIKE AIR JORDANS
0839 44 22 68

2 minutes

BIG CASH PRIZES TO BE WON!

MOVIE TRIVIA QUIZ
0839 03 03 56

IG MONEY GAME
0839 03 03 57

Call

0839 03 03

Calls cost 36p per min cheap rate 48p all other times. Queste

MEGADRIVE UK

UK MEGADRIVE + SONIC

OR OLYMPIC GOLD £120

ALISIA DRAGOON £36.99

ARCH RIVALS £36.99

BART SIMPSON £37.99

CHUCK ROCK £37.99

DESERT STRIKE £36.99'

EA HOCKEY £36.9

GHOULS & GHOSTS..£32.99

LEMMINGS

MONACO GPU £37.99

PGA TOUR GOLF £35 99

•ROAD RASH £36.99

SPLATTERHOUSE II.. £37 .99

STREETS OF RAGE ..£30.99

TAZ MANIA ...£36.99

GAMEB0Y

GAMEBOY + TETRIS £65.00

ADVENTURE ISLAND £22.00

BILL & TED ..£22.00

CHASE HQ ....£22.00

DRAGONS LAIR £22.00

GAME GEAR

GHOST BUSTERS II. ..£26.99

HOOK £26.99

KICK-OFF £26.99

GAMEGEAR + COLUMNS
|

£90.00

ABOVE WITH SONIC

£115.00

MORE SOFTWARE INSTOCK
PLEASE RING FOR PRICES

.

:\

MASTER SYSTEM
SOFTWARE .+ NINTENDO

8 BIT PLEASE RING

FOR DETAILS.
'

'

ALSO BUY SECOND
GAMES. PLEASE RING

FOR DETAILS.

fA
f ;

J.B. CONSOLES
POSTAL ADDRESS ONLY

75 ROUNDFIELDS

UPPER BUCKLEBURY
NR READING, BERKS

RG7 6RB
TEL : 0635 872648

EEN9

^-i

r - -

E«iiW*m

MAIL ORDER ONLY.
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/PO'S PAYABLE TO: JB CONSOLES

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

j
POSTAGE; ALLGAMES £1 .50

|

2ORMORE£1.00/EXTRA j

; GAME. CONSOLES £10.00
',

NEXTDAY

3 HIGH STREET
-

AMERICAN FAMICOM
US Famicom Scart

£99.95
With Super Scope Gun

£144.95
Amazing Tennis Call

Axelay.: 49.95

BartsKnightmare 44.95

Battle Tank 39.95

California Games II Call

Combat Rides Oct
DinoCity 44.95

F1 Roc; 46.95

George Foreman 37.95

Hook 44.95

Krustys Fun House 39.95

Mario Kart 47.95

Might & Magic II 44.95

Out of this World 39.95

Pitfighter 25.00

Ramparts 42.95

Robocop3 42.95

Street Fighter II 54.95

Super Play Action 39.95

Strike Gunner 39.95

Top Gear 42.95

Turtles in Time 44.95

Wheel of Fortune 39.95

WWF Superstars 39.95

Zelda III 42.95

Call for new arrivals

ConvertorforUStoJPNcarts. Only 14.95

UK to US/JPN Convenor
14.95

AMEBOY ZJ
GAMEBOY + Tetris 2 Ply Link +

Headphones + BatteriesH
£63.95

Sound Booster ..9.95

Light Magic 4.95
Attache Case..... 16.95
Adventure Island 19.95
Beetleiuice 16.95
Double Dragon III 23.95
Fastest Lap 19.95

Georqe Foreman 23.95
Hook

y
22.95

Hudson Hawk 19.95

Jeep Jamboree.... 24.95
Kirby Dream Land 23.95
Lazio'sLeap 22.95
NBA II !. 9.95
Pitfighter 9.95
Prince of Persia 19.95
Pyramids of Ra 22.95
Return of Joker 19.95
Roger Clemens 23.95
irffpsons II 23.95
occer Mania 19.95
pidermanll 23.95
uper Hunchback 19.95
ra
K
ckMeet 22.95

Terminator2 19.95
Turn n Burn 19.95
Tiny Tunes 21 .95

VickingChild 21.95
Waveftace.,. 19.95
WWF Steel Cage 23.95

Call for all other extras

buy any two titles and
save £2 of the total price

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE
^^

/ ^SbllflSf!

MEGADRIVE ]

JPN Megadrive

£99.95
iNYGAMEOFY
CHOICE UP TO £30

£119.95

UK Megadrive + Sonic Hedgehog

£114.95
mpie Gold, Tazmania or

Ciri Chameleon

£124.95

AD+D Eternal Sun 44.95
Alien 3 39.95
A omic Runner 32.95
A isia Dragoon 34.95
Bart vs Mutants 34.95
Bulls v Celtics 39.95
orporation ..Call

huckRock 44.95
yborg Justice ... ...Call

_ave Robinson Supreme 38.95
_y" ci L I L/ Ucl •*»•*• •••••••••• ^-^ C*

1}

Desert Strike 34.95
Draaon Fury 38.95
Holyfield Boxing 38.95

ffi^^Z:Z:::::::r:^ Mega Games Convenor

Kid Chameleon 33.95 """ r^+^' DorJ

Lemmings ...Call

Krustys Fun House 34.95
Marbfe Madness 29.95
Mystical fighter 34.95
Olympic Gbld 34.95
Predator II 39.95
RoadRash 34.95
RBI4 39.95
enna Monaco GP II 36.95
de Pocket 39.95
ime World 34.95
mash TV...... 39.95
onic Hedgehog 28.95
platter House fl,...,. 37.95
ports Talk Baseball 39.95
freets of Rage II 44.95
uper High Impact 39.95
az Mania 34.95
erminator II 37.95
earn USA Basketball 39.95

aiir~

ACCESSORIES
9 95

Mega Control Pad Zr.12!95
Mega Power Clutch 29.95

Mega Python 3 11.99

Mega Carry Case 19.95

SNES Super Con 2 11.95

SNES Stealth Stick 29.95

SNES Ascii Pad 19.95

SNES Organiser Box 29.95

SNES Capcom Fighter 74.95
Many more available

GAMESMASTER

DECEMBER 4TH -6TH
BRIMINGHAM NEC

COME TO OUR STAND
BEFORE WE GET BANNED!

STAND NO.14

SHOPS OPEN NOW

KC's COMPUTERS
25 Broad Street,
Wimbledon, SW19
Tel: 081 944 5591

25 High Street
Loughoorough
LeicsLE11 ft

Tel: 081 944 5591

e consoles, hand
and computers.

CALL FOR QUOTE

1

NOTICE

ORDER ONLY

PART EXCHANGE DEALS
MANY TITLES IN STOCK
ON ALL SYSTEMS.

EXCHANGES AND DEALS

WE ALSO STOCK
GAMEGEAR, MASTER SYSTEM,

LYNX,

CDTV&
* 4 fl t ^^ K

SALES HOTLINE (0509) 211799 FAX (0509) 217492 TRADE TEL/FAX (0509) 217492
Postage costs: £1.50 per order, plus £6 on consoles. Payments accepted for 24hr despatch, Postal Order, Visa, Access, Mastercard. Cheque orders

are subject to clearance, nee. To speed clearance write address and card details on back. Customers are required to state Japanese or UK carts when

ordering, and that games are compatible with their machines

/



e console world going crazy-

ape-bonkers in a desperate bid to

scrape together a Street Fighter 2
clone of their own. After SNK's dis-

appointing copy-cat, World Heroes
(reviewed last month),The Neo Geo
giants aren't about to give up and
have thrust out yet another in Art Of
Fighting! To their credit this one's a
bit different -but only a bit.

A IUST
«ciueirr;;

I GAME...
So why

rw isn't Art of

^Fighting

patch on
Street Fighter 2? For

one thing the sprite's

graphics, although

look like

cutouts

detailed,

cardboard

ipw §£«COfnPared to the fantas-

^~\& Jtic backgrounds on

it\hich they fight The ani-

mation only just covers

the basic frames need'

ed to make them look

like they're really fighting and when you
get down to a bare knuckle dust up it's

really quite hard to see who's hit who
until you separate and look at the dam-
age meter. When someone lets lose with

some magic it's nearly impossible to get

out of the way as Fireballs travel faster

than an Intercity 125 from Birmingham.

Other moves take so long to perform

you'll never get them off the ground
before the opponent's broken your jaw!

So far this is the best clone seen on the

Neo Geo, but as we've said before

almost no game's worth £150 and this

certainly isn't

STEVE KEEN
GRAPHICS

SOUND
GAMEPLAY
VALUE
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»ii ) . riot the place for wimps, and from the eight characters you've got

bo^e from when grappling a friend you'll find a complete motley crew of

wasters and misfits. There's an amateur boxing champ, a gangland boss, a

master of Chinese martial arts and the usual assortment of street tough

guys. One of the characters is even called Ryo and is a young karate expert.

Wonder where that idea came from?

I

Extra special attention to detail is one feature of this fighting feast. The back-

drops are incredibly detailed with loads of atmosphere, occasionally

managing to rival those in Streetfighter 2! The back alley scene is especially

cool - it's lit by a burning oil drum and a sea of fumes writhe about under your

feet!
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As you'd expect the game is uncanni-

ly close to it's Capcom cousin, right

down to a vast majority of the moves.

Robert Garcia, one of the many
Karate characters, performs a nifty
*

flying flame kick ending in a round

which sends opponents flying. His

other special powers, the flyinj

Uppercut and Red Fireball, are exact-

ly the same as Capcom's Dragon
Punch and Fireball. Joystick and but-

ton combinations are of the same
stuff too.
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e've had every sports simula-
tion under the sun, so it

stands to reason that sooner or
later someone would come out with
a ten pin bowling sim! The rules of
the game are simple - knock down
ten pins at the end of a
lane by throwing balls at them.
Easy as that. So what's the game
got to offer?

>- A Most '

•#•

^i*IM

fcft* vm \M GAME FOR A LAUGH
Probably 'cos they realised that the bowling game would become a bit of a

bore, the lads have stuck a couple of extra features on the cartridge to jazz

it up a bit. You can practise those tricky shots on a special screen that lets

you lay down the pins wherever you want. There's also a hybrid golf game
set over ten 'holes', in which the SNES sets down a series of incomplete
pins and you've got to smash them down for bogeys and eagles, or at least

for the recommended par!
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If you've ever been
ten-pin bowling with

a load of mates you'll

^^J^lknow what a brilliant

^ Vllaugh it can be. Mind
you, this noble art has
been attempted
computer screens

before without much
success. So why anyone would want to

try again is almost as amazing as trying

to imagine who would buy it! Playing

Super Bowling in normal mode is incredi-

\easy ^^^
differ

^*

timef whilst in hard mode the

ence is that the introduction of a meter
that gauges the accuracy of your shots.

The bowling golf game is a slight chuck-
le, but only until you realise that for a lot

less money than the cartridge costs you
could be out doing the real thing. It's

presented well enough, but it's just the

concept of bowling on consoles that

strike

STEVE KEEN
GRAPHICS

SOUND
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STRIKING OUT
If you want to be a top scorer you'll

have to master the spin for those
extra-tricky split pin shots. First set

your aim, then move your player.

Select left or right-hand curl and let

loose with the power. After you've

sent the ball down the lane there's

a smidgen of time left for correcting

your aim before you reach the point

of no return and the ball slams into

the back of the pack.

..toShekhana

onsoles(081 340

8565) for the Review
cartridge.

WALK BEFORE
YOU RUN

Up to four players can enter the

Turkey Bowl tournament and each
one can choose from differently-

weighted balls. Not only that, you
can also choose whether you're left

or right-handed, how greasy you
want the lanes to be and either a

normal or hard game. Coo!





NINTENDO

BATTLE SIM

BY ELECTRONIC ARTS

£45.00
-

England was a pretty
violent place - what with all

those castles, knights, cannons
and things. It was the kind of place
where people didn't think twice
about sticking a cannonball down
someone's throat to get their own
way - and that's just what this is all

about. Rampart is one mean strate-

gy game which has you blowing up
the enemy's defences in order to
take his castle by seige. The game
went down well in the arcades and
is in the process of being convert-
ed to loads of machines. The latest

is the SNES version, so read on
and find out all about it

I'd actually never played Rampart on
anything until this SNES version came
into the office and now I can't stop play-

ing it I'm not usually a fan of self

confessed strategy games but this is

really enjoyable. There's so much satis-

faction in seeing your mate desperately

trying to defend his tiny little stronghold

against an attack from your Empire then

seeing him attempting rebuild it knowing
full well that it'll be in bits inside of ten

seconds. Graphics are very simple and
boring but the gameplay is so absorbing

that you don't notice that Not particular-

ly great in one player mode but get a
mate and it's a riot! Great fun.

PAULANGLIN
GRAPHICS
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LOOK AT THIS
PLACE READY!
AIM! FIRE!

Choose your castle and defend it

to the hilt against bombardment
from enemy ships! After all the

destruction has taken place

you're given thirty seconds to try

and repair all the damage, which
can be a bit difficult. To do this

you're given stone blocks in a

random order (just like Tetris)

and you have to try and build your J

defences with it. You can also

rotate them to make them fit. But
hurry - the cannons are smoking!

B

1

k

p

DEAD ASTWO
SHORT PLANKS

One of the best parts of Rampart
(and certainly the most fun) is

putting your opponent to death

once he's been defeated. You get

to control a pirate with a sword

and make your pal walk the plank

by prodding him with it until he

falls off. Hurrah!
75
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to Shekhana
Consoles (081 340

8565) for the Review
cartridge.

-

CANNONS ANDMORE CANNONS
If yoiTve got no friends and therefore nobody to play against, fear not -

you can always take on the machine, but it will be a different game. If you
play the computer you've got to defend your castle against attacks from
the advancing pirates but if you play against your pal then it's castle

against castle japery abound- Two player is far more competitive and a lot

more fun.
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ACTRAISER £39
AMAZING TENNIS £40
BARTS NIGHTMARE £40
BEST OF THE BEST £41

BLUES BROTHERS £43
THE BRAINIES £40
CHESSMASTER £40
CONTRA III £40
DINOSAURS £41
DRAGONS LAIR CALL
DUNGEON MASTER £48
EXTRA INNINGS £39

FACEBALL 2000 £40
FINAL FIGHT £38
F1 EXHAUST HEAT £43
GODS £40
JAMES BOND JNR £40
JOE & MAC £38
LEMMINGS £39
MAGIC SWORD £42
MYSTICAL NINJA £40
NCAA BASKETBALL CALL
OUT OF THIS WORLD £40
PEBBLE BEACH GOLF £38

PGA TOUR GOLF £40
RAMPART £42
ROBOCOP3 £42
SIM EARTH £45
SMASH TV £38
SOULBLAZER £43
STRIKE GUNNER £40
SUPER BUSTER BROS £40
SUPER DOUBLE DRAGON CALL
S. GHOULS & GHOSTS £38
SUPER MARIO KART £42
TERMINATOR CALL

THE HUMANS CALL
TOM & JERRY CALL
TOP GEAR £40
TOXIC CRUSADERS £45
TURTLES IV £44
UN SQUADRON £39

WAIALAE GOLF £36
WHEEL OF FORTUNE £42
WING COMMANDER £42
WINGS 2 (ACES HIGH) £40
WWF WRESTLING £39
ZELDA3 £39

UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR UK/USA/JAP £18
ACTION REPLAY ADAPTOR UK/USA/JAP £45

USA/JAP ADAPTOR £12

«jp* omp u •** ^»*
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MEGADRIVE
ALL THE FOLLOWING GAMES ARE

£25 EACH.
SUPER MONACO GP

EA HOCKEY
POPULOUS

DECAP ATTACK
JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL

BUCK ROGERS
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG

JORDAN Vs BIRD

ALIEN 3 £35.00

AMERICAN GLADIATORS CALL
ARCH RIVALS £32.00
ATOMIC RUNNER £34.50
BATMAN £32.00
CAPTAIN AMERICA CALL
CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING £35.00

CHESSMASTER £34.00
CYBER COP (CORPORATION) ....£38.00

DRAGONS FURY £34.50
DESERT STRIKE £33.50
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS £45.00

EVANDER HOLYFIELD BOXING ..£35.00

GADGET TWINS CALL
GALAHAD CALL
GODS £34.50

HUMANS CALL
KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE £35.00
LEMMINGS £35.00

MYSTICAL FIGHTER £32.00

OFISHAL AQUATIC GAMES £33.00
OUTLANDER CALL
PREDATOR II £35.00

PGA GOLF £34.00

RAMPART £34.00

SPLATTERHOUSE II £36.00

SUPER SMASH TV £35.00

SIDE POCKET £35.00

STEEL EMPIRE £34.00

SUPER HIGH IMPACT £35.00

TAZ MANIA £34.50

TEAM USA £35.00

TERMINATOR £38.00

TENNIS £34.00
WHEEL OF FORTUNE £38.00

WARRIOR OF ROME II £38.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ALL GAMES £1 P&P ALL CONSOLES + £7.50 P&P ALL HANDHELDS + £5 P&P CALL ON 081 471 4810 (10 LINES)

iAMEBOY + TETRIS + LINK LEAD +
HEAD PHONES + BATTERIES
iPECIAL PRICE £60

BARBIE GAMEGIRL £21
BART Vs JUGGERNAUT £21
3ATMAN RETURN OF THE JOKER ...£21

GAM
BLUES BROTHERS £23
DOUBLE DRAGON III £21
DRFRANKEN £24
FACEBALL 2000 £24
GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING £21
HOOK £20
LOONY TOONS £21

PROPHECY VIKING CHILD £21
PRINCE OF PERSIA £21
SPIDERMAN II £21
SPEEDBALL II £21
SPY Vs SPY £21
STAR WARS £23
SWAMP THING £23

TERMINATOR II £22
THE HUMANS £23
TOM & JERRY £21
WWF SUPERSTARS II £21
YOSHI £1

8

JOE & MAC CALL

SEE THE OU WANT C

GAME GEAR
UPER SMASH TV £26 SPIDERMAN £25

IPER SPACE INVADERS £23 GEORGEFORMANBOXNG £25

RINCE OF PERSIA £24 WHEEL OF FORTUNE £26

HE HUMANS £26

IARBLE MADNESS £23

R.C. GRAND PRIX £23

AXE BATTLER £15

VsSPACEMUTANTS £26 CASTLE OF ILLUSION £18

HARD WARE
buPER NES +GAME £144.95

AMEBOY + GAME £60.00

EGADRIVE + GAME £119.00

AMEGEAR + GAME £119.99

TRADE ENQURIES

WELCOME
TEL: 081 503 5875

FAX: 081 471 4537

AREUSA
•••• •» '

•-' '\

ORDER FORM
EITHER 1....CALL ON 081-471 4810 (10 LINES) OR 2. ...FILL THIS IN

GAME PRICE P&P TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL £

NAME Mr/Mrs/Miss

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
PHONE
C/CARD
EXPIRY DATE
SIGNATURE.

Please make cheques & Postal Orders out to Z0NETEC LTD

Send order to: Z0NETEC LTD, DEVER HOUSE, 764 BARKING ROAD, LONDON E13 9PJ CVG5
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SHOOT EM UP

BY ARENA
£40.00

wr,
en Arnie sorry, Dutch Schae-

fer - destroyed the Predator in

the jungle, it was thought that that

would be the last the world would
see of the alien hunters. So it has
come as something of a shock to

the LAPD to find innumerable dis-

membered corpses lying around
the city streets. The cops think all

this nastiness is being perpetrated
by drug gangs, but Lt Michael Har-
rigan has a nagging doubt in the
back of his mind. Why, for

instance, would the Special Pro-
jects Division of the FBI be sniffing

around an ordinary narcotics case?
Something is afoot - and Harrigan
wants to know about it.

ft seems I was on
of the few people to

actually enjoy the

Predator 2 film -

everyone else

always com-
pares it with

original block-

buster, which it's

never going to live

up to. As far as the

game goes, Predator 2 follows the plot of

the movie quite closely, turning the

action into a shoot 'em up along the lines

of Gauntlet and Crackdown. And it's not

that bad, as it happens. Graphically the

game's something of a stiff, especially

the between-level stills from the Him
which look as though they've been cob-

bled together by a cack-handed five year

old. One 'interesting' graphical feature

occurs when the Predator gets a bead on
either yourself or one of the hostages

they explode in a mass of writhing flesh

Gamepiay wise, Predator 2 is quite

basic, yet reasonably enjoyable - but

avoid Easy level like the plague! And it

a bad idea to include a Password sys-

tem, too. No great shakes, Predator

ut still worthy of attention.

CVG 048 PAUL RAND
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o Shekhana Consoles
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Harrigan begins his search for the truth in the city streets which, in the year

1997. are crawling with Jamaican and Colombian drug gang members. From

there, it's on to the rooftops for more baddy-blasting, then a quick hop back

to the city centre. After reports of horrific deaths in the underground system,

Harrigan goes down into the subway to practice his shooting aim, before

picking up the trail of the FBI who are, for reasons which unfold during the

game, are ensconced in an LA slaughterhouse.
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Obviously, the main threat, due to

the sheer numbers of them on the

streets, are the members of the

opposing drug gangs. They're armed
to the teeth with knives, pistols and

sub-machine guns. Most of them are

on foot, but some of them bomb
around in taxis, on motorbikes and.

in the air, in well-armed helicopters.

Bad enough, you may think, and

you'd be right. But add the Predator,

with its deadly array of alien weapon-

ry to hand, and you're looking at a

task that's not going to be terribly

easy to complete.
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Whereas the original movie, starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, Carl Weathers

(Appollo Creed from the Rocky movies) and Jesse 'The Body* Ventura from

WCW Wrestling, took place in the jungle, Predator 2 moves the alien-busting

thrills to the heart of Los Angeles. Starring Danny Glover as the unstable Lt

Michael P Harrigan, the film is set in the year 1997 against a backdrop of

warring drug gangs. Particularly nasty murders are being committed and,

although they're generally believed to be caused by the gangs they are, of

course, the handiwork of the Predator. Harrigan stumbles onto the trail of the

alien big-game hunter via an FBI Special Projects team, discovering in the

process that this time, the Predator isn't alone. While not a patch on the first

film, Predator 2 is an enjoyable action movie with quite a good twist at the

end - get it out on video and see for yourself!

• ftl'lWmm
One of the main aims of the game is

to rescue a number of hostages on

each level, before you're wiped out

by the gangs or the hostages are

got' by the Predator. You can tell

when the alien has one of them in its

sights - the familiar three-dot infra-

red scanner appears on-screen and
travels in the direction of the nearest

hostage. Get to him before the lights

do. or eise he'll go up in a puff of

guts!
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To be perfectly honest I wasn't exactly

impressed when I first saw this game,
but I couldn't have been more wrong.

aphically Predator 2 is a bit flat, with

pretty boring and uninspiring backdrops,

especially those on the rooftop level. But
as we all know, the pics don't count for

squat if the gameplay is up to scratch -

and thankfully it is. It's a bit of a cross

etween Smash TV and Crackdown, with

•
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With all this death and mayhem
being created by both Harrigan and
the drug lords, the Predator is free to

concentrate on collecting his grue-

some trophies without fear of

detection. However, it makes quite a

big mistake by knocking off innocent

passengers on the underground,
bringing Harrigan into the subway
with the express intention of uncov-

ering the truth behind the murders.
The Subway level is the first time you

get to see the Predator - and, with

the arsenal it carries around, you're

really gonna wish Schwarzenegger
was back.

an huge amount of baddies on screen at

once. The game starts off reasonably

easy, but by level three things start to get

tough. The only real gripe is that the pres-

ence of the Predator is a bit of a non
event - a case of shoving him in some-
where to warrant the licence. Overall a

good game that compliments a reason-

able film very well.

PAUL ANGLIN
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SCIENCE FRONTIERS
Eightman

Baseball 2

Football Frenzy

Last Resort

Ninja Commando
Robo Army
Sengoku

Thrash Rally

H^
CM

00

Fatal Fury

Mutation Nation

Soccer Brawl

Alpha Mission 2

Burning Fight

Riding Hero

Baseball

Blues Journey

Cross Swords
Cyberlip

Ghost Pilot

League Bowling

Nam 75
Ninja Combat
Magician Lord

Puzzled (*Tetris*)

Super Baseball

Super Spy
Top Players Golf

Tel/Fax: 0224 640186
5 Thistle Lane 24hr

Aberdeen
AB1 1TZ

P&P
mes

GOOD
SNOGGING
GUIDE

0898 600 207

CHAT-UP
* * * . . - . • w *

LINES
I . * < • t I I

•

• •

i • * > *

*

•••*

-_*_^_*_"__'_^_*_•_^_^ •_

^

ULTRA
NAUGHTY
JOKELINE
0698 800 205 \0898

NEO'GEO Console**

[ main console,

two controllers

memory card,

one game

only £34P
Please

for latest

price.

.

NAUGHTY
WTTTTT7T

0898 800 242

CONFESSION
LINE

_•_*_•__•_*_»

• * T
-

AW?*?

898 800 209

800 208

SOUNDS OF TORTU&Z
0898 800 214

Your ideal

LOVE
PARTNER
0898
800 >

212

EGA DRIVE
Alien 3 £34.95
Predator II £34.95
Double Dragon £34.95
Super High Impact £34.95
Super Smash TV £34.95
Green Dog £34.95
Slime World £34.95
Simpsons : Krusty's £34.95
Tennis £34.95
Taz Mania £32.95
Chuck Rock £32.95
Splatterhouse II £32.95
Kid Chameleon £32.95
Grand Prix II £32.95
Alisia Dragoon £32.95
Dave Robinsons £32.95
Olympic Gold £32.95
E.A. Hockey NHL 93 £37.95
Thunder Force IV £37.95
Evander Holyfield £32.95
Lemmings £32.95
Terminator £32.95
Turbo Outrun £32.95
Desert Strike £32.95
Bulls Vs Lakers £32.95
Used Games £19.00

SUPER NES
Street Fighter II £49.95
Robocop III £44.95
Axelay £44.95
Turtles IV £44.95
Rampart £44.95
Prince of Persia £44.95
Parodius £44.95
Bart's Nightmare £44.95
Magic Sword £44.95
Mario Paint £54.95
Mario Kart £44.95
Play Action Football £42.95
Top Gear £39.95
Contra III £39.95
Super Tennis £39.95
Lemmings £39.95
Zelda III £39.95
Home alone £37.95
Tom & Jerry £44.95
Faceball 2000 £44.95
Dragons Lair £44.95
Extra Innings £39.95
Super Slam Dunk £44.95
F-T Exhaust Heat £33.95
Super Champ Soccer £38.99
Used names.. £27.00

Game Boy
Spiderman II. Tom & Jerry. Terminator II. Ferra
Grand Prix, WWF II. Double Dragon III. Word
Zap. Simpsons: Camp Deadly. Adams Family.

Super Mario Land. Ninja Turtles. Hook.
Adventure Island. Xenon 2. Battleship. Bart Vs
Juqgernauts. Dr Franken. Looney Toons. Dr

Mario. Duck tails All Games £22.95
Game Boy, Tetris. Batteries. Headphones £65

Game Gear
Outrun Europa.

Paperboy.

Olympic Gold,

Donald Duck,

All Games £24.95

All these and much more! Latest titles from USA and Japan!

Please add £1 for games and accessories and £5 for consoles.

Cheques/PO's/Access/Visa to: Mega Games, Merlin House,

122-126 Kilburn High Road, London NW6 4HY Tel : 071 372 4356

erm...prices subject to change due to currency fluctuations.

yaurparanta pmrmmon

* OPEN 9AM - PM MON - SAT

UK Super Nintendo inc

Streetfighter II £159.99

Actraiser £37.95

Addams Family £39.95

Axelay £44.95

Universal Converter .£14.95

ASCII Turbo Pad £24.95 A E IC EN + FRIENDLY SERVICE
Mario Kart .£49.95

Baits Nightmare £44.95

Battletoads £42.95
Castlevania 4. £39.95

Caveman Ninja £39.95
Chuck Rock ...£44.95

Dinosaurs.. £42.95
Contra III £39.95
Dinosaurs £42.95

F1 Exhaust Heat £44.95
Final Fight... £39.95

Gods ...£44.95

Gun Force. —..£44.95

Hook £42.95

Mario Paint Inc Mouse ..£59.95

Mckeys Mystical Quest£44.95

Out Of This World £44.95

kfi LG/M S TO Tr-RSTCL SS

.£42.95

.£44.95

King of the Monsters £42.95
Krustys Fun House...£39.95
Lemmings £37.95

Magic Sword £39.95

Parodius £42.95

Phalanx £44.95

Prince Of Persia ..£42.95

Robocop 3 £44.95

Smash TV .....£39.95

Sonic Blastman ..£44.95

Spiderman/X Men £44.95

Streetfighter II £54.95
Super Aleste £44.95

Super Ghouls & Ghosts£39.95
Tom & Jerry £44.95

Top Gear £42.95

Turtles 4 £42.95

UN Squadron £39.95

WWF Wrestlemania ..£39.95

REC RDED D\ L ER *

c b re JOIN *

DV N r OR ? E S TAKF

AU TITLES STOCK D *

*P RT XCHANCE Wl LC

Zeida 111 £42.95 HONE NCW - GiVE S A

UK Mega Drive
Including Sonic £124.99
Jap Mega Drive
Including Sonic .......£114.00

Alien 3 .....£37.95

Alisia Dragoon £34.95
Aquabatics £34.95
Atomic Runner £32.95
Batman Returns ........£34.95

Bulls Vs Lakers £34.95
Cadash £32.95
Chuck Rock £34.95
Corporation £37.95
Crude Busters £29.95
Desert Strike..... £32.95
Dragons Fury .£34.95

Dungeons & Dragons £37.95
Euro Club Soccer £34.95
Flintstones .........£34.95

Green Dog £34.95
Hellfire £32.95
Kid Chameleon £29.95

tVllltttlMtttl

....£114.00

£37.95
£34.95

......£34.95

£32.95
£34.95
£34.95
£32.95

......£34.95

£37.95
£29.95
£32.95
£34.95

Mega CD ROM ...

Jap Mega Drive

.

Mercs
Mick & Mack

£249.99
£99.99

£29.95

£34.95
Predator 2 £32.95

Rampart £34.95

Road Rash £29.95

.£34.95

Lemmings..
....£29.95

....£37.95

Rolling Thunder II £37.95

Side Pocket £34.95

Smash TV £34.95
Sonic II (Nov) £34.95

Speedball 2 £39.95

Splatterhouse £34.95

Streets Of Rage I(i6«) ..CALL
Super High Impact ....£37.95

Superman £34.95

Taz Mania .£34.95

Terminator £34.95

Thunderforce 4 £34.95

Toki £29.95

Twisted Ripper £34.95

World Of Illusion £34.95

,VE ALSO STOCK NES. MASTER SYSTEM. LYNX & NE0 GEO CONSOLES& GAMES • ALL CONSOLES CARR n 12 MONTH GUARENTEE

PLEASE P D
EASE MAKE CHEQUE

3.00 Oi ON Sol-

EC CONSOLES A
ER

r L DiT
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WIN THE ATARI
LYNX2 PLUS

0839 404049

I

5JIM3
•

IS MPt
404041

ALL THE EXCITMENT OF THE
ARCADE MACHINE IN YOUR

OWN HOME!!!

WIN! WIN! WIN!
Amiga 600 plus...Sreetfighter II...

plus a colour monitor!

NEW RELEASE!!! The hottest

arcade action on a REAL computer!
0839 404048

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
PLUS GAME LIGHT, MAGNIFIER

AND STEREO AMP

SEGA GAME GEAR
PLUS TVTUNER

:

.

0898 404045
0839 404044

0839 404 043

uTI-Vv

WIN THE MOUNTAIN BIKE OF

YOUR CHOICE UPTO £200
WIN A MEGA DRIVE

PLUS "A A Jl

.

I

WIN R WEEKEND FOR FOUR
IN MRGICRL E R0 IS EV
- YOUR HOTEL, V0UR PRSS

TO THE MRGICRL KINGDOM AND
MORE...

0839 404049

rfyfflmHi

404042

THE GA YOU PICK
THE PRIZE THAT YOU WANT

TO WIN!
PLAY THE GAME TO WIN TH
GAME - CHOOSE FROM TOP

TITLES!!!

w I^bIbV

Info Media Services Ltd, P.O. Box 28, Northampton NN1 5DS. Calls cost 36p per min (cheap rate) 48p per min (all other

times). Max call time 7.5 minutes. All competitions end 31 .1 .93. Please be sure you have permission to make this call



trust
MAIL ORDER DETAILS: ALL PRICES ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY.

CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

RHINE GAMES, 301 EDGEWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BN

SALES HOTLINE

071 723 5768

NINTENDO FAMICOM
SUPER NINTENDO (SCART) + PSU + MARIO WORLD (USA)

.

SUPER NINTENDO + PSU + SUPER MARIO WORLD (UK)

SUPER FAMICOM (JAP) + PSU
SUPER NINTENDO (USA) SCART + PSU

• •••••••••••••••• l

tmTwrmim^********

..£148

..£145

..£118

..£119

SUPER GAME ADAPTOR PLA YS
(UK - US - JAP) GAMES £15
ASCII PAD £20
CONTROL PAD £15
STEALTH SNES JOYSTICK. £24
APPOLLO PRO JOYSTICK £50
SFC PAL BOOSTER £30
RGB CABLE £14
CAPCOM JOYSTICK (6 BUTTONS) £68
GAME CADDY £10

USA JAP
ACTRAISER 42.99 -

ADDAMS FAMILY 42.99 -

AREA 88 - 28.99
ARKANA 39.99
ADVENTURE ISLAND 42.99 -

AXELAY. 46.99 44.99
BASEBALL SIMULATOR 36.99 -

BART SIMPSON 41.99 -

BATTLE BLAZE - 37.99
BOWLING - 36.99
BILL LAMBER BASKETBALL34.99 -

BATTLE TANK 39.99 -

BASES LOADED 37.99 -

CASTLEVANIA 4 39.99 36.99

CHESS MASTER 35.99 -

CONTRA SPIRIT 42.99 42.99
DARIUS TWIN 35.99 -

DRAKHEN 38.99 -

D-FORCE 35.99 -

DINOSOUR - 42.99

EARTH DEFENCE FORCE...38.99 -

EXTRA INNINGS 38.99 -

EXHAUST HEAT - 43.99
F-ZERO 36.699 35.99
FINAL FANTASY II 44.99 -

FINAL FIGHT. 42.99 42.99

G.FOREMAN BOXING 39.99 -

GHOULS & GHOSTS 39.99 36.99
GRADIUS III 36.99 -

GOLDEN FIGHTER - 48.99
HOME ALONE. 35.99 -

HOLE IN ONE GOLF. 38.99 -

HYPERZONE 33.99 33.99
HOOK - 43.99

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER. 39.99 -

JACKNICKLAUS GOLD 42.99 -

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL 39.99 -

JOE & MAC 42.99 -

KING OF MONSTERS - 44.99
KABLOOI 39.99 -

LAGOON 38.99 -

LEMMINGS 42.99 -

MYSTICAL NINJA 42.99 -

USA JAP
MAGIC SWORD - 42.99
METAL JACK - 42.99
MUSYA - 34.99
MARIO PAINT WITH MOUSE. .

-

58.99
PAPERBOY II 36.99 -

PGA TOUR GOLF 42.99 37.99
PEBBLE BEACH GOLF 36.99 -

PRINCE OF PERSIA - 42.99
PARODIUS - 44.99

PILOT WINGS 36.99 -

PITFIGHTER 38.99 -

POPULOUS 34.99 -

PHALANX. - 44.99
R-TYPE 42.99 -

RANMA 1/2 - 44.99
RIVAL TURF. 42.99 -

ROBOCOP3 42.99 -

R. CLEMENS BASEBALL 39.99 -

RAMPART 39.99 -

ROCKETEER 42.99
RPM RACING 36.99 34.99

ROMANCE OF THE
III KINGDOM 49.99 42.99

SUPER OFF ROAD 38.99 -

SIM CITY 36.99 32.99
S.T.G - 34.99
SMASH TV 37.99 -

SMASH TV 37.99 -

STREET FIGHTER II 59.99 54.99
SMART BALL 39.99 -

SUPER SOCCER 36.99 32.99

SUPER CHAMP SOCCER....39.99 -

SUPER TENNIS 36.99 32.99

SOUL BLADER 44.99 34.99

SONIC BLASTMAN - 49.99

SUPER FORMA TION SOCCER - 42.99
SWAMP THING 42.99 -

S.T.G 39.99 -

THUNDERSPIRITS 39.99 -

TOM & JERRY 39.99 -

TOP GEAR 42.99 36.99
TURTLES IV 42.99 -

TRUE GOLF 37.99 -

UN SQUADRON. 36.99 -

ULTRAMAN 36.99 -

SUPER MARIO KART. - 49.99
SUPER PANG - 42.99
SUPER UNCHANGES WA TERS - 59.99
SPIDERMAN 42.99 -

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 42.99 -

WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER .37.99 -

WORLD CHAMPION - 34.99

SEGA GAME GEAR
AVAILABLE NOW - GAME GEAR ADAPTOR £14.99

RUN MASTER SYSTEM GAMES ON YOUR GAME GEAR
ALIEN 3 CALL
AXE BATTLER 21.99
AERIAL ASSAULT 16.99
BETTER UP 19.99
CASTLE OF ILLUSION 21.99
CRYSTAL WARRIORS 24.99
CHASE HQ 21.99
CHESS MASTER 21.99
CHUCK ROCK CALL
DEVILISH 23.99
DONALD DUCK 24.99
DRAGON CRYSTAL 19.99

G-LOC 21.99
JUNCTION 24.99
JOE MONATAN FOOTBALL 19.99
FANTASYZNE 17.99

GALAGA 91 16.99

GEORGE FOREMAN KO BOXING... 19.99

MARBLE MADNESS CALL
NINJA GAIDEN 23.99
OLYMPIC GOLD 24.99
OUTRUN EUROPA 24.99

PSYCHIC WORLD 19.99

PAPERBOY 24.99
POPILS 18.99

SHINOBI 24.99
SPACE HARRIER 20.99
SUPER GOLF 20.99
SPIDERMAN 24.99
WOODY POP 16.99

SUPER MONACO GP II 24.99
FACTORY PANIC 17.99

ACCESSORIES

GAME GEAR + SONIC 92.99

GAME GEAR 79.99

MASTER GEAR CONVERTOR 14.99

WIDE GEAR 8.99
POWER SUPPLY 8.99
BATTERY PACK. 32.99
2 PLAYER CABLE 9.99

GAME GEAR ATTACHE CASE 14.99

TV TUNER 64.99

PC ENGINE - ATARI LYNX -

CONSOLES & GAMES.
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

, SEGA MEGADRIVE
SEGA MEGADRIVE + CONTROL PAD + PSU
SEGA MEGADRIVE + CONTROL PAD + PSU + SONIC
WONDER MEGA (SCART) + 1 GAME + PSU
MEGA CD ROM (PAL) + 1 GAME + PSU
MEGA PAD SG -3 WITH 3 BUTTONS
AND LED LIGHT £13
POWER CLUTCH (ARCADE J/STICK) £30
POWERBASE CONVERTOR PLAY
MASTER SYSTEM GAMES ON
MEGADRIVE £30
MEGADRIVE ADAPTOR £8

USA JAP
ATOMIC RUNNER 31.99 -

ALISIA DRAGOON 33.99 -

ARCH RIVAL 31.99 -

ALIEN 3 36.99-
ARCUS ODDYSSEY 42.99 -

ATTACK SUB 43.99 -

AFTER BURNER - 29.99
BART SIMPSON 32.99 -

BARE KNUCKLES 32.99 23.99
BUCK ROGERS 32.99 -

CASTLE OF ILLUSION 32.99 22.99
CADASH. 30.99 -

CHUCK ROCK 35.99 -

CRUDE DUDES 31.99 -

DAVID ROBINSON 29.99 -

DRAGONS FURY. 39.99 -

DOUBLE DRAGON 38.99 -

EA HOCKEY. 29.99 -

F-22 29.99
FANTASIA - 29.99
FIGHTING MASTER 39.99 -

GADGET TWINS 44.99 -

GALAXY FORCE II 29.99 29.99
GHOULS N GHOSTS 26.99 -

GOLDEN AXE II 34.99 29.99
GYNOUG - 19.99
HELLFIRE 24.99 19.99
JAMES POND II 29.99 -

JOHN MADDEN 29.99 -

JENNIFER CAPRIATI 36.99 -

KID CHAMELEON 34.99 29.99

NEO GEO PAUtf. 249.99
NEO GEO (SCART) 249.99
MEMORY CARD 19.99
MAGICIAN LORD 69.99

CYBER LIP 69.99
ROBOARMY 76.99

8-MAN 76.99

RIDING HERO 69.99
SUPER SPY 79.99

KING OF MONSTER 84.99
CROSS SWORDS 79.99

2020 SUPER BASEBALL 69.99
NINJA COMBAT 84.99
THRASH RALLY 69.99
BLUES JOURNEY 98.99
FOOTBALL FRENZY 109.99
MUTATION NATION 119.99

ALL STAR CHALL II FERRARI GP
ADDAMS FAMILY FLIGHT SIMULA TOR

ADVENTURE ISLAND F1 RACER
BA TMAN II GEORGE FOREMAN

BART SIMPSON 2 BOXING
BEETLE JUICE HUNT RED OCTOBER

BLADESOFSTEEL HOOK
BUBBLE BOBBLE MEGA MAN II

BUGS BUNNY 2 KID ICURUS
BLUES BROTHERS KIRBYS DREAMLAND
CEASARS PALACE MESEROIDS II

CASTLEVANIA MICKEYS
CHESS MASTER DANGEROUS CHASE
DOUBLE DRAGON MONOPOLY

1&2 NINJA GAIDEN
DUCK TALES SHADOW

£95
£110
£350
£330

KING SALMON 36.99
KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE 32.99 -

LEMMINGS 39.99 -

MARBLE MADNESS 29.99 -

MERCS 26.99
NHL HOCKEY 93 42.99 -

OLYMPIC GOLD 30.99 27.00
PGA GOLF 30.00 -

PITFIGHTER 33.99 31.99
POPULOUS 26.00
PREDATOR 2 36.99 -

PSYOBLADE - 19.99
QUACKSHOT 39.99 29.99
RAMPART 39.99 -

RODE RIOT. 36.99 -

ROAD RASH 32.99 -

ROLLING THUNDER II 37.99 -

SAINTSWORD 24.99
SIDE POCKET 37.99 -

SLIME WORLD 36.99 -

SONIC 30.99 19.99
STEEL EMPIRE 32.00 -

STORM LORD 34.99 29.99
STRIDER 39.99 29.99
SPORTS TALK BASEBALL ..44.99 -

SPORTS TALK FOOTBALL..44.99 -

SUPER HIGH IMPACT. 37.99 -

SUPER SMASH TV 36.99 -

TAZMANIA 34.99 -

TEAM BASKETBALL 39.99 -

TERMINATOR 36.99 -

TEST DRIVE 34.99 -

TEL TEL BASEBALL - 19.99
THUNDERFORCE III 29.99 -

THUNDERFORCE IV (SCART)- 36.99
TOKI 34.99 29.99
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 39.99 -

WINTER CHALLENGE 34.99 -

WONDERBOY III - 19.99

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
GAMEBOY DELUXE PAK (CONSOLE,
TETRIS, EARPHONES, CABLE, 4 AA
BATTERIES) 64.00
GAMELIGHT/MAGNIFIER COMBI .... 10.00

MAGINFIER 9.00

AMPLIFIER 9.00

BRITE BOY (LIGHT/MAGNIFIER) 9.00

GAME KEEPER/GB BOX 21.99

PORTABLE CARRYALL 9.99

ATTACHE CASE (NUBY) 16.99

MINI JOYSTICK 3.99

DOCS LIGHT IT CALL
GB ADAPTOR 8.99

UNIVERSAL BATTERY PACK. 27.99

LIGHT BOY 19.99

HYPERBOY 39.99

NINJA TURTLES II TERMINATOR II

PACMAN TOXIC CRUSADERS
PAPERBOY II THE PUNISHER

PRINCE OF PERSIA TINEY TOONS
RANMA 1/2 TRACK N MEET
ROBOCOP II WWF 2

ROGER CLEMENS
BASEBALL ANY 1 FOR £24

SIDE POCKET ANY 2 FOR £44
SOLOMANS CLUB ANY 3 FOR £60
SPUDS ADVENTURE PLEASE ADD £1 FOR

SPIDERMAN EACH GAME P&P
SPY VSPY (ACCESSORIES &

SUPER HUNCH CONSOLES ADD £5
SIMPSONS FOR POSTAGE)

TURN N BURN

RETAIL STORES
301 EDGEWARE ROAD, L00ND0N W2 1BN. TEL: 071 723 2412

260 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P9AB

TEL: 071 580 6397.

ALLOW APPROXIMATELY 3 DAYS FOR CLEARING CHEQUES

OR MONEY ORDERS, FOLLOWING DAY DELIVERY, P&P ADD

£1 FOR SOFTWWARE, £5 FOR MACHINES. TRADE ENQUIRIES

WELCOME. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

CHANGE PRICES WITH9UT PRIOR NOTICE. E&OE.







. T'S HERE! The most incredible console game in the world finally hits these shores with the

Official UK version of the game. Now there's no excuse for Super Nintendo fans not to own a

I copy, and to celebrate we've put together the biggest single guide to one cartridge in the history of Com-

puter and Video Games!

Over the next four issues we'll be delivering the most comprehensive guide you've ever seen, taking two

characters and a big boss every month we'll be ripping the game apart. Every punch, kick, uppercut and

pecial move will be featured with detailed ratings and damage percentages of every single move possible in

this 16 Megabyte monster!

We'll also deliver the goods on specialist combinations for every single character and top tips on how to

thrash the masters! This is the complete strategy guide, put together by the CVG experts. So what are you
o

waiting for? Read on, enjoy all the inside info, get out there and FIGHT!

CVG 055
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Ryu is the Japanese warrior straight

from the streets. His only friend is the

ageing martial arts master Sheng
Long, who has raised him as his own
son and passed on all he knows in the

ancient arts of oriental fighting. Ryu is

already a great fighter, but he is young

and needs to learn to control his awe-

some powers and not get carried

away in the heat of combat. Special

combat moves are the Dragon
Punch, Hurricane Kick and Fireball.

i

PUNCHB
50% 75% 100%

FIERCE

FIRE
25% 50% 75% 100%

HELICOPTIR

1 00%

STREET GUIDE 2



(Total amage inflicted)

1. A flying kick forwards with full power followed by a low kick and

powering in at close quarters with a standing axe kick. Best attempt-

ed at the edge of the screen TDI

• Use either of Ryu's bone crunching body throws followed by a

standing kick, full power.
TDI. %

. Attack with a high flying kick forwards, swoop down for a low

kick and thunder up with an upper cut.

TDI.

Use the spectacular helicopter kick from any distance to score a

hit and then foot-sweep. TDI Rating varies with the amount of hits

scored with helicopter kick. TDI

Killer attack: Jump over the opponent and land directly behind.

As he's disorientated throw him backwards then, as he staggers up,

let rip with a ferocious Fireball timed to catch him as he's getting to

his feet and jump in with a flying kick.

TDI

! Upper cuts are your answer.

Chun Li likes the aerial attacks, so smack her in

the gob every time she comes down. Her only

defence against this is the foot stomp, so wait

for the right moment and SMASH! These attacks

need to be well-timed, though.

' This man mountain is vulnera-

ble to just about everything except flying kicks

forward. Keep your distance until he's seeing

stars from your Fireballs then get in for the throws

and a big finish.

7 The Brazilian Beast hates flying

kicks and is easy to stun with Fireballs. Jumping
to and fro over his head drives him wild and leaves

him open to body throw attacks for full power

The rubber devil is useless

from a long distance, so launch Fireballs and

move in with aerial attacks - avoiding his spindly

arms. Strike hardest as he retreats, but be ready

to do a runner if he unleashes the Yoga Flame!

GUILE: Guile is extremely fast and loves to

get stuck in with punches, kicks throws and the

whole arsenal. Don't go to him, bide your time

and let him come to you. Fireballs, roundhouse

kicks catching him in mid air and uppercuts are

the best way of dropping him for the count.

Ti The fat boy is slow and if you're

quick an easy throw is available at the very start,

but after that keep away. Stand jump kick and

Fireball him into submission.
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TITLE MEW
ALIENS 3 3S.OU

ATOMIC RUNNER 35.00

BATTLE WINGS 3S.OO

BREACH 3S.OO

BULL V LAKERS 3S.OO

CHUCK ROCK 3S.OO

SUPREME COURT BASKETBALL 4U.OO

DEVILISH 35.OO

ORABONS FURY 30.00

OUNBEONS AND DRABONS <4e.OO

EVANOER HOLYFIELO BOXINB 3S.OO

LEAOERBOARO BOLE 30.00

LEMMINGS 35.OO

OLYMPIC BOLD 3S.OO

PREDATOR II 35.OO

QUAD CHALLENGE 35.00

RAILROAD TYCOON 35.00

RAMPART 35.OO

SIDE POCKET X.OO
SIMPSONS-KRUSTY'S FUN HOUSE ... 35.OO
SMASH TV 35.OO

SOL-DEASE 40.00

SONIC THE HEOBEHOB II 35.00

SPLATTERHOUSE II

m

35.00 e+.oa w.aa

M E M

SMANO
TITLE NEW SELL

STAR ODYSSEY. -40.00 23.00

STRIKE EAGLE II 35.00 24.00

TALESPIN 35.00 S7.00

TASK FORCE HARRIER 35.00 20.00

TAZMANIA 32.00 25.00

TERMINATOR 35.00 27.00

WARSONB 3S.OO &4.00

WONOERBOYMONSTER WORLD 3S.00 24.00

f

SM mmJ m^. mZ Mm -«« »

AMERICAN GLADIATORS 45.00

CONTRA III -40.00 27.010

DUNGEON MASTER 50.00 34.00

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS. 45.00 3I.OO

FACEBALL 2000 40.00 B3.00

HOOK 40.00 g3.DO

LEMMINBS 40.00 B7.DO

MABIC JOHNSON BASKETBALL 40.00 a3.00

MABIC SWORD. 40.00 S7.00

ROBOCOP 3 ^g.OO BB.OO

ROCKETEER 40.00 27.00

SIMPSDNS-KRUSTY'S FUNHOUSE.... 4D.OO B7.00

SMART BALL 40.00 B3.00

SMASH TV 35.DO &9.DO

SPICJERMAN-XMEN 40.00 S3.00
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BUY p
I7.QO p
w.aa 5
21.00 tjj

14.00

19.OO

2/.00 w^

ib.oo .

18.OO *£.

TITLE NEW
STREET FIGHTER II -i. ^5.00

SUPER BATTLE TANK 40.00

SUPER DOUBLE DRAGON 4S.OO

THUNOER SPIRITS 40.00

TURTLES IV 40.00

TOXIC CRUSADER 40.00

IELDA III ^S.DO

SMAND
SELL BUY

31.OO e+.oo

23.00 16.00

31.00 24.00

S7,OQ BD.OO

07.0a sa.oo

B3.DO 16.00

31.00 £4 00

s
*

fr

G A M E G E A

2000
27.00

IB.OO

IB.OO

20.00

IB.OO

eo.aa

ee.aa

20.00

20.00

IB.OO

17.00

IB.OO

-Arr/cL 43Ml'l » «^.*wi*w^.*^.

CLUTCH HITTER II

M/VT*5KZ0ME..... 20.00

GADGET TWINS 22.50

GEORGE FOREMANS KO BOXINB 20.00

OLYMPIC GOLD BS.OO

OUTRUN EUROPA ...... BS.OO

PAPERBOY .... 20.00

RC BRAND PRIX gS.OO

SIMPSONS BS.OO

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG II BB.SO

SPIDERMAN 25.00

SUPER MONACO II ...

WHEEL OF FORTUNE ..../^

HE

/VO/VMEMBERS II £5MEW
mamm

I? H P
AFTER YOUR FIRSTPURCHASEOFOVER£20 . MEIY1BER5H IP ENTITLES YOU TO:

NEW
GAMES
WEWANT YOURGAMES

ii

AH

DELIVERY
sent byrecorded delivery.

add £J per game. Buy
sent by courier*

oddE5per console. We will

Whypay full price far alder titles?

second-hand orpart-exchange your oldgames for new.
Thousands ofnew andusedgames In stock nowI

buy your oldgames. Phone now foryour free quotation
El handling charge pergame—

SALESHOTLINE
Open 7days a week
9am— 7pm Weekdays
9am — Epm Weekends

RETAIL SHOPS TERRI'S GROUP PLC
381 WAUXRSLAOE

ROAD
WAU3ERSLAOE
CHATHAM, KEMT

IBB HIBH STREET
BECKENHAM

KEMT
OB1-BSO lZOS

STATION SQUARE
PETTSWOOO

KENT

292 HIBHSTREET
DRPINBTON

KENT

UNIT 9
MID KENT SHOPPINE

CENTRE
MAIDSTONE. KENT

LONSDALEDRIVE
RAINHAM
KENT

ADVANCE
We takeADVANCEORDERS with NO DBLIBATIDN

TOBUY, allnew titles. Top selling titles are always in

short supply. Place yourorder In advance, and it will be shi
{

toyouONDAYOFARRIVAL- Don't be disappointed

iied

ORDER MOW!

MEMBERS SAVEUP TO l/V OUR RETAIL SHOPS
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Gameboy

omesCCu6

IVI'KI

«

CIAL R

WORTH £5 AND FREE MEMBERSHIP WOR
£6.99 WITH ANY SUPER NES GAME

«

iv/f/? refr/s, 2 Player Lead
Batteries, Stereo Headphones,
FREE Special Reserve Membership
AND FREE Gameboy Holsters, Belt and Cartridge Pouch
OR FREE Konix G.B Holster (Please state your choice)

Nintendo
Super
NES
Scope 6
(light

gun)
WITH 6
SHOOTING GAMES
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE
MEMBERSHIP _
59.99

ADDAMS FAMILY 20.99

ADVENTURE ISLAND 20.99

ASTEROIDS 16.99

BART SIMPSON' S ESCAPE
FROM CAMP DEADLY 20.99

BART VS JUGGERNAUTS ...23.99

BATMAN 20.99

BATMAN 2 • RETURN OF
THE JOKER 20.99

BATTLETOADS 20.99

BILL AND TED'S EXCELLENT
ADVENTURE 23.99

BLADES OF STEEL 20.99

BLUES BROTHERS 22.99

BOXXLE 13.99

BUBBLE BOBBLE 20.99

BUGS BUNNY 18.99

BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE ...13.99

CASTLEVANIA 13.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 2 20.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 3 23.99

DR FRANKEN 22.99

DRAGONS LAIR -THE
LEGEND 22.99

DYNA BLASTER 13.99

FERRARI GRAND PRIX 23.99

FORMULA 1 RACE (WITH FOUR
PLAYER ADAPTOR) 24.99

GARGOYLES QUEST 18.99

GAUNTLET 2 20.99

GEORGE FOREMAN'S
BOXING 23.99

GHOSTBUSTERS 2 18.99

GOLF 17.99

GREMLINS 2 20.99

HOME ALONE 20.99

HOOK 20.99

JORDAN VS BIRD 22.99

KICK OFF 22.99

KID ICARUS 18.99

MEGA MAN 18.99

MICKEY MOUSE 20.99

MISSILE COMMAND 13.99

MOTOR CROSS MANIACS. ..13.99

NAVY SEALS 18.99

NEMESIS 18.99

OTHELLO ..18.99

PACMAN 20.99

PARASOL STARS 22.99

PRINCE OF PERSIA 20.99

PROBOTECTOR 20.99

R-TYPE 20.99

SHADOW WARRIORS 20.99

SNEAKY SNAKES 20.99

SOLOMONS CLUB 20.99

SPIDERMAN 2 23.99

SUPER HUNCHBACK 22.99

SUPER MARIO LAND 18.99

SUPER MARIO LAND 2 ....

SUPER RC PRO-AM
.23.99
20.99 1

TEENAGE MUTANT
19.99 1

TERMINATOR 2

TINY TOON ADVENTURES
TIP OFF

23.99 1

20.99

20.99

TRACK MEET 20.99 1

TURRICAN
TURTLES 2

WWF SUPERSTARS

19.99 1

.24.99

20.99

WWF SUPERSTARS 2

(NEW ACCLAIM VERSION) 23.99 1

Nintendo
Super NES
Streetfighter 2
Pack
WITH 1 CONTROLLER &
STREETFIGHTER 2
GAME
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE
MEMBERSHIP
£10 OFF ANY SUPER NES GAME
FREE £5.00 REPLA Y VOUCHER

159.99
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WITH COLUMNS AND MAINS ADAPTOR

Game Gear with columns

ALIENS 3 22.99

ARIEL -THE LITTLE MERMAID ...22.99

AXE BATTLER 24.99

BATMAN RETURNS 23.99

CHESS MASTER 23.99

CHUCK ROCK 19.99

COLUMNS 17.99

CRYSTAL WARRIORS 27.99

DEVELISH 19.99

DONALD DUCK 24.99

G-LOC 19.99

G.P. RIDER 19.99

GEORGE FOREMAN BOXING 22.99

INDIANA JONES 3 23.99

JOE MONTANA (U.S.) FOOTBALL 19.99

KLAX 22.99

LEADER BOARD 19.99

LEMMINGS 22.99

MARBLE MADNESS 23.99

MICKEY MOUSE 19.99

NINJA GAIDEN 19.99

OLYMPIC GOLD 23.99

OUTRUN EUROPA 22.99

PAPERBOY 23.99

PRINCE OF PERSIA 22.99

PSYCHIC WORLD 16.99

SENNA SUPER MONACO 23.99

SHINOBI 19.99

SHINOBI 2 19.99

SIMPSONS 22.99

SLIDER 18.99

SMASH TV 22.99

SONIC 2 22.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 24.99

SPIDERMAN 23.99

STREETS OF RAGE 19.99

SUPER KICK OFF 23.99

SUPER MONACO GP 19.99

TAZMANIA 22.99

TERMINATOR 23.99

WIMBLEDON TENNIS 23.99

WONDER BOY 17.99

WONDERBOY- DRAGONS TRAP 24.99

FREE Mains Adaptor & FREE Special Reserve Membership

Game Gear with

Sonic The Hedgehog & Sega Mains
Adaptor
FREE Super Monaco Grand Prix

WORTH 19.99

FREE Special Reserve Membership
WORTH 6.99

Ail*Jk LMAWITH SONIC, SU

GRAND PRIX AND MAINS ADAPTOR

APB 22.99

AWESOME GOLF 23.99

BASEBALL HEROES ...23.99

BASKETBRAWL 23.99

BATMAN RETURNS 27.99

BILL AND TEDS
EXCELLENT
\ADVENTURE 23.99

BLUE LIGHTNING 23.99

CABAL 23.99

CHECKERED FLAG 23.99

CHIPS CHALLENGE 17.99

CRYSTAL MINES 2 22.99

DIRTY LARRY -

RENEGADE COP 23.99

DRACULA 27.99

ELECTRO COP 18.99

GATES OF ZENDECON 17.99

HOCKEY 23.99

ISHIDO 16.99

JIMMY CONNORS' BAD
BOY TENNIS
CHALLENGE 23.99

KUNGFOOD 23.99
LEMMINGS 23.99

LYNX CASINO 23.99

MALIBU BIKINI

VOLLEYBALL 23.99

MS PACMAN 14.99

NFL FOOTBALL 2\99
NINJA GAIDEN 23.99

NINJA NERD 23.99
PACLAND 18.99

PAPERBOY 18.99

PINBALL JAM 23.99

PITFIGHTER 27.99

QIX 16.99

RAI-DEN 23.99

RAMPAGE 21.99

RAMPART 23.99

ROBO SQUASH 15.99

ROBOTRON2084 16.99

ROLLING THUNDER 23.99

RYGAR 23.99

SHADOW OF THE
BEAST 23.99

SHANGHAI 19.99

SLIMEWORLD 18.99

SPACE WAR 23.99

STEEL TALONS 23.99

SWITCHBLADE 2 23.99

TOKI 23.99

TOURNAMENT
CYBERBALL 22.99

TURBO SUB 18.99

ULTIMATE CHESS
CHALLENGE ....22.99

ULTRA STAR RAIDERS 23.99

VIKING CHILD 23.99

VINDICATORS 23.99

WARBIRDS 23.99

XENEPHOBE 23.99

LYNX
- J s

't

» aBATMAN
: /

Atari Lynx 2
Batman Pack

with

Batman Returns game
FREE Mains Adaptor

Special Reserve Membership

•111

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP ,

UK £6.99 EEC £8.99

WORLD £10.99
We only supply members but you !

can order as you join.

The Special Reserve full colour club magazine NRG is

sent to all members bi-monthly. NRG features full

reviews of new games plus mini-reviews, new products,

Special Reserve charts, Release Schedule and

hundreds of special offers.

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE
CONTAINS

£30 worth of money-
off coupons

to save even more money off
;

our amazing prices.

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices,

for Megadrive, Master System, Game Gear, Super NES,

Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC, CDTV
and IBM CD ROM.

Best Service, Best Prices,

Biggest Selection

That's why over 1 00,000 people

have joined Special Reserve.

Nintendo
Super NES
WITH 1 CONTROLLER &
SUPER MARIO WORLD
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE
MEMBERSHIP
£10 OFF ANY SUPER NES GAME
FREE £5.00 REPLA Y VOUCHER

ADDAMS FAMILY 42.99

BLAZING SKIES (WINGS 2) 37.99

DRAGONS LAIR 44.99

F-ZERO 37.99

FINAL FIGHT 47.99

HOME ALONE 44.99

JOE & MAC - CAVEMAN NINJA 47.99

KICK OFF 42.99

LEMMINGS 47.99

PAPERBOY 2 37.99

PILOT WINGS 37.99

POPULOUS 42.99

RIVAL TURF 42.99

ROBOCOP 3 47.99

SIM CITY 37.99

STREETFIGHTER 2 62.99

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND ...42.99

SUPER ALESTE 42.99

SUPER CASTLEVANIA 4 42.99

SUPER GHOULS AND GHOSTS 37.99

SUPER MARIO WORLD 42.99

SUPER PROBOTECTOR 42.99

SUPER TENNIS 37.99

SUPER TURRICAN 37.99

TURTLES 4 42.99

TOP GEAR 42.99

ZELDA 3 - LINK TO THE PAST.. .37.99

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block,

The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.

r WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

NOT 23

Name

Address '/

Postcode

Telephone _Machine type.

Enter membership number (if applicable) or

Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EEC. £10.99 World

item

item

item

item

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/SwitchA/isa Switch Issue No.

Credit card

expiry date. Signature.

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge

World software orders please add £1 .00 per item.

Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.



AKE your places for the latest instalment of the World's

Greatest Hand-Held Magazine! Yes indeed, CO! moves
into it's second year - still light years ahead of everyone
else for gaming on the go and still completely Free. In

one year you've already seen a great many improve-

ments to the magazine, and we're very proud of the

fact that we charge you nothing for it. This is just the

start of the success story - just wait until you see what's

lined up for GO/ gamers over the coming months!
The hand-held scene is really starting to hot up, with

stacks of new games in production. The stakes have real-

ly gone up too - gone are the days when people would
accept second-rate software for the hand-held, and some
of the games being previewed to us show just how much

the quality is improving all the time. That's the way it

should be, after all, so sit back and enjoy all the goodies

coming your way. See you next month!
TIM BOONE

6 PAPERBOY
Extra! Extra! Read all about it! Atari's mid-

Eighties smash comes to the Game Gear -

and it's great! Get on yer bike and survive

the most trecherous paper round ever - but

not before checking out the fab GO!
Review!

8 SUPER OFF-ROAD
RACER
Put the pedal to the metal and race around

some of the toughest tracks around! What's
this convert of the top-flight Super Sprint

clone like on the Game Boy? Why not find

out, by checking out this EXCLUSIVE GO!
Review!

12 JEEP JAMBOREE
GO/'s gone car-azy this month! 3D track-

thrashing comes to the Game Boy from the

masters of the driving game, Gremlin! And
guess what - GO! brings you the hot! hot!

hot! Review - check it out!

20 BART VS THE
JUGGERNAUTS
Bart's back! And this time he's starring in a

fab new gameshow! Battle with a stack of

Simpsons favourites for fun and profit in

this ace new Game Boy cart!

21 JORDAN VS BIRD

-

ONE ON ONE
Two of NBA's biggest stars, Michael

Jordan and Larry Bird, come together in

the latest basketball sim for Game Boy!

Take on a stack of different events to be

best with the ball - GO."s grabbed a hot

one yet again!

22 FERRARI GRAND
PRIX CHALLENGE
They may have been rather sad in the Fl

season this year, but Acclaim are hoping

for big things with their Ferrari license! Is

it the tops or what? Take a peek at this

EXCLUSIVE GO.' Review and see for

14 TURN AND BURN
Wish you could fly a smart F- 1 4 like Tom
Cruise in Top Gun? Now you can, thanks to

this brand new plane game! Is it good or a

load of crud? There's only one way to

find out - by reading the GO!
Review!

EDITOR: Tim Boone ART EDITOR: Jenny Abrook DEPUTY EDITOR: Paul Rand ARKWRIGHT'S FAVOURITE: Paul Anglin AD MANAGER: Jim Owens SALES EXEC: Greg Watson

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT: David Nye MANAGING EDITOR: Julian Rignall IN HOUSE SCANNING: Becky Willis PUBLISHING DIRECTOR: Graham Taylor MANAGING DIREC-

TOR: Terry Pratt PRINTED BY: Kingfisher Web COLOUR BY: Colourtech, London E2 and Prepress, London EC1 . GO! EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING, CVG TOWERS, PRIORY

COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EC1 R 3AU. TEL: 071 972 6700 FAX: 071 972 6710 HANDYTIP: When you walkthrough a storm, hold your brolly up high

COPYRIGHT WARNING: Don't. Just don't. Alright?
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mb Jack, one of the big hits of the arcades in the mid-

Eighties, is coming to Game Boy! Infogrames, the latest

software publisher to be granted a third party license by

Nintendo, have snapped up the rights to bring little Jack to the lit-

tle screen, and are busy putting the finishing touches to the game
in time for release next month!

If you've never seen the game, you control Jack, a busy little

bomb defuser who must rush around each level, picking up

explosive devices as he goes. Grab them in the correct order for

bonus points, and collect the various icons that appear on-screen

for big points and amazing abilities!

We've had a sneak preview of the game and it looks superb -

the classic Game Boy combination of a simple idea and highly

addictive gameplay. We reckon that Bomb Jack is going to hit

the Game Boy scene with a bang - you can find out for yourself

when you're treated to the Exclusive GO! Review, which will be

exploding onto these very pages next ish!

•t on the heels of its

successful outing on

Megadrive comes the

news that the excellent Taz-

Mania is soon to make an

appearance on the Game
Gear! Based on the hit cartoon

series currently showing on

Saturday morning telly - if you

haven't yet seen it do, 'cos it's

quite a giggle - the player con-

trols Taz, a wild-eyed

Tasmanian Devil, across level

after level of furious platform

action.

We've grabbed a few

screenshots of an early version

of the game and, as you can

see, this is looking well-hard.

Wizz through a variety of

stages, both above ground

and through dark caverns, tak-

ing a trip on a speeding min-

ing cart on the way. The 1 6-bit

version of the game is a win-

ner, and if the little Sega ver-

sion is half as good, Game
Gear owners are onto some-

thing special. More news as it

comes in - don't miss it!

i

i

I
laying with the Game Gear, word reaches us of

i another top cartoon show soon to be appearing on

Sega's colour cracker! TaleSpin may not be that

well-known over here, but apparently it's massive over in the

States. And that's not too surprising, as it's a high-action

romp starring Jungle Book's very own Baloo The Bear, who's

come out of the woods to be come a daredevil international

hero sort of thing.

Whatever the storyline, from the quick butchers we've had

of the game, it could well turn out to be one of the Game
Gear's biggest hits! Sonic/Mario style gameplay is in abun-

dance, and there's a stack of characters from the cartoon to

meet up with, too. As if you didn't know, we'll bring you on

Exclusive lowdown on TaleSpin in the none-too-distant, so

don't go away!

5



u all know Ferrari. It's the company that

makes those top cars and isn't doing very well

i
in the Championships at the moment. But

never mind # maybe this latest offering from

Acclaim will help them out a little. Ferrari Grand

Prix puts you in control of one of those 200mph-

plus beasts and lets you drive around some of the

toughest tracks around the globe. Make sure you

0* qualify for the next race and please don't

^ prang the car - they're dead expensive!

.,***•

.* * GAME BOY- £24.99
i>

S

6
e current Fl

team itself, Ferrari

Grand Prix has the

potential but lacks the

clout to be a good
racer. Graphically it's

fair, but there's simply

o sense of exhilara-

ion - disaster for a

igh-speed driving

game. It's not the

Olivier Grouillard of

the race-game world,

but Ferrari Grand Prix

could do with a fresh

set of tyres and a

new nose-cone.

RAND

Right, who's on the starting grid at the

American Grand Prix? Oh, it's Mr Riley!

GIVE US THE
rHTF
Fl MEN!
Ferrari have a bit of a rep for

building top cars and they did

have a rep for doing well in

Formula One competition until

just recently. Unfortunately,

they're being a bit poor at the

moment, despite the best

efforts of top drivers Jean Alesi

and Ivan Capelli. Many of the

Fl rumours for 1993 revolve

around Ferrari, too; Gerhard

Berger is set to join them next

season from McLaren, but the

biggest piece of gossip must be

he whisper that Nigel Mansell

has been offered SEVENTEEN
ILUON QUID to race for the

Italian outfit next season!

I
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ALL TYRED OUT
All this high-speed japery takes its toll on your tyres; what with hair-

pin bends and chicanes-a-plenty, it doesn't take long before it's pit

stop time. The pits are located at different positions on each track

and the work begins automatically as soon as you enter. It only

takes seconds to swap your slicks - but time is of the essence so get

- * --1

! I
-

vi-

a.

_ i k

. A
I l

You're given the choice two types of transmission in Ferrari Grand
Prix; either on automatic gearbox which, by its very nature, does

the hard work for you but doesn't really bust a gut when it comes to

speed, or the four-speed manual stick which can be tricky to use

but provides some real record-breaking MPH.

C3 v_

IM!

Can you beat the lap record?

-

I

Okay, yowre in theird place with one lap to go - get past those two in front ana you can win the Championship then join an Indy team!

il'lUihJilllVIO:^'
No racing game would be complete without a fair share of tracks to

choose from and Ferrari Grand Prix Challenge is no different. You're

given a choice of countries to drive in and you can even see the

sights while you drive. Just like their real-life counterparts, there is a
distinct difference between each individual race track; for instance,

the Great Britain course is a relatively straight one, whereas the

Brazilian circuit is full of bends.

Ferraris have had their fair share of fame and fortune, courtesy of a

number of top films. First up they had a starring role in the fab Tom
Selleck series, Magnum Then there's a kind of Ferrari-type thing in

Miami Vice (it wasn't actually a Ferrari but was decked out in full

Testerossa livery, looked smart and went dead fast). The car's

speed and handling is more than adequately displayed in the movie
Cannonball Run, driven by Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jr

dressed as vicars! And last, but by no means least, Eddie Murphy
grab the wheel of a Testerossa in Beverly Hills Cop II. And they even
let him keep it! Spawny get.

ra

'-:

rf *

or blimey,

driving games
ahoy this month!
Ferrari Grand Prix tries

to rise above the rest

with some pretty sma.

.

graphics - but that's as

far as it goes. The
gameplay is the prob-

lem - slow, unrealistic

and, to be honest, bor-

ing. A perfect emula-
r tion of Ferrari at

the moment really.

PAUL ANGU
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ncredible! No sad poems! PC GT OR NOT PC GT
Ho'Ni nd-held is bet

ter than yours' arguments

(well, not many)! Just witty,

informed comment and prob-

ing questions for all things

portable! A finer JWailbag

you'd be hard-pressed to find

- so keep it up. Send those

idle doodlings to: HELP

M'BOAB! IT'S GO! MAILBAG!

O!, PRIORY COURT, 30-32

ARRINGDON LANE, LONDO
EC1R3AU.

8 w

DearGOJ,
I have a Game Boy which I think is fabulous. However, I'm think-

ing of buying a PC Engine GT, so please could you answer the

following questions:

1

.

You say the PC is available but only on import. I can't fin

anywhere. Please tell me where to get one with an address or

something. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ m̂ m
2. When can I get the games and how much will they cost?

3. How may games are there for the Game Boy and PC Engine

G"

4. Do you get a game with it? If you do is it any good:

5. Can you get a TV tuner for it?

6. If you do how can you get it and how much is it?

Please answer my questions and keep up the incredibly good

work on GO! ^^___
DAVID MADGE,

Headington, Oxford

ts. Their telephone number is 0782

ey sell ft

1. Try Console Con
7/2759.

'ou can buy games for the machine no

around £30.

3. For the Game Boy roughly 1 50 with more being released every

day. The PC Engine GT has two different versions, the USA and

Japanese. There are about 50 games available for the USA ver-

sion with around 200 Japanese carts that can be used with a con-

verter and visa verse

4. It depends on the deal you get for the machine, but not usually.

5. Yes, but it only works in Japan as they use the SECAM TV sys

tern.

6. Quite a few yen.

GENETIC THROWBACK ALERT!
DearGOJ,

Please can you rack your brains to answer my questions:

1

.

When will Sonic 2 come out on the Game Gear and when will

you review it?

2. What do you think is the best game currently available for the

Game Gear, Game Boy and Lynx?

When will Super Marioland 2 be out on the Game Boy?

4. In issue 7 a boy called Tom French wrote in saying how good

the Game Gear is then in issue 1 someone wrote in calling you

_ iv of the decade' who was also called Tom French. Are you

allowed to write in twice or were these different people?

5 When will you review Terminator on the Game Gear?

PAULGRENT,
The Netherlands

md we'll review it the second it

ck Nicholas Game

1

.

Around November time -

comes in!

2. Wonder Boy 3 on Game Ge
Boy and Baseball Heroes on the Lynx.

3. Very very soon. Watch this space.

4. You can write in as often as you like as long as your first

name's not Paul and you haven't got a couple of luckless parents

named Mr. and /V\rs. Grent.

5. Last issue. Dohl

of

LYNX KING OF THE JUNGLE?
Dear GO!,
I am writing in reference to Adam Juniper's letter in issue 1

GO! He criticised the Lynx for not having any useful add -ons.

Well I have a Lynx 2 and I would like to point out a few things.

Firstly the Lynx doesn't need a magnifier because the screen is

large enough. It doesn't need a stereo amplifier (like the GB)

because of its 32-bit audio processor. It doesn't need a Game

Light because the screen is back lit. And finally it does have a

sun screen to protect it from reflecting light,unlike the GG and

GB. So I hope that will silence Divvy Adam. I also have a few

questions for you guys at GO!

1

.

When will Switchblade 2 be coming out on the Lynx!

2. Is the car cigarette adaptor worth buying?

3. Are Toki and Dirty Larry Renegade Cop any good?

4. Are Lemmings and Eye Of The Beholder coming out soon.



P.S.. I think your mag is great but it could do with a few more Lynx

reviews.

ANDREW MILNE,
Inverness, Scotland

- -

/ . We reviewed it last issue and it should be out about now.

2. Only if you have a car.

3. Toki is the bizz and Dirty Larry isn 't finished yet

4. Lemmings will be out for Christmas, but there's no release date

for Eve of the Beholder.

CALL ME GREEN AND PLANT ME
IN MANURE!

THICKIES CORNER
Dear ©Of,
think your mag is brilliant!!! My brother has a Game Gear and I

reckon they are ACE. I think Sonic the Hedgehog is the best

ame out at the moment because it has good graphics and is

very playable. When will Sonic 2 come out? People with Game
Boys must be mad!!! I wouldn't use one a a doorstop!!!

DALE OWEN,
North Wales

ELVIS ALIVE AND WELL LIVING IN
PLUMSTEAD!
Dear ©Of,
After reading the letter from Sam Netscher of Plumstead (issue

1 0), who obviously has more sideburns than Mario could imag-

ine, it really proves that people will queue up to buy Barbie. He
must have a swollen head after being shoved up a cows butt

since birth with his crap Game Boy, which he can't see because
he's so skint he can't afford a reading light, let alone a Game
Light. Can't he realise that the Game Boy is so crap a paper clip

beats it in the technology stakes. Mind you he is right about
something - the Game Boy is economical. It can be recycled and
made into fart powder. Now all I can say to Sam is fill your mouth
with helium and we might get some sense out of you!

SAMSCHOFIELD,
Crawley, West Sussex

Yes, well...

Dear ©Of,
I thought you might be interested in hearing a small piece of gos-

sip that's spreading like wildfire around my school. Some people

are saying that Capcom are planning a handheld version of

Street Fighter 2. No one here knows on what machine so I

thought you'd be the best people to ask. If it is true what machine
will it be on, how much will it cost and when will it be out? Please

say that it's true.

KEVIN HALL
Exeter

Do yourself a favour and get someone to pick up GO! and deliver

it to you at the hospital every month. You'll manage to avoid

being the subject ofplayground ridicule and those 'Kick Me' notes

you keep finding taped to your back will disappear overnight!

BIT OF A FLAP
Dear ©Of,
I read your fab mag every single month and last issue you said

that Speedball 2 and Xenon 2 are being done on the Game Boy.

I know that both these games are from the Bitmap Brothers's and
are great, but my favourite game of theirs is Gods. Will this be

released on the Boy?

STUART HOLMES,
Brighton

ere are no plans for Game Boy Gods as yet, but that do<

rule out someone picking up the license if the demand is big

enough.

GIZAJOB!

££&

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
WRITES
Dear ©Of,
I believe that the world is round, yes I do. I also believe that GO!
is free, yes that too. I am almost positive that my name is Avin

Vagel. But what I am absolutely certain about is that GO! should

have a Complete Guide To Hand-helds section. Yes, yes, yes I do
believe that. I believe that GO! should have a centrefold with a
completely naked handheld (and perhaps a completely naked
Elle Macpherson) in it. Oh yes, oh yes indeedy!

AVIN VAGEL,
Australia

Dear GO!,
I am a hand-held wizard. I can complete most games within an
hour of playing them and got to thinking that, when I leave

school, I'd like to work for you. What better way of spending my
days than playing all the latest and greatest hand-held games? I

would never mind working late as I spend all my spare time on
my machines anyway and I'd always come to work at least

hour early just to see what else had come in the post. I reckon I'd

be an ace TV presenter too. So how about it guys - why not give

me a job?

PAUL STOKES,

[
Slough

Only Rand spends all his time playing games, the rest of us work
jolly hard preparing and reading all the scripts we get sent from

film companies. Tim hasn't come into the office at all this month
as he 's currently being sponsored by Hawaiian Tropic and has

spent the last three weeks on a beach in Barbados.

SPOILT FOR CHOICE
Dear ©Of
Call me a dumb lettuce if you will but this handheld technology

has me beat. I can't make head nor tail of the situation. I have a

>y and a Lynx and what I can't understand is that

although the Lynx is by far the more powerful of the two with a

colour screen, the Game Boy seems to have better graphics! Is

that crazy or what?

If you could shed some light on the subject I'd be very grateful.

SIMON PARKIN
Leeds

A right puzzler and no mistake. Firstly and most obviously graph-

ics from game to game differ hugely so, unless you were to com-
pare the same games programmed by the same company, it

would be grossly unfair. However, I'm afraid it all boils down to

those clever Japs who seem to be able to work wonders with very

small amounts of hardware. The Lynx has the potential to be the

most awesome hand-held around, but for reasons best known to

Atari, with only a few exceptions, the software seems to fall short

in the quality stakes. Mind you, with Switchblade 2 arriving shortly

and Lemmings in the pipe-line things are picking up.

" 9



ev those engines and get set for the leanest,

meanest demolition derby of your life. Forget

those namby pamby Formula One guys; Super
Off Road racing is smashing, crashing, dirt-track

bashing for the seriously deranged! Take on the

best the Game Boy has to offer and steam round a

collection of courses to win fame, fortune and biki-

ni-clad groupies if you come out tops! Stop at the

parts shop at the end of each race, kit out

your racer with all the best stuff, then get

out onto the next track and burn rubber!

Crab some gear down at the Speed Shop - but keep an eye on your cash!
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£ It was always

going to be a hard

game to successfully

convert, and Super Off

Road ultimately fails to

impress. The sprites

were tiny in the first

place, but on the

Game Boy they're

reduced to looking like

Christmas cracker

toys! Avery disap-

pointing cart. 9
STEVE KEEN
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TRASH THAT
TRUCK!
One of the best aspects of

Super Off Road is the fact that

you can ram your opponents

off the track and nick their

placings - you can even catch

glimpses of bits of cars falling

off onto the course at times! A
handy tactic if you're struggling

in last place, 'cos if you're not

placed in the top three at the

chequered flag not only will

you be out of the race, but

they'll be no prize money to

show for your hard work.

r ft •

-*V-;-^v ---.-'

**m^W
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vv»

Lumme! Look what the winner receives - a

nice trophy!

COMPETITION
Unfortunately Game Boy owners are going to be gutted as the

Game Gear version is a much more accurate recreation of the

SNES game. The movement of the Game Boy trucks is unrealistic

and sluggish which is where its main short comings lie as the

sprightly pace at which the vehicles careered around the tracks was
the reason behind the game's original success.

WEENY RACING
The original coin-op's graphics were titchy enough, and trying to

reproduce those on a Game Boy screen would be impossible. What
the programmers have done is turn what was a static screen show-

ing the whole of the race track into a scrolling viewpoint which can

be difficult to follow at times. But hey, better than having the cars

look like midget ants!

10



STOP AT THE SHOP!
Every would-be dirt track champion's going to need his own fair

share of repairs. The only way you'll stay in the running in the later

stages of the game is by beefing up at the pits after each race.

Amongst the appendages on offer are spare tyres, shock absorbers

and faster engines. They all cost a packet, mind you, so make sure

you finish each race in a good position - the higher the placing, the

more prize money you receive!

£ I happen to think

this is quite a good
little racer. Not as fast

and furious as other

versions, sure, but the

new view works well

and gameplay is

addictive and chal-

lenging, especially

later on. Take a peek
at Super Off Road, q
why not? ^

Super Off Road is not limited to racing in one country as you can

journey to Japan, America the UK or Italy. There are four different

tracks for the accompanying countries and you will be required to

race in both directions, doubling the amount of courses and racing

circuits on offer.

No, its not a large fire extinguisher, it's a

tube of turbos for your off-road racer!

-$f\11



s there really any excuse for driving around rac-

ing tracks in excess of 150mph? Well no, not

really - but it's one helluva laugh! Jeep
Jamboree puts you in control of a nifty little jeep in

desperate search of some real race action - and
perhaps a bit of a jamboree, too. You're given a

choice of a ton of different tracks and told to finish

tenth or better - not a bad deal until you find out

you start in twentieth place. But make it

and hey, old Nige won't be the only driver

with something to crow about!

Some higih speed thrills and spills as jamboy approaches ninth place. Great

OVER THE LIMIT
You can't take it easy in the fast lane, boy. If you don't keep above
tenth place, that'll be the end of your racing antics. It would be
rather easier if you didn't start in twentieth place, but a spot of nifty

driving will soon rectify that. Go careful though - slip off the track

and you'll fall right back!



STACKS 'O' TRACKS
If you're not much of a speed demon then it's always possible to

change the difficulty level at the beginning of the game. Not only

does this alter the amount of laps you have to complete before

calling it a day, it also determines how far down the field you can

slip before it's all over and you've got to go home.

INTERNATIONAL PLAYBOYS
Who said you could only jet set in a jet? In Jeep Jamboree you can

travel to and race in twenty different countries! In some places

you'll be racing over vast barren deserts and in others a common-
or-garden race track is the site. Each track has a different difficulty

setting, so make sure you can crack the lot before even thinking

about being the best!

£ Smart game? Not
really. Jeep

Jamboree impresses at

first, but the lack of

speed and smoothness
makes it something of

a travesty. To top it all,

the control method is

sluggish and the whole

package becomes
frustrating quickly. 9

PAUL ANGLIN

AND THERE'S
MORE
If you're looking for another

racing game on the Game Boy

then you could take a look at

the likes of F-l Race and Days

Of Thunder. Also, coming to

you in the very near future is a

Game Boy version of the

cracking Super Off-Road coin-

op - and it's reviewed this very

issue! And if that's not

enough, still in the pipeline is a

track thrash again from

Gremlin, based upon their suc-

cessful Supercars computer

game. Lumme mummy!

{) This could have
been most interest-

ing, but bad program-
ming lets Jeep
Jamboree down badly.

Jerky scrolling is in

abundance, and the

easy pace of the game
doesn't really hold

with the subject.

Too slow and unde- ^
manding.Shame.

PAUL RAND

As he comes into the corner he powers

through into second place but canhe

hold it until the line?

CH-CH-CH-CH-CHANGES
Jeep Jamboree wasn't always called Jeep Jamboree. It started life

as Dirty Racer, but Gremlin decided to scrap that title and call it

Trax. But they weren't overly enamoured with that name either,

and ended up giving the game the title it has today. Interesting, eh?

Some top racing action here but make sure

you don't prang the car 'cos it's getting a

bit hard to replace therm th ese days.

13
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THRUST TO

A

the feeling of soaring through the skies.
As free as a bird, dipping and swooping
through the clouds - except when there are

half a dozen MiG fighters blasting large holes into
your ass. In Turn And Burn you're the pilot of the

ood plane. The missions are simple: take off, blow
up some enemy fighters and return to the safety of
your aircraft carrier. Fancy yourself as a bit of a

Tom Cruise, Top Gun kinda guy? Then fill

your face with a hefty slice of mom's apple
i pie and get out there boy!
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n the deck of your aircraft carrier, wai\

ing to soar into the wide, biue yonder!

I>

It's a big thing, this sky stuff, and it's very easy to lose those nippy
MiGs. Which is why you should constantly refer to your radar map,
which shows exactly where those baddies are hanging out. Once
you're close to them, start watching the short-range radar on your
heads-up display to get right up to them - then start shooting!
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TAKE-O
Before you get into the blasting

action, you've got to get your
crate off the aircraft carrier. Not
terribly demanding - just fire up
those after burners and off you
go - but the return journey is

somewhat more hazardous.
Too high and you'll overshoot
the carrier, have to come
around for another shot and
waste a load of fuel. Too low
and you'll hit the water and die.

Keep an eye on the Computer
Landing Display, follow its sug-

gested line of descent and you
should be alright. (Probably.)

£ Think this is an
exciting, action-

packed 3D blaster?

Think again - Turn
And Burn is a decided-
ly average attempt to

bring dogfighting to

the Game Boy. Bland
graphics and shallow
gameplay will have
Top Guns topping ^
themselves. '

PAUL RAND

The F- 1 4 is renowned for its

ability to beat up enemy planes
with its high-tech weaponry, and
this facet of the fighter's make-
up is included in Turn And Burn.

Blow the baddies out of the sky

using either the wing-mounted
50mm cannons or, if you need
something a bit more precise,

let loose a couple of AIM-54 air-

to-air missiles. And, if you've got
a bogey on your tail (it's a

plane, thicky!) and he's firing off

his weapons load right into your
cheeky bits, it'd be a good idea

to turn on the ECM systems and
fool the opposition's missiles

into thinking you're a seagull

as opposed to tons of danger-
ous metal!

OVERALL



to PC Entertainment and more!

71

Offering nior entertainment.

PC Review tackles graphics,

sound, hardware and productivity

based software like no other

magazine can.

best in entertainment software.

best games by genre.

^ Drehensive reviews and

qualified information about past,

present and future software.

Huge Shareware section

News section

rs guide

Packed with editorial about the

ultimate in entertainment software

PC Review - available from all

eood newsagents NOW!
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t's the Simpsons! And they're star-

ring in a brand new game! The
plot should be familiar to those of

you who stay up until the early hours
to watch low quality American telly

imports - it's the Springfield version

of the ultra-violent Yank TV game
show American Gladiators!

Contestants battle it out with the
show's beef-cake representa-

tives, the Juggernauts, in a
series of physical challenges

which often just end up as a
huge scrap! Bart's entered the
show in one of his usual fits of

extreme greed, in the hope of

grabbing some of that lovely

cash, incredible prizes and a
female Valkyrie or two! But
on the Juggernauts show, any-

thing can happen - and it

usually does!

Good luck, laddie!

i
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£ This cart is a rad

laugh from start

to finish. Bart's tiny

animations are excel-

lent and although

there doesn't appear
to be much to it you'll

be hooked until

you've finished. Great

tunes too, even if

there aren't many ^
effects. '

STEVE KEEN

v *

»

i

I)
There's not really

enough to Bart Vs
The Juggernauts to

warrant a real top

mark, but what's there

is great. Some nice

sprites, even if they

are simple, and some
very tough game-play.

Not bad for a few

days play. 9
PAUL RAND
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Bart goes skating mind the grabbing Juggernaut though, young Simpson!

AROUND THE TOWN IN 28 DAYS
The events take you all over Springfield, from plutonium staff joust-

ing atop two cooling towers at the local nuclear power dumping site

to Hommer Simpson's local watering hole for a spot of leotard clad

girlie wrestling! If you manage to defeat the legendary female

Juggernaut, Snarla, you'll have to face off with Hommer's old drink-

ing buddy and the tavern's beer bellied champion grappler Barney

Gumble!

AN EVENT AND A HALF
Among the ball-busting events are Captain Lance Murdock's

Skateboard Bash and Crash, where Bart has to speed down a load

of ramps dodging the Juggernauts hands and lumps of pizza

before flying off the top of a jump into the air towards Chunky to

knock him off his pedestal. Others are Moe's Tavern Shove Fest

and Dr Monroe's Hop, Skip and Fry, a hands-on game of chess as

you avoid the electrocuting black squares and the meat heads in a

race against time!

WIDE SMILES
AND SHINY
GRINS
No game show would be com-

plete without a couple of

greasy hosts to extract the

urine out of. Dr Marvin Monroe

and Kent Brockman offer

advice and tips, while most of

the events contain 'cheats' that

Bart can use to help on the

tougher challenges, but these

have to be found as you go.

PUT A SOCK
IN IT
Wide mouthed Bart could have

bitten off more than he can

chew taking on the muscle

bound Juggernauts! The show

runs over four weeks, during

which our kid enters six differ-

ent tournaments. Before every

bout you're told how much
dosh you've got to get for each

round before you can continue

on next week's show. Fail and

Bart returns home empty-

handed!

Which one to go for Dr Marvin Monroes

Hop, Skip and Fry looks appealing, doesn't

it - decisions, decisions...

THANKS...to Shekhana

I
Consoles (081 889 9412) for

I the review cartridge.

-fl>

WHAT'S IN A
NAME?
Just as American Gladiators

give poofy names to their stars,

such as Blaze and Turbo, so too

the Springfield TV station.

Chunky, Extra Chunky and

Muscle-eena's jobs are to stop

you in your tracks by trampling,

stomping and bashing you from

here to the Springfield Nuclear

Power Plant! What a load of

nonsense, eh?
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t's incredible! It
#
s the competition no-one can miss! Yc atest hand-held mag in the

world comes up trumps with one astonishing competition! We're quite literally going to GIVE
AWAY a Game Boyf A Game Gear! A Lynx! A PC Engine GT!
On ky

a top cart for each one!
dies - worth OVER SIX HUNDRED

POUNDS! And there couldn't be a simpler way to enter! Just phone the GO! Hotline Number and
answer the questions you'll hear. That'sjt! Just put your thinking caps on, dial that number and

known to man - so aet



f you watched the recent Olympics in Barcelona,

you'll have been quite sad to have missed the

exploits of the basketball 'Dream Team', made
two

slam-dunkin' heroes, Michael Jordan and Larry

Bird, have been given the chance to show off their

skills in their very own Game Boy cart , courtesy of

Electronic Arts! Follow the antics of the pair in

three of their favourite contests - One-on-One,

Slam Dunk and Three-Point. Do you have the skill

to perform like Mike or Larry - or will you,

like countless players before you, be a sad

rncA romnnred to these tWO?

••-* .A°

He's clean through can make this one count? No 'cos he's a sad man.

He soars above the ground and its a

spectacular dunk. Marvellous

-

;

Jordan vs Bird

always looked like

a direct competitor to

NBA 2, reviewed last

ish. But the competi-

tion is a bit lacking

really. As potentially

enjoyable as Jordan vs

Bird is, it just loses out

to Acclaim's effort

because of the com-
parative lack of

events. Playable

enough, but have a go

before delving for

the wad.

PAUL ANCLIN

THREE FOR THE PRICE OF FIVE
The most difficult of the three events, in Three-Point you're given

five balls, to be shot from various positions around the three

point area, with the idea being to score from the most difficult

places on the court. It's not that hard, provided you time your

jumps right, but if you mess up that ball will rocket into the crowd

without even so much as a 'See ya'! A real good pose if you can

pull it off, though.

JUST ME AND
YOU NOW
The simplest game of the

bunch is the one-on-one

match between Jordan and

Bird. The aim is basically to

get the ball in the net; mind

you, you're both going for the

same basket so, as you can

imagine, things get a little

hectic, to say the least. This is

the most action-packed of the

lot but by no means the most

enjoyable.

DUNKIN' DONUTS
In the Slam Dunk, Mikey's fave game, you have to run towards

the ring and perform the most spectacular aerial manoeuvre you

can muster, each one possessing a silly name ranging from the

Double-handed Windmill to the Statue of Liberty! Each move,

when successfully performed, scores points - and what do points

make? A win if you rack up more than your opponent!

The two guys themselves square off for

little one on one

THANKS.-.toShekhana
Consoles (081 889 94 12) for

the review cartridge.
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ave you ever heard your dad rant away like a
man possessed because he's got to go to

work in fifteen minutes and he hasn't even
had a glance at the sports pages because That
bloody paperboy is having a lie-in again'? Not
pleasant, is it? But now, you're slipped into the
shoes of the lad who faces the wrath of the entire

street if they don't get their newspapers on time!

So start pedalling, slacken up your
throwing arm and get to it!

AGONY AUNT
Because you'll have to go onto the road sometimes, you're obvi-

ously going to have to keep both eyes wide open for cars and such
- they don't stop to let you pass in this game! The paperboy's

biggest enemy - the stray dog - also makes an appearance, along
with a host of other characters to hinder your progress, such as
breakdancers and annoying children with radio-controlled cars.

j

ttUSXC ON
m

£ Newspaper-chuck-
ing laughs abound

in Paperboy! Domark
have done a top job

of converting this

coin-op classic to the

Gear, coming up with

a playable little gem
with great sprites and
backdrops. Addictive

and fun - give it a ^
shot! 9

PAUL RAND



£25,000 BINGO
It's a fair bet that, at the beginning, anything other than Easy

Street will be too much of a strain for one so young, but as you get

better at landing those papers into the letterboxes you can tackle

one of the other roads. Each round lasts for a week, and you've got

to get the papers to the subscribers and smash up the houses of

those folk who don't want your wares. If only you could do that in

real life, eh? Imagine the fun of lobbing a Sunday Sport through

the window of grumpy old Mrs Windbag at number 42!

.
>' -:

£ Okay, so Paperboy
is aging a bit now,

but there's nowt
wrong with a good
conversion of it - and
that's just what this is.

Graphically this is very

nice, with some jolly

little tunes to accom-
pany the visuals.

Simple and uncompli-

cated gameplay is the

order of the day _
here. Great fun! 9

PAUL ANGLIN

PAGE SEVEN FELLA
Everyone who's anyone has played the Paperboy coin-op, which

became an outstanding hit for Atari in the early Eighties - mainly

due to the novelty value of a dedicated cabinet featuring a set of

real BMX handlebars. It's still worth playing today - and if you do,

try the following cheat: look for a gap in the fence and ride through

it for millions of points!

PAGE THREE STUNNA
Get to the end of the street and you get the opportunity to hone

your skills on the specially-constructed Paper Boy stunt track!

Jump over rivers, hurl newspapers at targets and, above all, get to

the finish line for bumper bonus points. Hurrah!

Yahay! Paperboys hurled a apaper slap-Pang into the middle of the letterbox - and

scored a whopping five-hundred point bonus! WhooH

-

lit Hiili

RACING PAGE
You may find yourself running

out of copies of The Daily Sun at

times, but not to worry - just

continue up the street and,

sooner or later, you'll come
across a big pile of papers.

Simply ride over them and they'll

be added to your arsenal!

FEEL

i

TTTTT OVERALL

,



he man in the hat is back! And this time, he's bringing with him fabulous prizes of a

Sega Game Gear for five lucky winners of this latest GO! Compo! And if that's not

enough, Indy's throwing in a copy of his new cart thanks to US Gold!

So what have you got to do to waltz away with this hand-held heroism? You'll like this.

On the opposite page you can see our man Jones galloping away from. ..nothing! We've

left the background completely blank! So get those crayons out and put those thinking

with

Anyway,

pleted your movie masterpiece, stick it in a big envelope (don't fold the page, as the

creases look crap when reproduced) and post it to: ME! ME! GIVE ME THAT GAME GEAR

INDY! GO!, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EC1R 3AU. Make sure those

pics get here by the closing date of November 10, and get to it now!

All the usual CVG rules apply which means you can enter as many times as you like as long as you're nothing to do with EMAP Images or US Gold and your

name isn't Simon Arkwright because he's banned from writing to us forever, and that goes for his sister too.
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To place you Ictssified a.d ng th numbe
calls cost 36p (Cheap rate) and 48p (All other times) per minute. If you don't pay the bill ask for permission

FOR SALE AMIGA 500 WITH
games or swap for super

Nintendo. Tel.0482 634
814.

GAMEBOY WITH FOUR
GAMES for sale includes

Duck tails, Tetrus and others;

two player lead and long

hard case phone Philip

081 459 3248 (after

NINTENDO FOR S

convertor with five games.
Tel:051 733 5683.

034 Dav (between 8-9pm).
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INCLUDING seven garfls
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two joysticks . q§isif
fe*'r

iAMIGEAR/BOY with any
five games for £ 100m

mmGAMES FOR SALE,
slime wo rfcf , stun ruiier,

hard driving and others it

IIS!!!! Tel:081 360 7257.
.

..-;

iV/iWi

on 0483 727 867
FOR SALE SPECTRUM
GAMES, over 260 games, all

for £ 1 50 or swap for Super
Nes with Mario, call on 0742
746 775.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM II

!PR SALE, with 3 games, all

iced, unwanted gift, £95
o.no, call 0284 768 119.

C^IWM^fi|i|ALE 9 with 8

I.-
»!•

w&zmmm -:-:.::-v:>:
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2, Mario, Do#ie Dragon 1-

| v vgc, worth £220 sell for

Tom on 0865
incl. Adams iiiilll %;Sxi^ i

SiJ^^^S ^tletHlIP^ WANTED WILL pay £, 3 fo, SEGA (GAME GEAR AND

;<;

*^:

GAMEBOY FOR
SIX games, rll|||g||

pack, game 1|

player addaploP
Fl race, Marioland and
others £160 6riorTel:0404

438 41.
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ADAPTOR, ma||iifier, case,

Sonic, Mickey, SMonico and
others £ 1 50. Tel:0784 244
416 (after 5pm) ask for Mike.

GAMEGEARi|SAUWIIH

Sw^iftw!

,,'.*

!^;^^;$:'

t

•:o>wa:>s
seven games inguctm

Sonic, Snobi, don duck and
others. Tei:09|3 875 423

.7.'

l30pH
Adam,

WPW^Wt'

lt63

SALE, with 5

kitease all for

Daniel on 021

m fop NES fOR SALE, with 9 greatm 1 aames. for only £ 1 00 o.n.o.

$mm

xss^^^-v
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SWAP MY GAMEBOY AND
.';v,v.^" H

SWAP GAMEGEAR AND
THREE games, AC Iddaptor

call on 0270 884 089.
:B:::::W5WS

::&:

wSSS

;;:K;v £&;!:;£;• .:i-!^;'

SWAP GAMEBOY, with 4
My

«tft* !>^:^;;^^

B|||ili||||?
(^rfytiil!

ries and

iwrMViVtYiiViVASWAP COMPUTER DIARY
WITH

'•
:^;:Si:;:i:S:S:;:;^^iKv.^^ "^S:

iliiB8:iadokiet,:

not boxed ahtfile:videot

"

"
:m*^ riSv^iyylvI-XvI;

SONIC wondeWoffm
master system adappt61|

mains addaptor and otheP^gj^i^l^pp§^ unwanted
games call Tom on 0480 2fWmmm «_^WWUm«
458.

GAMEBOY WITH SEVEN
GAMES and C+VG of 25-30
games for £ 1 50. £ 1 00 for

gameboy or swap for

megadrive or super NES.

Tel .081 947 8 1 46 (after

4pm).
SWAP GAMEBOY WITH
THREE games for Gamegear
with one or two games.
Games incl. Tetrus, Mario,

World cup soccer. Tel:0706

813 846 (after 5pm).

AMIGA 500 WITH MEG
STEREO master sampler, 10

blank discs all manuals, one
joystick and 6mth warrantee

sell for £240 or swap for

Japanese Famicom and

yyyyyyyyyyyyyy*\<

Hj^MWi130. gam* titles include Fl race,

mmmt^Tfimammrm-- Marioland, with protecter

ATARI LYfeJX Pi-il FIVE

tiy+tt^

^M#M$i*^
:<<*jX*: yyyyyyyy

AMES, malfli addaptior :

yyyy* ,xo:v</.x*:ov .-.v.:-
L
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ffl
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MASTER SYSTEM FOR

>S^:;:"S:;:;:::

and ten NES games for

gamegear with addaptor

with sonic I and sycho fox.

Tel:071 701 7277.

GAMEBOY GAMES FOR
SALE new with box £ 1 4,

multicycle maniacs £12,

volleyball £12, and other or

the lot for £44 ono. Tel:021

423 3371 ask for Mark.

GAMEBOY FOR SALE £80
WITH three games. Tel:0293

773 896.

WANTED GAMEBOY IN

EXCHANGE for radio

controlled car. Tel.0253 885

mmmm-
.v*v

^

Mjppel, worth

|Bfrt75, call on
WT'134 9805.

FOR SALE ATARI LYNX II,

with 2 games, 3 months old,

sell for £69, call Guy on 081
693 3545.

ipse, swap for Game Gear
with Sonic and other game,
call David on 0372 727 515.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE,

with 3 games, Japenese

convertor, normal joypad

and Striker joypad with rapid

fire, all for £170, call

Johnathan on 081 458 8740.

PITFIGHTER FOR GAMEBOY,
swap for any good game,
contact Sam on 0273 552

GAME GEAR FOR SALE with 929
3 games, title inc, Super Kick

Off, Shinobi, plus carry case,

all boxed, sell for £100, call

on 081 575 5732.

ATARI LYNX FOR SALE, with

10 games, all boxed with

mains adaptor, games inc,

Golf, worth £400 sell for

£200, or swap for Mega
drive with games, call Chris

ATARI LYNX II FOR SALE,

perfect condition, with

mains adaptor and 4 games,
including Viking Child, worth

£215 sell for £150, call

Murray on 0938 810 208.

(after 6pm)
GAME GEAR FOR SALE, with

2 games, Mickey Mouse and
Shinobi, with master gear,



vgc still in original box, sell

for £1 10 o.n.o, call on 0648
737 011. (ask for Kevin)

GAME GEAR FOR SALE, with

mains adaptor, and 3 games,
titles inc, Super Kickoff,

Sonic, worth £190 sell for

£120, call Richard on 0924
252 083.

SWAP GAME GEAR, still

boxed, with Super Monaco
GP, Shinobi, plus adaptor,

swap for Super Nintendo

with Mario 4, or sell for £90,

call Gavin on 0383 880 168.

BRAND NEW GAMEBOY
FOR SALE, with 3 games
including Pitfighter,

Choplifter 2, everything

boxed, with Instructions,

only £90 call on 0270 582
809. (ask for James)

FOR SALE 2 GAMEBOYS

adaptor, offers on 0709 876
548.

FOR SALE 5 GT GAMES,
including Super Kickoff £ 1

6

each, master gear adaptor

£20, on 081 688 6988.

ATARI LYNX FOR SALE, with

3 games, mains adaptor and
boxed, £80, call on 0734
844 433.

GAMEBOY GAMES FOR
SALE, call Arron on 081 672
6601. (call after 6pm
weekdays)

FOR SALE GAMEBOY. with

after 4 pm on 0698 747 1 00
BATMAN RETURNS FOR
ATARI LYNX, not boxed but

with instructions, yours for

only £10, call Chris on 081

892 9250.

Mania, £35 each, hardly

used, call on 0243 603 526.

NEO GEO FAMICOM AND
MEGADRIVE GAMES
WANTED, call Richard on

0509 415 055.
UK MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE, FQR SALE NINTENDO
with games, still boxed
asnew, sell for £110, call on

021 777 6299.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE,

with 14 games, 2 joypads,

all for £350, o.n.o,c all

Nathan on 0742 333 829.

FOR SALE NINTENDO NES,

with Mario 1+3, lightgun,

m&mm
garfiBBtI«R:l Wk

m.
ill;

11m

lilyiiynx with adaptor sell

"Hiil!gp for Super

call on

ACTION SET, with Mario 1

and 3, 2 joypads, sell for

£100, call on 0934 515 552
FOR SALE ATARI 800 EXCEL
FOR SALE, with £200 worth

of games, all worth £350 sell

for £75, call Lawrence on
0245 442 660.

FOR SALE GAME GEAR, 6

r
M

with 40 games and carjj|

case, titles include Suppr

Mario land, WWF, with carrf

case, offers on 081 422

mi
:B:S3
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1 289. (ask for NeJ
5pm)
ATARI LYNX GAME FOR
SALE, RoadbIa<ielsJ vgc with

boxed and

headphones, still boxed with

22 games, £400, calU&att

on 0256 64311
FOR SjmMK «th||2
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months old, with 3 games,

Donald Duck, Shinobi, only

£95, call on 0492 534 395.

SWAP SUPER WWF, for the

Nintendo, will swap for any

game, call Andy on

1144 811 280.

ange,call

iiliilif

on

:*:*::.-;.;::;

kSshSEvom-: 'M^WMWX^M.

SWAP SUPER NES , with

call on 0692
for Anthony)w
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Xsyyyyyys
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404. (ask for

GAME GEAR fBl lll|^6
months old, with Dona!

duck G-Loc, and adaptor

boxed, £125 call on 051 92H
1370.

FOR SALE SEGA GAME
GEAR, with 2 games Super

Kickoff and power pack, all

for £100, call on 0256 818
550.

WANTED ATARI LYNX II,

with 2 decent games, £65,

call on 0203 691 520.

FOR SALE LYNX II, with 3

games, and adaptor, still

under gurantee, £100, call

on 0625 522 238.

WANTED GAMEBOY
GAMES, will pay top prices,

write too Mark, 1 6 Herbert

Street, Denton, Manchester,

M34 3DD.
FOR SALE SEGA GAME
GEAR, with 1 game, plus car

MM
tiK*KO
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SALE, with 8 gaJ|eJ

inc, Golden ax#5iriic, call
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IP's anHllrtriclges from

1 1 5-25, ell I on 0709 367

lOllllE NINTENDO, with
yyyyyyyy&yjy.
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©Igaries, sell for £350, buyer

Must collect, call on 0296
8S202.(after 10pm)
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games, ac adaptor, p&W&t
pack, plus 2 player link, still

boxed vgc, £ 1 1 5 o.n.o, call

Chris on 0933 278 941.

FOR SALE COMODORE 64,

with 50 games, pythone

joystick, and lightgun, vgc
£120 o.n.o, call Ricky on 021

556 2064.

FOR SALE SEGA MEGA
DRIVE, with 4 games, for

£180 o.n.o, call on 0787 310
505.

GAMEBOY FOR SALE, plus 4
games, including Blades of

Steel, £90 o.n.o, call Gavin

uper Nes
lillliPTgame, call on

f69 857.

SWAP SUPER FAMICOM,
plus PC engine Graphics, for

Neo Geo with games, call on

0795 470 029.

FOR SALE ATARI LYNX, with

1 2 games, carry case,

comlink cable, £200, call on
0254 209 369.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE,

with 2 games, £ 1 00,

bargain, call on 081 671

7277.

FOR SALE SUPER NES
GAMES, American Final

Fight, American Wrestle

SALE, with high density

drive, fits any Famicom,

£250, call on 0634 670
589. (ask for John)

FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE,

with 7 games, including

Strider, 8 months old, boxed,

£220, call John on 0603 402
784. (East Anglia only)

PC ENGINE DUO with CV
game. £270. Ring Lee on
051 336 5706. Sorry no

swaps.

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES -

sell all my latest games and

tools (incl. Indy 4, Norton

Deskt.2) or swap. All

countries write to: Obelisk

Marschall, Brachetweg 1 1,

2000 Hamburg 7 1

,

Germany.



ROGER CLEMEN
I

oger Clemen is a top well-known international playboy mil-

lionaire-type baseball star. Well okay, he's well known in

America anyway, because the game is extremely popular

over there. Roger Clemen's Baseball is a straight sim of the

all-American sport - and it's something rather special, as

baseball games go.

There's no need to explain the rules - you've all played

jjfl baseball before or, at least, it's close relation Rounders.

The graphics look very good, with the screen switching con-

stantly to show different camera views from all around the

field. There's a great deal of detail in there, with statistics

on all players to help you choose the right team for the job.

Hopefully the gameplay will be as hot as the presentation -

find out when Roger Clemen's Baseball gets the GO!
Review treatment next month!

"» - --^

;

t's been a long time coming, but Dirty Larry is finally ready
to burst onto Lynx screens! Based upon the infamous 'Dirty'

Harry Callahan character made famous in the movies by
Clint Eastwood, Larry is a real hard rozzer who shoots first

and asks questions later. His latest assignment is to track

down and bring to justice one Harold Snuff, alias the drug
boss known as

Mr White.

A suitable sto-

ryline for a

horizontally

scrolling

shooter, we
think you'll

agree. Dirty

Larry looks, and
indeed plays, a
lot like Batman
on the Lynx, but

this time the dif-

ficulty has been
toned down to give players some hope of survival past the

first level! The main game is interspersed with cut-scenes

£| galore, telling the story as it develops. You'll be able to catch

the full, Exclusive GO! Review of Dirty Larry - Renegade Cop
in the very next issue - be there, or we'll send Larry round to

sort you out!
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Itima was one of the all-

time computer classics and

made its creators Sierra an

obscene amount of money.

The Ultima series enjoyed

huge success on the six-

teen-bits, clocking up a

massive five sequels - and

it
#
s now set to take the

hand-held world by storm

with this Game Boy version

of the classic RPG.
Ultima is looking really

nice for a game of this

kind, but what is absolutely

amazing is that the

entirety of the gameplay
seems to have been
squeezed into a Game Boy

cart! From what we could

see this includes all the

features of the original, shrunk to fit Nintendo's little won-

der. The only un-answered question is, how will it play? All

will be revealed next issue, because that's the time we'll be

putting Ultima through its paces in the form of that all-

important GO! Review!
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ime for a spot of fourth-and-inches on the Lynx, in the form

of NFL Football! There hasn't been an American Footy sim

on Atari's machine up until now - unless you count the

future-sport coin-op conversion Cyberball, that is - and,

from looking at this one, Lynx owners are in for a treat! All

the features of the

sport are in there,

and the Lynx uses its

graphics scaling abil-

ities to good effect,

panning out and
zooming in on the

birds-eye-view action

at regular intervals.

One gripe we've

got with NFL
Football is that, as

with Atari's hand-held version of Klax, the machine has to

be held vertically, making control of the game rather awk-

ward. If you're a fan of the Yanks' favourite pastime, why

not pop down to your local softshop, Lynx in hand, and

demand a play of this one?
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TITLE NEW
AOOAMSfAMILY £0.00

ASTERiaas ea.oo

BATMAH RETURN OF JOKER £0.00

hook .. ea.oo

HUDSON HAWK £0.00

JOE AND MACK £0.00

MISSLE COMMAND £0.00

SIMPSONS e.... £0.00

RMANII.. ...... £0,00

SUPER HUNCH BACK £0.00

TERMINATOR ##.......... £0.00

TINY TOONS £0.00

TOM AND JERRY £0.00

TOXIC CRUSADER £0.00
mm

-
.

E
AOOAMS FAMILY 3S.OO

BATMAN 40.00

BUBBLE BOBBLE £5.00

BUNNY 40.00

CAPTAIN PLANET 40.00

DRAGON 3 40.00

->.

a y
SMAND
SELL BUY
14.00 10.00

w.aa la.ao

MOO 10.00

14.00 la.oa

14.oo 10.00

it.aa /0.00

14.00 la.oa

#4.oo 10.00

it.aa #0.00

14.QG #0.00

14.00 #0.00

14.aa #0.00

14.OO ID.DO

14.OO toon

1

&HANO

I

DRAGONS LAIR 35.00

our* r>u£s 40.00

H0OK 35.00

JOE AND MAC. 35.00

KICK OFF. 30.00

/WA/V/AC MANSION 50.00

MEW Zf 4/.A/U0 STORY 40.00

NORTH AND SOUTH 40.00

RAINBOW ISLAND. ...tTT. . 35.00

RESCUE RANGERS 40.00

SIMPSONS* 35.00

5IU45H TV.. 3S.OO

SOLSTICE 30.00

STAR WARS
SUPER MARIO III 3S.OO

TERMINATOR £ 4S.OO

TOP GUN £ .0 .rfO.OO

TROG 35.DO

TURTLES £ 4S.OO

WIZARD AND WARRIORS 3 35.00

WWF WRESTLEMANIA

B7.00

£7.00
£7.00

£7.00

#7.00

£0.00

£7.00

£3.00

£#.00

£#.00

£#.00

£#.00

##.00

*

*

l

*„..„.—

^

r#71f /VFW

DONALD OUCH £5.00

INDIANA JONES £5.00

LINE OF FIRE £7.00

MICKY MOUSE £5.00

OLYMPIC GOLD 30.00

SAGA #4 £7.00

£#.00

#7.0O

£#.00

£0.00 #4.00

£7.00 £#.00

#7.00 ##.00

45.00 £5.00 £0.00

£4.00 #0.00

£7.00

## 30.00

K#CK 0FF 30.00

SUPER MONACO II 30.00

SUPER SPACF INVADERS £7.00

WIMBLEDON 30.00

00

00

00
00

00

£0.00

#7.00

#0.00

£0.00

£#.00

£7.00

£3.00

#0.00

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

£/.00

#7.00

#£.00

£#.00

£#.00

£#.00

10.00 #£.00
-"

i /WAS TEH SYSTEM
I

S

ASTERIX £7.00 #0.00 #4.00

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3 30.00 £0.00 #5.00

CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE 30.00 £0.00 #5.00

AP0 £3.00

AM^50/Vf£ 00LF. £3.00

CHEQUERED FLAG £3.00

C#?V57Ai MINES II £3.1X7

ftMLM GAIOEN £3.00

DONALD DUCK £5.00

ROADBLASTERS. £3.00

ROBOTRON. £3.00

SUM RUNNER £3.00

SUPER SKWEEK £3.00

70K# £3.00

TURBO SUB

QUOTED
VIKING CHILD

;v?
-

"::'

.-:

L XX x" L L L "l"

f-

S/HAMJ

SELL BUY

#0.00 13.OO

#5.00 10.00

#0.00 14.DO
#0.00 13.DO
£0.00 15.OO
19.DO 14.OO

#0.00 14.OO

£0.00 15.OO

£0.00 IS.OO

£0.00 15.OO

19.OO 14.OO

gO.DO 15.DO

14.OO #0.00

#7.00 #3.00

:,; :-..- v. " UKOR US VERSIONS
.;:-; .:-;:--
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Blanka is the weirdo in the pack. A
kind of yeti of the Rain Forest, he

staggered out of the Amazon one day

to the amazement and fear of the

locals. Being half man and half beast

he harnesses incredible strength and

aggressive fighting abilities, not to

mention the fact that he has managed
to harness the powers of the elements

with his paralysing bolts of electricity

that are thrown out at will. His special

combat moves are the Rolling Attack

and Electric Shock.

i i

PUNCHES
50% 75% 1 00%

1 00%

25% 50% 75% 1 00%

PIERCE

75% 1 00%

50% 75% 1 00%

NORMAL

50% 75% 100%

25% 50% 75% 1 00%

25% 50% 75% 100%

NORMAL



(Total Damage Inflicted)

Get in close with a thrusting jumping kick and land at the oppo-

nent's feet for a quick snack - on their face!

TDI.

Fly in with a high jumping kick and swivel around for the

sweeping kick. TDI

Jump in again with the flying kick followed by an upper cut an

sweeping back kick.

TDI:a8%
• Standing within range of the opponent, back flip and then

crouch for the back kick and move in close for the double head butt

TDI.

Killer attack: Get in very close and keep pushing in the forward

direction. Perform a double knee to the groin and feed on the face.

TDI.

A

TT ork u
Easy to electrocute.

) head with fl

punches and kicks and then drop
to the ground for sweeps. Wait for

him to come at you and then
attack, or use electricity.

KEN/RYU: Don t jump towards them, whatever you do. Use double

head butts and get in close. Small and medium kicks are useful, but

time their jumps to foresee where they will land and head butt there

when they come down to Earth.

DHALSIM: Cannot with' cannot cope wnn
being jumped over and attacked
from behind. With the back sweep
you don't even have to turn

around. Make him feel the power
of your electricity by letting him
land on you.

GUILE: Conserve electric attacks

because he moves too fast. Keep
your distance and move in quickly

with random attacks and retreat.

Do not fight toe to toe, but wear
him down. Jump his Sonic Booms
and immediately lash back with

kicks.

CHUN LI: Let her drop down
towards you as you loose off a bolt

of electricity and watch her fry.

Follow up with a back kick. Use
sweeping punches to swat her out

of the sky.

HONDA: Honda was born to

attacked with the Rolling Ball. He's

so short and dumpy the out-

stretched Blanka can jump into the

air and kick the calories out of the

Sumo giant.



Balrog is a bit of a sad case after

being a former top-ranking heavy

weight boxer. He lost his title on a

technicality and was unable to claw

his way back into the boxing

game's elite. He now haunts his old

stomping ground, Las Vegas,

where he's adapted his skills to

fight dirty. His special combat
moves are Jabs, Uppercuts and
Rushing Punches. The key to beat-

ing Balrog is to capitalise on his

mistakes and to make sure you've

always got your guard up ready for

one of his lightning fast rushes. If

he catches you off guard it'll be a

one way trip to hospital.

? Unleash Fireballs

whenever you can, but in close quar-

ters stand at screen's edge and jump
up with a kick. Then drop low for

effective foot sweeps.

HONDA: Sucker him into

using his dashing uppercut, avoid it

and let fly with a thumping right han-

der. Foot sweeps are great, but avoid

the torpedo attack.

Use occasional

Sonic Boom, but aim mainly for

jumping kicks to the head every time

he advances. Use different combina-
tions to fool him.

I

I

I

•

I

- f A Keep your head DHiXLSIM: Best attack is

and your guard up, block Balrog's

attacks an try and suck him into

using one of his turning punches. If

he misses he's left wide open for

serious attack. Punch hard.

the low body sliding technique on
full power. Don't be fooled by it's

rather tame appearance on screen
- it delivers major damage and can

quickly dispose of the boxer

ia
_

V^HHH

I

P 1

«

I. Never use the a

Rolling Attack as Balrog is far to

adept at punching accurately and
will flatten you every time. Stand
your ground and flatten him with a

series of jumping kicks and foot

sweeps

CHUN LI: Jump around and

smash in with low sweeping kicks

and head stomps. Use screen's edge
for multimple stomps (up to five can

be achieved with practice).
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Streetfighter II Pack
Now In Stock!!!

£154.99
UK Super SNES
Including Mario 4

£139.99
US & Jap Converter for UK

SNES
£19.99

:ii Pad SFC...

apcom Joystick

r KviB

|lllfll«M»M»

>»•«#•** I

....69.99

....24.99

lU

BFC

rJBKing .59.95

King ofthe Monsters 44.99

Hook ^9 99

FC Parodius 44.99

FC Prince of Persia .44.99

FC Axelay 44.99

FC FF Guv 44.99

FC Ranma .44.99

FC Dinosaurs 44.99

US
Itreet Fighter II .59.99

, \ / DU\ I I 1^ IHIMKHOMMI f#MHTTt'7

rcana 45.99

'M Racing 45.99

op Gear 45.99

1! lit^ll I •t9HM*tltH«IIMIlM*H*MI^J •'/

ontra III 45.99

oe & Mac 44.99

frustys Super Funhouse 45.99

>uper OfTRoad 45.99

battle Tank 44.99

iuper Ghouls& Ghosts 44.99

iMario Kart Racing 49.99

Robocop 3 49.99

G Foreman Boxing 44.99

frurtles4 ....39.99

VfiXtTi 1 J K*m VLIJ I ii ill IM vf t»J P*

TEL: 081 532 9324

Barts Nightmare

UN Squadron 35.99

Addams Family 44.99

WWF .*. 44.99

Paperboy 43.99

Sim City 42.99

PGA Tour Golf 44.99

Jack Nicholas Golf 44.99

Pebble Beach Golf .......44.99

Home Alone 43.99

Castlevania 4 43.99

Chuck Roac 44.99

Pit Fighter 44.99

UK PAL SYSTEM
Krustv's Fun House 34.99

SvperR-Type 34.99

Super Tennis 34.99

FZero 34.99

Smash TV 34.99

Super Soccer 34.99

WWF 34.99

Castle Vania 4 39.99

Street Fighter II 64.99

SEGA
Sega UK Mesadrive

+ Sonic 119.99

or Olympic Gold

Jap Megadrive + Sonic + UK PSU
109.99

Super High Impact 35.99

Side Pocket 34.99

Predator H 34.99

Smash TV 34.99

Corporation ...... 39.99

Desert Strike 32.99

Dungeons & Dragons 44.99

Phantasy Star U 49.99

NHL PA Hockey 34.99

Lemmings 34.99

Green Dog 33.99

Quack Shot 31.99

The Terminator 34.99

Chuck Rock 34.99

Splatter House n 34.99

Super Monaco GP H ....34.99

Tazmania 34.99

Krustys Fun House 34.99

Bart Vs Space Mutants.......34.99

Warriors of Rome 37.99

Joe Montana H 34.99

European Club Soccer 34.99

E Holifield Boxing 34.99

Aliens3 35.99

Grev Lancer 29.99

Dodge Ball 29.99

James Pond U 29.99

John Madden 92 29.99

Jordans Vs Bird 29.99

Laskers Vs Celtics 29.99

David Robinson

Supreme Court 29.99

Two Crude Dudes 29.99

The Duel 29.99

Twinkle Tale 29.99

Cadash 29.99

Streets of Ragw 29.99

Alisia Dragoon 29.99

Bonanza Bros 29.99

Kid Chameleon 29.99

Immortal 29.99

Double Dragon 29.99

EA Hockey 29.99

Mario Lemiux Hockey 29.99

CALL FOR OVER 100 MORE
TITLES

WEMBLEY MARKET
WEMBLEY STADIUM SUNDAY BLACK BUSHE SUNDAY MARKET

BLACK BUSHE, SURREY

WIN A
SUPER

FAM1COM
WIN WIN

A GAME BOY

& GAMES

0891 888 632

•Ii
•

•

WJffSIUNG GOODff

S

0891 888 636
WIN

SONIC 2
0891 888 601

mwm houdm
0891 888 601

WINfiM
fiMIQfi fi500

<
v>:

SS«&
S&S

t

•j

If you are under 18 years of age please obtain permission of whoever pays the phone bill

RAR Ltd. P.O. Box 29 Manchester M2 Calls charoed at 36o/Der mm cheao 48o/oer mm all other times

Mmwfiuiqiii

i

'-

:

iTA iJ **mr

6 The Triangle, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KTt 3RU
...

MEGA DRIVE
Aliens 3 38.00

Atomic Runner 36.00

iBulls Vs Lakers 39.00

Corporation Call

Dragons Fury 39.00

Chuck Rock 38.00

Euro Club Soccer 38.00

Splatterhouse II 38.00

Green Dog 39.00

Warriors of Rome II 44.00

Romance of 3 Kindoms ..48.00

Side Pocket 38.00

Smash TV 38.00

Super High Impact 39.00

Sonic II 39.00

Predator II 39.00

Steel Empire 37.00

Wheel of Fortune 39.00

NEO-GEO
World heroes Call

King of Monsters II 140.00

Football Frenzy 140.00

RoboArmy 140.00

Soccer Brawl 140.00

Fatal Fury 125.00

Ninja Combat 69.99

2020 Baseball 69.99

Nam 75 69.99

SUPER NES
American Gladiators 49.00

Contra III 45.00

Dungeon Master 49.00

Lemmings 49.00

RoboCop3 49.00

Super Bowling 47.00

Streetfighter U 59.00

Super Double Dragon 49.00

Mario Go-Karting Call

Axelay Call

Rampart 49.00

Turtles IV 49.00

Super Battle Tank 49.00

Prince of Persia 49.00

Mega Master Games From £18.99- JppTMes '•

wmm

TRADE ENQUIRES
WELCOME YOUR LOCAL SHOPS IN LONDON

DIRECT LTD

14 STATION ROAD

FINCHLEY

LONDON N3 2RY

ONLY 50 METRES FROM FINCHLEY CENTRAL-^-TUBE STATION

IXIES GAIVl

AXE COMPUTERS
299 - 301 HIGH STREET

SUTTON, SURREY, SM1 1 LQ
50 METRES FROM
BURGER KING.

TEL: 081 643 7078

GAMEGEAR
AXE PACK - SONIC + COLUMNS + UK
GAMEGEAR + PSU 124.99

+ TV TUNER 185.00

CARRY CASE £19.99

POWER SUPPLY 1 1 .99

SHINOBI 22.99

MICKEY MOUSE 22.99

CHASE HQ 22.99

WONDERBOY 2 29.99

MONACO G.PRIX 19.99

G-LOC 22.99

G. FOREMAN K.0 24.99

HALLEYWARS 24.99

OUTRUN 24.99

FANTASIA ZONE 24.99

GALAGA'91 24.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 27.99

DONALD DUCK 27.99

ALESTE 24.99

NINJA GAIDEN 22.99

SUPER GOLF 24.99

CHESS MASTER 24.99

SUPER KICK OFF 24.99

CRYSTAL WARRIOR 24.99

OLYMPIC GOLD 24.99

AXE BATTLER 24.99

AERIAL ASSAULT 24.99

MASTERGEAR CONVERTOR 14.99

NEXT DAY DELIVERY (COURIER) ..£10

3 - 5 DAYS (COURIER) £7.50

P+P UNDER £100 (RECORDED )..£2.50

WANTED !

USED SEGA, NINTENDO,
GAMEBOY AND FAMICOM,
GAMES PART EXCHANGE
BEST PRICES GIVEN !

SEGA
SEGA MEGADRIVE (UK VERSION &
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG) £119.99

JAP MEGADRIVE £110.99

POWER STICK 34.99

SCART LEAD 14.99

CONTROL PAD 14.99

AFTERBURNER 11 34.99

CHUCK ROCK 34.99

2 CRUDE DUDES 39.99

DEVIL CRASH 39.99

DESERT STRIKE 34.99

DRAGONS FURY 34.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 34.99

EUROPEAN SOCCER 34.99

F22 39.99

FERRARI GRAND PRIX 34.99

FIGHTING MASTERS 34.99

ICE HOCKEY 34.99

JOHN MADDEN II 34.99

KID CHAMELEON 34.99

KRUSYS FUN HOUSE 34.99

OLYMPIC GOLD 34.99

PGA GOLF 34.99

ROAD RASH 34.99

ROLLING THUNDER 2 39.99

SPORTS TALK BASEBALL 37.99

SPLATTER HOUSE 2 34.99

SUPER OFF ROAD 34.99

STAR CONTROL 34.99

STEEL EMPIRE 34.99

STREETS OF RAGE 34.99

SUPER AIRWOLF 24.99

SUPER MONACO GP 34.99

SUPER MONACO 2 34.99

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 34.99

WORLD CUP '92 34.99

TERMINATOR II 34.99

TASMANIA 34.99

BART SIMPSON 34.99

NEO GEO
PACK1

NEO GEO + CONTROLLER +

PSU + ALL LEADS
£249.99

WITH GAME WORTH £70

£299.99

PACK 2

NEO GEO + 2 CONTROLLERS
+ MEMORY CARD + 2 GAMES

+ ALL LEADS

PACK 3

PACK 1 + PHILLIPS 8833

MARK 2 COLOUR STEREO
MONITOR INC ALL LEADS INC

1 YEAR ON SITE MAINTINENCE
£469.99

GAMES
Crosswords, Ghost Pilot, Puzzled, Super

Spy, Magician Lord,20-20 Super Baseball,

Ninja Combat, Nam 75, Blues Journey,

Baseball, Cyberup, League Bowling, Top
Players Golf

All Games £59.99 If Bought With Machine

'

C5 Commodore
AMIGA 600 INC ALL LEADS D PAINT 3 + FREE GAME

£269.99
PLUS 5 GAMES+ JOYSTICK + 10 DISKS + BOX

£299.99

MAIL ORDER PRICES ONLY. SHOP PRICES MAY VARY

081 - 343-0419 ( 3 LINES) FAX: 081 643 5414

SUPER NINTENDO
FAMICOM (SCART) + POWER SUPPLY

+ ALL LEADS + GAME ONLY £199.99

FAMICOM (PAL) ONLY £199.00

SNES + MARIO (USA SCART) £149.00

SUPER NINTENDO INC MARIO (UK) £149.99

JB KING JOYSTICK £64.99

STREET FIGHTER II

UK CONVERTOR
ONLY £59.99

WHILE STOCKS LAST

TURTLES & CONVERTOR
£54.99

GAMES
CASTLEVANIA 4 39.99

FINAL FIGHT II 39.99

GHOULS N GHOSTS 39.99

LEMMINGS 39.99

CAVEMAN NINJA 39.99

ADVENTURE ISLAND 39.99

WWF 39.99

SUPER OFF ROAD 39.99

SMASH TV 39.99

MYSTICAL NINJA 39.99

TOP GEAR 39.99

HAT TRICK HERO 39.99

F1 EXHAUST HEAT 39.99

SUPER CUP SOCCER 39.99

ZELDA 39.99

PEBBLE BEACH GOLF 39.99

CONTRA IV 39.99

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 39.99

KRUSYS FUN HOUSE 39.99

EXTRA INNINGS 39.99

STREET FIGHTER 2 P.O.A.

UN SQUADRON 39.99

PGA GOLF 39.99

BATTLE TANK 39.99

TURTLES 39.99

PRINCE OF PERSIA 39.99

MAGIC SWORD 39.99

UK CONVERTOR PLAY JAP/USA GAMES
ON YOUR
UK SUPER NINTENDO
ONLY £15.99 (WHILE STOCKS LAST)
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Welcome everybody to the one and only Cheat Mode, which

this month reaches giddy new heights thanks to Paul

Anglin, who takes over from Rand to deliver this month's

selection of top tips, tricks and tactics as only he knows
how - or doesn't, as the case may be. If truth be told, Half

Pint wrote last month's Cheat Mode as well, and got all

stroppy because he didn't get the credit. So to shut him up

you'd better fire your top stuff off to: PAUL RAND'S WORK-
SHY CHEAT MODE, c/o PAUL ANGLIN, COMPUTER AND VIDEO
GAMES, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LON
ECIR 3AU. Remember there's £150 worth of games for the

best of the lot, so if you've got the answers we want to

hear from you NOW!
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No sooner do we start Cheat Mode than some berk forgets to send in his name.
Anyway, whatsisname says you should type CYNIX during the game and press these

keys for the following effects:

C - Extra Credits

D-Die
X - Skip to the next level

B - Bonus screen

M - Get all three stars

T - Go to the final stage

G - Kill all the nasties

1 -7 - Skip to that stage

F1-F10- Skip to that level

Q

Well done to M Beresford from North

Yorkshire. No, not simply for living

there but for the following top tip: for

extra credits push the X button rapidly

on the title screen.

Good old Johnny Hertford is from

Essex. So am I, but that's no excuse.

Anyway, he's sent in these topper

codes and is therefore a bit of a lad all

round!

Level 2: 985266
Level 3: 394391

Level 4: 520771

Level 5: 108048
Level 6: 400718
Level 7: 773224
Level 8: 165411

Level 9: 760357
Level 10: 882943

I refuse to make any jokes about the

Irish, but did you hear the one about

the Irishman who forgot to put his name
on this cheat? He didn't get his name
printed in CVG. Boom Boom! Anyway,

he says in one-on-mode it is possible to

beat your opponent with ease. Just get

his energy about halfway down and pin

him. Then using X immediately press

up and Y and he won't be able to

budge an inch!

mI

Russel Babbington from Ramsgate,

come on down! You are our next con-

testant on Cheat Mode and you're

well 'ard for coming up with this!

There's a secret level on the option

screen. Highlight the difficulty setting

using joypad one and hold down A
and B on controller 2. Still holding

these down alter the difficulty setting

on joypad one. A secret level will

appear "Game test your skills."

Hurrah!



Rather an oldie, but this is an ace cheat

for this crusty cart which means its

author gets his name right here. And he

is...another dohbrain who's forgotten to

include his name! When the continue

screen appears push diagonally up and

left and press the C button. Each time

you press C you get an extra continue.

Stevie Boyes has come up with a top

cheat for this game of the Caped
Crusader, but quite where his home
town of Guisborough is I know not.

Once on level three take the extra life

from the first

chimney then

keep going

upwards and

returning.

The icon will

return up to

nine times.

STREETSOFRAGE
Hurrah! A cheat from top girl gamer

Rachael Shepherd from Trowbridge,

Wilts has provided you with this fabby

tip for sad street scrappers.

When the Game Over screen appears

press LEFT, LEFT, B,B,B,C,C,C and

START and you can continue from

where you died, even when all your

credits have gone.

Arggh! Cheats for crap games ahoy!

Robert Hargrave from Milton, Cambs,

may play whiffy games but he does know

a good cheat when he sees one.

Hold down A and B simultaneously while

driving and a hidden option screen

should appear. Good Lord!

TWIN COBRA
A cheat for this top shoot 'em up comes

courtesy of a native of my hometown

the one and only Canvey Island. Take it

away, Chris O'Brien!

To get more smart bombs, pause the

game press UP, DOWN, LEFT,

RIGHT, then hold B and START. For

more continues press A thirty times

rapidly on the title screen to get

fourteen of them!

r

Michael Joslink from Luton has found a

great way to increase your score to

obscene proportions with plenty of

ease, and this is it:

GAME A: To pep up your score a little

just hit SELECT as the Tetris hits the

ground and you'll get a staggering

10,000 bonus points.

GAME B: Just choose any level and

height you want and simply just press

select again and you'll see a success

come up again that means that you

have completed the game.

Are you a Bad Dude? Chances are

you're Dan Cork from Hereford, and in

order to be even badder he's sent this

cheat in. To get a staggering 64 lives on

th title screen press B, A, DOWN, UP
on controller two then press START on

controller one.

Captain Janet and the Janitors gets the Simon Ashington treatment this month, with a

complete list of codes sent direct from Ashington, Northumberland!

STAGE CODE
4-11-2

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2

763754

955783
63751

1

1 48574

786565

920272
4-2 799224
5-1 344551
5-2 829443

End Game 506210

; pretty much a bad idea to become a real Vigilante because it's illegal and you'd prob-

ably get beaten senseless anyway. But thanks to Mark Hoete from New Zealand you can

be a rock hard boyo in your own home.

When the title screen appears press UP and LEFT along with B, 1 and 2 together. Now
you can pick your desired level!



elcome to CVG's complete guide to Actraiser. No sooner
es the game come out on official release than Computer

and Video Games prints all the answers as only we can. So
here's Paul Anglin with the first part of everything you nee. Take it

away young man!
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Right, once you've entered your name and arrived at the Sky Palace,
the first thing to do is speed up the text because it moves so slow it's

unreal. To do this go to the bottom of the icon panel and select the
message speed. Once that's done it's onto battle. Go to the second
icon box down, and then go along to the battle icon. The cherub will

appear asking you to confirm your decision, and then it's off for death
and destruction.

ACT I
The Centaur is armed with two methods of attack - he can attack with his lance

as he marches forward, and he can also fire lightning bolts from the top of his

lance. When he raises his lance, run in and attack him with your sword. As soon
as he lowers it back off, crouch, and swing your sword but you'll have to get

ready to move, as he can shift pretty quickly. To avoid the lightning, jump away
as soon as the top of his lance glows blue.

CREATION
When the first act is completed, you will automatically be taken to the creation

part where you will be given two followers and given the task of populating the

area. To get started move to the "move people" icon and select and choose it.

When you've done this a flashing yellow square should appear around the

shrine. Move this in whichever direction you wish the town to develop. You're

only allowed to make a certain number of moves at a time. It is better to try and
make sure that in the very first move you seal a lair, but remember that you
have to have at least ten members of your village to do so. Once your people

start to build you will have to burn the bushes, so your people have room to

build. To do this simply select the miracles icon and go to lightning. The cherub
will ask you if you are sure you want to use it, and then you have to position the

yellow square over the trees and press Y.

Remember that the darker colour trees cannot be destroyed and that you
have to destroy the rocks in the bottom corner to reveal a nice surprise. Once
three lairs are sealed you will notice that you cannot get over the river to seal

the final one, as you cannot build bridges. To do this get your people to pray for

inspiration, and by now (if they haven't done it already) they should know
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enough to be able to create bridges. Once they have done that, go to accept

creations icon and accept the bridge.Then go to the use icon and use the

bridge. Your people will now be able to build bridges and destroy the final lair.

Once they have done this it's time for the second act. To start the second act go

to the Sky Palace and select the battle icon and then away you go.

Just steam on in! When you first arrive, hit the Minotaur as many ways as you

can before he jumps. One he does so, keep moving so as he doesn't squash

you. When he lands get as close as you can with your sword and hack away.

Although he will hit you once every time you'll be hitting him about four times

every go so don't worry - just bear the pain. When you've killed the Minotaur

you will be instantly transported back to the land to watch over your people.

Although all problems will be solved by now and nothing else has to be

destroyed, it is worth staying for a while to let your populace grow so that your

powers will be enhanced. The happiness of your populace is essential in the

arcade section.

MONSTERS
There are many different monsters throughout the game but the ones on

Fillmore are as follows:

Bat: This takes one hit to kill and rewards you with one spell point.

Dragon: These take three hits to kill and will reward you with two spell points. If

you don't stop it quick enough it'll go on and burn down your houses!

ACT I
When you arrive at the Griffin, jump over to the far right top platform and go to

the very end of it. Stay there, and when the Griffin comes up to your level jump

over his firebolt and hack away. You should be able to get in about two maybe

three hits per jump. Provided you're in the right position there's no way you can

be hit, and the only worry is the time limit.

CREATION
When you arrive at Bloodpool to start the creation the first thing to do is to dry

up the marshes using the sunlight. You won't have enough spell points to do all

of it straight away. It's possible your people won't be able to build bridges yet,

so just return to the cloud and go to

Fillmore. Then go to "observe the peo-

ple" and go to use offering and the

bridge icon should be there. Accept it

and then return to Bloodpool and go to

the "use offering" and they should now
be able to build bridges.

When Teddy runs from home and

you're asked to find him, simply fly

over to the cave by the lake and you

should see Teddy wandering about. Select the bread and place the circle over

his head and press Y. Teddy will receive the bread and come running home.

When he arrives, your people will present you with a skull. Go to use offering

and select the skull. Then fly to the Devil's Imps base at the bottom of the lake.

When you use it a yellow square will come up. Place this over the base and

press Y. The base will be destroyed and the lake will turn back to normal. NB: it

is impossible to destroy the lair without the skull. Onto the second Act.

ACT it
It's possible to defeat this magician without getting hit if you're smart. When you

get to him you'll notice that there are two blue lines right down the screen. If he

stands on the bottom platform stand just level with the blue line so your sword is

in line with it. This way you will be able to hit him but his lightning bolts will just

falls short of you. If he is on the middle platform just move back a little and

repeat the process (it may take a little while to get the positioning exact). If he is

on the top platform don't bother 'cos he's dead hard to get to. When he changes

into the Werewolf type thing just steam on in there, sword flashing.

Once the second act is finished, return to the creation and you will soon

notice that your people are unhappy. They've been working too hard and are

beginning to quarrel among themselves. The only way to stop this is to give

them something to soothe their tempers. This is a golden harp that plays calm

music however this can only be found in Kasandora! So on you must go to the

next level and return when you have it.

The only new monsters you will find on Bloodpool is the Devils Imp. These take

four shots to kill and award you with three points. If they get to your settlement

they will cast a spell on your fields and the only way to break this is to send rain.

ACT I
This Scorpion type creature looks terrifying but is actually quite simple. Slide

down the slope and hit him once or twice. When he fires his rocks at you, just

place yourself between two of them and once they have fallen clear. Go back

up the slope until you see the pinchers come out of the sand and when you do

just stay where you are and when they get close jump directly up (DO NOT try

and jump in one direction because you won't jump high enough) then just

repeat the process until he's dead. This takes practice but is very effective.

CREATION
When you first arrive in Kasandora make a start in watering the deserts with the

rain cloud. There is absolutely tons to do, so you won't be able o do it all in one

go. Clear a path from the shrine so that your people can build easier and that by

the time you clear enough desert you will be strong enough to invade the lairs.

When the man goes missing the only way to get him back is to move the devel-

opment square over him. He may die, but a man will write some music in his

memory and this can be used to calm people's nerves. So take it back to Blood-

pool and use it there to increase your level.

ACT

U

This Tutankhamen lookalike is easily

defeated. When he stops at his level

walk underneath him. The best thing

to do is to walk to the far right of the

screen, wait till he gets there and just

before he gets overhead walk under-

neath (this is pure timing and will take

practice). As soon as he has hit the

floor turn around so you are facing him

(get a little way away, so the edge of

your sword is just touching him) and hack away. You should manage to get

about three hits in before he fires his bolt. When he does this simply jump it and

run to the far left of the screen but make sure you jump the arrow it fires at you.

It will disappear after firing one shot. When you get to the left of the screen

repeat the process until he bites the dust.

NEXT MONTH - MORE PERILS IN PARTTWO!

069 CVG



Win Radio

Controlled

LAMBORGHINI
COUNTACHE

BECOME A POP

0839 36 38

CALL THE NUMBERS BELOW TO WIN YOUR FAVOURITE GAMES!!

(GAMEBOYGAMEBOY) (NES/SUPER NINTENDO) (SEGA SEGA SEGA)

WORLD CUP
KICKOFF
BILL & TEDS
EXCELLENT
ADVENTURE

0839 36 38 1

3

0839 36 38 1

4

0839 36 38 1

5

FORMULA 1 RACE 0839 36 38 1

6

HUNT FOR RED
OCTOBER
CHOPLIFTER 2

TERMINATOR 2

DR MARIO
SPIDERMAN

0839 36 38 1

7

0839 36 38 1

8

0839 36 38 1

9

0839 36 38 20

0839 36 38 21

CALL CHARGES
Calls are charged at 36p per min cheap

rate and 48p per min all other times.

Make sure you ask your parents'

permission before you call. Max. call

length 5 mins, max. call cost £2.40

Awesome PO Box 1650 B1 1 AA

Sega, Game gear, Mega Drive, Nintendo,

Gameboy, Lynx, Batman, Hornby.Spiderman and

their logos are registered trademarks of their

respective companies and we are not related to

or endorsed by them.

0839 36 38 22

0839 36 38 23

0839 36 38 24

0839 36 38 25

TERMINATOR 2

WORLD CUP
BATMAN
SUPER MARIO 2

TOP GUN THE
2ND MISSION 0839 36 38 26

THE SIMPSONS 0839 36 38 27

WWF WRESTLING 0839 36 38 28

BATMAN 0839 36 38 32

KICK OFF
STAR WARS
CASTLEVANIA

0839 36 38 29

0839 36 38 30

0839 36 38 31

TERMINATOR 2 0839 36 38 33

F22

INTERCEPTOR 0839 36 38 35

SONIC THE
HEDGEHOG
TEST DRIVE 2

ALIENS 3

GRAND PRIX

SUPER MONACO 0839 36 38 39

0839 36 38 36

0839 36 38 37

0839 36 38 38

ATARI LYNX
BILL & TED'S
EXCELLENT
ADVENTURE
PAPERBOY

0839 36 38 40

0839 36 38 41

BLUE LIGHTNING 0839 36 38 42

TURBO SUB 0839 36 38 43



MEGATIP GAMES LINE
CONSOLE HOTLINE
CONSOLE GAMES TIP

SEGA CHEATLINE
NINTENDO CHEATLINE
WIZZKID COMPUTER KID

445 987
445 990
445 991

0891 445 933
0891 445 913
0891 101 255

HELP LINES
WORLD 0891 445 924

SONIC AND QUACKSHOT
FIRST SAMURAI
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
THE IMMORTAL

0891 001

0891 445 926
0891 442 022
0891 445 928

BYTE BACK
HINTS, TIPS & CHEATS
FOR COMPUTER &

CONSOLE GAMES

SEGA, NINTENDO, AMIGA

ATARI & HANDHELDS

ALL UPDATES WEEKLY

PLUS A PRIZE

COMPETITION

0939 007727
If you are under 18, please get permission to use the phone. Calls charged at 36p per

minute cheap and 48p per minute all other times. Bite Back CIC Box 1650 B1 1AA

COMING SOON - SONIC 2, MICKEY & DONALD, AND BATMAN

FOR INFO ON OUR OTHER CHEAT/HELPLINES RING
0891 445 904

ALL SERVICES UPDATED EVERY SATURDAY

PROPIETOR:- JAQUELINE WRIGHT. PO BOX 17.

ASHTON UNDERLYNE. LANCS. OL7 OWL
CALLS COST 36p PER MIN 'CHEAP RATE' 48p PER MIN AT ALL OTHER TIMES

36© MT min chup i8p oMv times >nc VAT utsttf *0 Bo* 3000 N20 9RB

SEGA GAME GE

AMEGEAR SYSTEM £79.99

GAMEGEAR + SONIC

£89.99

ACCESSORIES
Master System Gaines

Convertor 14.99

T.V. Tuner 64.99

|AC/DC Power Supply 9.99

Battery Pack 29.99

G. Gear Protector 6.99

G.G. Travel Case 14.99

G.G. Deluxe Case 19.99

IWide Gear - Plastic 9.99

Columns, Axe Battler,

Chessmaster. Super golf, Crystal

Warrior, Donald Duck, Bart Vs
Mutants, Dragon Crystal,

Factory Panic, Fantasy Zone, G-

Loc, Outrun Europa, Spiderman,
Aerial Assault, Kick Off,

Devilish, Sonic, Paperboy,
Fntasy Zone, Halley Wars, Joe

Montana, G. Foreman,
Leaderboard, Ninja Gaiden,
Olympic Gold, Putt & Putter,

Smash TV, Solitaire Poker,

Shinobi, Terminator,
Wimbledon, Wonderboy II

All £24.99 EACH

SEGA MEGADRIVE
IMPORTED VERSIOI

OFFER ONE
MEGADRIVE + PAD + PSU.
RUNS USA/UK/JAP GAMES

£89.99

CD ROM UNIT + FREE GAME
£249.99

MEGADRIVE PLUS SONIC
£99.99

ACCESSORIES
lArcade Power Stick 29.99
Control Pad 12.99
Megadrive Convertor 9.99
Clutch Joystick 24.99
Stealth Joystick 29.99
SOFWARE USA JAP
Alien III

2"

Atomic Runner 29.99
Bare Knuckles 29.99 19.99
Bulls Vs Lakers 34.99
Chuck Rock 34.99
Desert Strike 29.99
Dragon Fury 34.99
E.ATIce Hockey 34.99
F22 Interceptor 34.99 29.99
Fantasia ....;. 34.99 24.99
Fighting Masters 34.99 29.99
Ghouls n Ghosts 34.99 29.99
Golden Axe II 34.99 29.99
Green Dog. 29.99
Holyfield%oxing 29.99
James Pond II... 29.99
John Madden 92 29.99
Jordon Vs Bird 29.99 29.99
Krusty Fun House 34.99
Lemmings 34.99 - _
Olympic Gold 34.99 29.99
PGA Tour Golf 29.99
Pitfighter 34.99 29.99
Predator 2 34.99
Road Rash 34.99
Saint Sword 29.99 19.99
Side Pockets 34.99
Smash TV 34.99
Sonic Hedgehog 29.99 19.99
Slime Worfd....?. 34.99
Tazmania 34.99
Team USA 34.99
Turbo Outrun 29.99 29.99

RSAL
ADAPTOR
ONLY
£12.99

SUPER NINTENDO

JAPANESE (PAL)

USA (SCART)

ACCESSORIES
Pali Booster 24.99
Scart Lead External 14.99
Audio Lead 9.99
Conrol Pad 12.99
Stealth Joystick 29.99
lAppollo Joystick 49.99
S.T.II Joystick 69.99
SOFWARE USA JAP
Actraiser 39.99 34.99
Addams Family 39.99 39.99
Axelay 49.99 49.99
Castlevania IV 39.99 39.99
Caveman Ninja 39.99 39.99
Chessmaster 39.99
Contra 39.99 39.99
Darius Twin 39.99 39.99

39.99 39.99
Double Dragon 2 39.99
Exhaust Heat - 39.99
F-Zero 39.99 39.99
Final Fantasy H 44.99
Final Fight 44.99 44.99
Final Fight Guy 44.99
G Foreman Boxing 39.99

SUPER NINTENDO
CONT

Geoman Warrior 39.99 39.99
Ghouls & Ghosts 39.99 39.991

Gradius in 39.99 39.99!

Gunforce 39.99
Home Alone 2 39.99
Hook 39.99 39.99
J.Nickolas Golf 39.99
J.Madden Football 39.99
Krusty Fun House 39.99
Lemmings 39.99 39.99
Magic Sword 44.99
Might & Magic II 49.99
Mystical Adventure 39.99
Out Of This World 39.99 - I

Pebble Beach Golf 39.99
PGA Tour Golf 39.99 34.99
Pilot Wing 39.99 39.99
Pitfighter 39.99 39.99
Populous 39.99 39.99
Pro Soccer Football - 19.99
R-Type 39.99 34.991

Ramparts 39.99
Rival Turf 39.99 39.99
Robocop3 39.99
Rocketeer 39.99 39.99
{Romance Stone n 44.99
R.P.M. Racing 39.99
Simpsons Nightmare 39.99
Smartball 39.99
Smash TV 39.99 34.991

Space Football 39.99
Streetfighter H 59.99 59.99
Super Bowling 39.99
Super Mario 4 - 44.99
Super Soccer Champ 39 .99 39 .99
Super Tennis 39.99 39.99
Thunder Spirits 39.99 39.99
Top Racer 39.99
Turtles 4 44.99 44.99
UN Squadron 39.99 39.99
Wonderboy 39.99 39.99
WWF - Wrestling 39.99 34.99
Tsffl 44.99
IZelda HI

Jiiiiiiiiii
.44.99 -

NEO - GEO
SYSTEM,

GEO + GAME (69.99)

Baseball, Blues Journey, Cyberlip,

League Bowling, Nam 75, Cross

Swords, Ghost Pilot, Puzzled, Super

Spy, magician Lord, Top Players Golf,

All Games £69.99 Each

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
t7.V,i:»:r»V«cVKiHP
+ BATTERIES + HEADPHONES

ACDC Power Supply 6.9
Amplifier 8.9 1

Battery Recharger Pack 24.9
Gameboy Protector 4.9!

Large Carry Case All - Nuby 19.99|
Leather Protector 9.9f
Light & Magnifier 12.9
Nuby Magnifier 5.9!

Nuby Game Light 7.9!

Replacement Lens 4.9!

Timeboy 3.9!

SOFTWARE
Mega Man 2, Addams Family, Bart

Simpson, Batman Joker, Battle Toad,
Blues Brothers, Ceasars Palace,

Dragons Lair, NBA 2, Flash, Home
Alone, Hook, Simpsons II,

Hunchback, In Golf, Kick Off, Roger
Clements, Ninja Gaiden, Operation

Contra, Yoshi, Double Dragon,
Pitfighter, Prince of Persia, Rescue o:

Blobette, Robocop 2, R-Type, Snow
Brothers, Spanish Translator, Spell
Checker, Star Trek, Terminator 2,

Tiny Toons, Trackmeet, Turtle H,
WWF 11

ALL ABOVE HAVE ENGLISH
INSTRUCTIONS

ALL £19.99 EACH

ADD £1 PER SOFTWARE, NEO GEO SOFTWARE ADD £3.00 PER GAME FOR P&P. £5.00 FOR MACHINES.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE E.& O.E. ACCESS AND VISA CARDS ACCEPTED



WHAT A CRACKER! Here we go
with the second part of the Com-
plete Solution to Indiana Jones
and the Fate of Atlantis, thanks

to Dermot Smurfit and Tim
Boone. So let's get straight into

the action, why don't we?

OK, you're in Crete. Walk left, take the wood-

en bridge to the left until you come to a

surveyor's instrument. Go back across the

bridge to the main area of the ruins. One of the

buildings to the left holds an interesting wall

mural showing how to use the thing. Outside

there are several groups of stones around tall

horns in the centre. Go around and push each

one, eventually two statues should be

revealed. Use the surveyor's instrument on

each. When on the Bull Head statue align your

sights with the left horn, when on the bulls tail

align them on the right horn. This should result

in X marks the spot. Digging at the X will yield

a moonstone. Walk back right to where you

first arrived in Crete and use both stones on

the pedestal set in the ground. Again look at

Plato's dialogue to determine the alignment of

both stones. Once you get the combination

right a secret door into the Labyrinth will open.

Inside, pick up the first two statue heads on

the shelf. In the next room whip the last statue

head through the door to get it. Walk into the

room with the Minotaur statue inside and whip

its head. Once down the elevator, take the

staff from Sternhart's remains and pick up the

worldstone on the ground.

n the next room you'll come across a closed

door. Talk to sophia and use some underhand

implications about her weight to boost her

through the crawlspace. Now return to the

room you've just come from and look at the

waterfall. A chain will be revealed, so climb up

it and go left to the closed door. Plonk all three

statue heads on the shelf to open the door.

Walk up the stairs and to the right to the room
with the gold box in it. Use the staff to do away
with the chock on the counterweight and go

back down the stairs. Carry on to the right and
use the staff on the statue's mouth to activate

the elevator. Open the box and take it along

with the two Orichalcum beads before return-

ing it to Sophia. Place the beads into the gold

box. Now walk through the previously opened
door with Sophia into the adjoining rooms. Use
the amber fish, it will point at Sophia. Talk to

her and ask her for her necklace. Tell her you

need to hide it, humour her and then suggest

*
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putting the necklace in the box. Let Sophia

have her own way and use the amber fish

again. In one of those rooms it will point to a

wall. Use the ship's rib to uncover a secret door

Going through the door and to the right you'

find yourself in the map room. Use all three

stones in the spindle in the centre of the scale

model. Yet again consult your DIY handbook to

discover the proper alignment of the stones.

This will open one of the doors in front of you.

Strut into the room ahead of you (don't forget to

4

fern m

take the stones) and you'll have a run in with

that slimy woofter Kerner. He'll run off with

Sophia and the stone disks leaving you to find

your own way out. Look at the the rock wall to

the back of the room and then use the ship's rib

to tunnel out of the Labyrinth.

Outside, stroll on over to the Nazi sub and

clamber down the hatch after giving El - wimpo
Kaptain a good right hook. In the conning tower

use the intercom and go to the stern torpedo

room. Now it'll be safe to descend to the lower

decks unseen. Walk left and pick up some
bread and cold cut, use them together to make
a sandwich and then pick up the porcelain mug
on the shelf. Open the trap door in the floor and

go down and right to the girlie in the wall

behind Sophia talk to her and tell her you have

a plan and to distract the guard. Walk slightly

left to the brown trickle of battery acid, fill the

porcelain mug with it. Now go back up a deck

and walk down to the temporarily distracted

guard. Talk to the guy about buckets Sophia

will do her stuff and lay the guy out cold. Walk
right and descend the trap door to the right of

Kerner's room. Gain entrance to the box with

the acid and take the stones and the key. Use
the keys to unlock the padlocked rudder con-

trol wheel. Push the wheel to get a glimpse of

the sub outside. You still need to identify the

other sub controls so walk back up and to the

left where the dirty great big brown lever is. Pull



it along with the switch to the left of it. Now
only one control needs to be ID'd. Walk to the

little space to the left of Kerner's room and

take the plunger from the stand. Climb up to

the conning tower and push the big lever. It'll

break so use the plunger as a replacement.

Push it again and you'll have all the necessary

controls to guide the sub. Zoom around till you

find the airlock it's fairly obvious and easy to

get into using the rudimentary controls.

Inside you'll be confronted with dark . There's

a ladder to the bottom of the screen - grab it

and use it on the rubble. Sophia will now be

kidnapped so open the stone box and take the

metal rod from it. Use the Orichcalcum bead.

Use the stones on the statue's spindle and

align them exactly to what your last alignment

was. Align the symbols away from the horns

instead of towards them. The statue's mouth

will open, stick a bead in there to open the

doors. Make sure to take the ladder with you!

Now for the fun part. All the dark shaded areas

are places to be visited but the room arrange-

ment is random ie: rooms can be in different

places each game. In these rooms there are

several things you need to pick up and do,

some have grates that lead to other parts of

the circle. Two such grates lead you to the

dungeon where Sophia is being held, one of

which will bring you next to a sentry statues

head, pop a bead in it's head to do away with

the Nazi goon watching her. Other grates will

bring you out to parts of the circle sealed by

rockfalls. These rooms will contain valuable

items necessary to your progress. There is

another of those eel figurines to be found

along with a spoked wheel (in the sealed off

area of the top right quadrant) and a bronze

gear. If you come across a room with dismem-

bered robot parts within then search among
them for a salvageable piece. Another room

has a small statue in a recess in the wall take

the fish like head from it. Walking around the

very outside edge of the circle will reveal rock-

falls which can be visited. At one of these

you'll find a skeleton. Take it's ribcage. Fight-

ing the patrolling guards serves little purpose,

so avoid them if you can they only yield miser-

able rations which are not strictly necessary.

Once you've visited all the rooms and gained

all the items return to the statue room and use

the ladder on the hole to get across and grab

the cup. Go to the Lava room and use the cup

on the pedestal now use the fish head statue

on the plaque to fill the cup with lava. Take the

cup of lava to the machine room and pour it

down the funnel at the top making sure you put

the spoked wheel in place to the right of the

large dish beforehand. The machine will spew

out several Orchicalcum beads, very handy!

Grab the beads and take the spoked wheel

back before exciting. Head for the crab room

once there use the sandwich (or the bratwurst)

on the ribcage and chuck it in the pool. A crab

should get trapped in there shortly when it

does take the ribcage with the crab inside.

Now stroll over to the sentry room and whack

a bead into the eel sculpture. Whack another

one into the fish statue to open the door . Once
through, visit the dungeon and pick up the cir-

cular statue part from the wreck of the sentry

statue. Don't bother trying to rescue Sophia.

Go to the canal and give the crab in the cage to

the octopus. Swim across and leap onto the

raft. Ram a bead into it's mouth to get it going.

Open the water gates with the stone disks drift-

ing along will reveal a set of stairs ascend them

and take the crescent gear from the open cup-

board close the cupboard and look at it. The

key to operating the Atlantaen statues is here.

Go back to the raft and drift left to the next

room. Get off the raft and drift left. Dismount

and go through the archway. Use the ladder

and open the chest plate. Now place the

spoked wheel on the centre peg and place the

strange Y - shaped statue part over the top of

it. Place the crescent on the two right hand

pegs and the last sunlike part on the top left

peg. Jam the bead down the centre hole. This

will move the statue arm making more of the

chain available. Now get down and use the

chain with the bronze loop on the door. Get

back up to the chest plate and open the door.

Take the hinge pin from the floor and return it to

Sophia in the dungeon. Give her the hinge pin

and lift up the cage. Talk to her and tell her to

brace the door with the hinge pin. Once Sophia

has escaped and you've tickled her tonsils pick

the cage up followed by the hinge pin. Return

to the massive door via the canal and step

through

Follow Sophia into the first room where she'll

be possessed by Nur-Ab-Sal. Talk to her and

ask to speak to the mortal woman tell her to

throw the necklace away and then look at it and

slam a bead of Orichalcum, into its mouth.

When she takes it off garb it and put it in the

gold box kiss it goodbye Nur - Ab - Twat! Now
saunter up the stairs and take the sceptre from

the base of the weirdy skeletons. Exit the room

and carry on around the hall. Take the next

door along. Walk up to the tractor thingy and

feed it Orichalcum. Place the hinge pin the left

hand slot and the sceptre in the right hand one.

Push them both forward. As you're zooming

along the corridor take the lever out of the right

hand slot and put it in the centre one. Put both

levers in the centre position. Once the tractor

has plunged to its doom click on the dark hole

entrance just to the right of where you are

standing to enter the great lava chamber. Use

the diagram to guide your way down to the

stepping stones. Here it's mainly trial and error

as the stones are again set out randomly

.

Make sure you take note of the large spindle

diagram on the back of the wall of the great

chamber this tells you how to align your stones

in the next room. After crossing the stones

descend the stairs opposite and behold the

majesty of the great colossus!

Carry on down to its heart and without further

ado place your stones on the spindle. Align

them as they were shown in the great chamber

to start up the machine. Now those Nazi type

depraved people turn up once more and take

over the show. When Kerner decides to be the

first god, tell him about Plato's tenfold error that

should take him down a peg or two (literally!)

Now for the hard part. You have to convince El

Chrome Dome that you really want to be an

angry god that will punish him sorely. By doing

this he'll get nervous and decide to be a god

first. Be very careful not to become a short term

god yourself... Good luck!
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Some brilliant Amiga scores this month. Most

notable are Lee Unitt's goals in Speedball 2 against

Super Nashwan and I know how HARD those boys

are to BEAT! An 1 8-0 win in under three minutes for

Nick Ellis on Sensible Soccer is a cracking score

too.

SENSIBLE SOCCER - 18-0 WIN IN 3 MINUTES
Nick Ells, Sussex

PINBALL DREAMS - STEEL WHEEL - 35,265,255

NIGHTMARE - 1 09,239,91

3

Steven Frew, Solihull

JIMMY WHITE'S - BREAK OF 47

AGAINST JIMMY
Steven Frew, Solihull

MANCHESTER UTD EUROPE -

23-0vJUVENTUS
Lee Unitt, Solihull

SPEEDBALL 2 - 426-0 VS.

REVOLVER 282-6 v SUPER NASHWAN
Lee Unitt, Solihull

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL
324-0 WITH SAN FRANCISCO v CHICAGO

David Casado, Wales

KICK OFF 2 - 35-0 1

DIVISION v INTERNATIONAL
Tim Ashworth, Nottingham

INTERNATIONAL KARATE + - 136,400

David Parkes, Croydon

PROJECT X - 750, 675

Paul Horde, Stains

ARCADE

aw " „.. g

Beinf the UK's Official Hi$h Score Arena, this i$ the only place you can show off

your famin? brilliance - and at the moment all you're showing i$ bare faced

cheek! After an impressive improvement last month those top quality score

lines are starting to become a little stale afain. How I know you can do a lot

better with a little bit of encouragement* so I've decided to $et strict! From

now on only the very best scores will be considered for entry into my ?one and

any feeble efforts will be torn to shreds. So if you want to please me* stick your

best efforts in an envelope and send them to: OFFICIAL UK HIGH SCORES* COfll-

PUTCR AHD VIDEO GAfflES* 30-32 FARRIHGDOH LAKE* LONDON KIR 3AU.
-

Remember* only the best will do. —

Eddie Walshe from Ireland has smashed the Blood

Brothers score out of sight. Street Fighter 2 is well

represented with Camilo Spiteri on the champions

machine and Andrew Smith on the original, but we
think you can do better.

STREET FIGHTER 2 CHAMPION EDITION -

793,250

Camilo Spiteri, Middlesex

STREET FIGHTER 2 -
1 ,1 27,200 COMPLETED

WITH RYU
Andrew Smith, Staffordshire

WRESTLEFEST - WON THE ROYAL RUMBLE
WITH THE LEGION OF DOOM 1 CREDIT

Nick Ells, Sussex

BLOOD BROTHERS -1,01 2,320

Eddie Walshe, Ireland
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GAflttBOY HIS SUPER NINTEHDO
I

Penny Teags is still riding high with that incredible

Tetris score, and it's completely genuine. Is there

ANYONE out there who can beat it? On that mat-

ter, can you beat any of the scores listed below? I

want to hear from you!

MEGAMAN 2 - COMPLETED
Jon Botterman, Kent

NINTENDO WORLD CUP - 53-0

Jon Botterman, Kent

TETRIS - 470,935

Penny Teags, Southampton

TINY TOONS - COMPLETED
Daniel Silverton, London

SUPER KICKOFF- 42-6

James Musselwhite, Dorset

REVENGE OF THE GATOR - COMPLETED
Raymond Chung, Sussex

mwADRiire

Those NES scores are still only trickling in and only

a few are skimming into the all time top pros' posi-

tions! Things had better perk up or I'll have to get

tough and show you how to do it!

WORLD CUP SOCCER - 43-0

Jon Byrne, Sutton Coalfield

DUCK TALES - 57,276,1 00 COMPLETED
Tim Rawlins, Hull

TOP GUN - 54,000

Arnold Holt, Yarmouth

WWF WRESTLING - COMPLETED WITH EVERY
WRESTLER

Christopher Osborne, Merseyside

DOUBLE DRAGON 3 - COMPLETED
Glen Ramsden, South Yorkshire

Now then, you Megadrive users had better rethink

your strategies as this month's entries showed

unrivalled sadness beyond belief. Only Robert

Collier kept me from boycotting the Megadrive

table completely this month! Pull your fingers out

all of you!

SHADOW DANCER - 729,400

Ross Gower, Kent

QUACK SHOT - 754,000 COMPLETED
Ross Gower, Kent

TWO CRUDE DUDES - 831 ,902

Richard Duncalf

ROBOCOD- 10,269,950

lain Brands, Caithness

MERCS -709,600

James Hutchings, Buckinghamshire

OLYMPIC GOLD
4 GOLD 2 SILVER 1 BRONZE
Adam Woodlcock, Australia

PITFIGHTER - $1 ,868,040

Philip Doak, Scotland

ALTERED BEAST - 349,500 - NOT HIT ONCE
AND COMPLETED

Roger Hyldon, Somerset

STREETS OF RAGE - 9,999,000 - COMPLETED
ON THE HARDEST LEVEL

Robert Collier, Herefordshire

GOAL -1 6-0 v JAPAN
Glen Ramsden, South Yorkshire

CONTRA -167, 670

Steve Cotteral, North Humberside

fllASTOl SVSTCm
The poorest bunch of scores I think I've ever

come across! I've taken down the names and

addresses of all the bozos who landed in the bin

and they'll be wiped of my Christmas party list

for good! Get some decent stuff in NOW!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG - 2,900,940

Patrick O'Duffy, Surrey

SHINOBI - 82,570

Brian Gavin, Ireland

OUT RUN - 310,820 COMPLETED
Brian Gavin, Ireland

SUPER KICK OFF -34-0

Adrian Knowles, London

Here it is - the most hotly contested chart in the

High Scores arena. Ross Patel from Derbyshire

has whacked nearly three quarters of a million

points onto the previous all-time Final Fight record

and we've had sackfuls of Mario scores, but no one

seems to be able to break the 10 million mark.

Mark Wright has the most prestigious title this

week with his Street Fighter 2 antics. Keep 'em

coming!

STREET FIGHTER 2

BEAT ALL CONTROLLABLE CHARACTERS
WITH NO LOSS OF ENERGY

Mark Wright, Berkshire

SUPER TENNIS - COMPLETED 640

Nicholas Huchon, Surrey

SUPPER SOCCER - 99-0 v. COLUMBIA
Nicholas Huchon, Surrey

SUPER MARIO 4 - 9,999,990

(ALL 96 LEVELS)
Miles Cadwallader, London

WWF WRESTLEMANIA
COMPLETED WITH EVERY WRESTLER ON

HARD
Miles Cadwallader, London

SMASH TV - 4,234,540

Luke Smalls, Windsor

FINAL FIGHT
COMPLETED 3,156,702

Ross Patel, Derbyshire

SUPER OFF ROAD RACER - 1,008,040

James Ratcliffe, Surrey

THE ADAMS FAMILY
81 LIVES AMASSED

Angelo Zecca, Gloucester

CONTRA 3 - 1 ,558,649

COMPLETED ON HARD
Ben Thompson, Newark

SUPER R-TYPE - 5,1 31 ,687 - COMPLETED
Adam Ross-Sercombe, Cheshire

SMASH TV - 79,223,070 - COMPLETED
Jamie Evans, London

MICKEY MOUSE - 1,020,300

Adam Gill, Brokenly

BUBBLE BOBBLE - 8,450,010

David Marks, Inverness

SWITCHBLADE 2 -

COMPLETE WITH TWO LIVES SPENT
Steve Keen, CVG

UN S QUADRON - 1,568,999

JON BILLINGTON CVG

ULTRAMAN - 2,850,00

GEOFF BANKS, ESSEX

PANG -3,100,000

JAYNE CHESTER,SURREY
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GAME SCORE

FORMAT

GAME SCORE
FORMAT

GAME

FORMAT
SCORE

NAME

Dear Sadie,

I reckon I'm the greatest gamer
around and can beat those CVG
boyos any day of the week. Here
are my High Scores to prove it

and I hope you pick me for some
gaming glory:

ADDRESS



. UNIT 87 MARKET HALL, MARKET STREET

PRESTON PR1 2EL

TEL OR FAX 0772 883598

OPEN 9AM TO 5PM MON TO SAT

ORDER HOTLINE
9am to 5pm

0772 883598
6:30pm to 8pm
0942 493 697

MEGADRIVE

Alien III 34.99

Aquabatic Games Call

Buck Rogers 39.99

Bulls v Lakers 38.99

Chuck Rock 34.99

D&D Warriors of the sun~44.99

EA Hockey 34.99

Gods Call

Green Dog 33.99

MEGADRIVE

Lemmings 34.99

LHX Attack Chopper. ...Call

NHL Hockey 93 Call

Predator 2 Call

Ramparts Call

Side Pocket Call

Smash TV 34.99

ic2 Call

Splatterhouse II 38.99

+ MANY MORE +

!!! MANY MORE TITLES IN STOCK !!!
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SUPER NINTENDO
Axelay 44.99

Magic Sword Call

Mario Paint 49.99

Mario Kart 42.99

Mickey Mouse Call

Mystical Ninja 39.99

Play Action F/ball 37.99

Robocop III 44.99

Prince of Persia (Jap)44.99

Ramparts Call

Streetfighter II 54.99

Sim City 39.99

Simpsons Call

Soul Blazer Call

Star Wars Call

Super Contra III 39.99

Replacement Pads 15.99

+ MANY MORE +

USED CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE ON ALL FORMATS FROM ONLY £9.99 TO £29.99
GIVE US A CALL TODAY FOR PRICES

CARTRIDGE EXCHANGE SERVICE**
FOR THE LATEST LIST OF EXCHANGE PRICES FOR YOUR MACHINE, SEND A SAE TO THE

ABOVE ADDRESS. OR GIVE US A CALL TODAY. (Prices based on used for used)
AVERAGE EXCANGE PRICES

MEGADRIVE/NES
SUPER NES

4.99
7.99

MASTER SYSTEM
GAMEBOY

4.99
3.99

PLEASE RING TO CONFIRM AVAILABILITY OF THE GAME OF YOUR CHOICE
BEFORE SENDING ANY MONIES

Make all cheques and postal orders payable to IMAGE CONSOLES
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CONSOLE CONNECTIONS
UNIT 2, (DEPT C&VG) OLD BAKE HOUSE
LANE, CHAPEL STREET, PENZANCE,

CORNWALL TR18 4AE
TEL/FAX 0736 331131

BUSINESS
HOURS

10AM -1PM
2PM - 6PM

NEO GEO - THE FUTURE IS NOW
THE MACHINE OF THE FUTURE CAN BE YOURS NOW!

RRP-saes^ouR price £229.95
PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE

CONSOLE
SYSTEM
£229.95

EIGHTMAN £74.95
SOCCER BRAWL £99.95
FATAL FURY £1 09.95
KING OF THE MONSTERS II .£124.95

ANDRO DUNOS £114.95

UK
CROSSED SWORDS £62.95
BURNING FIGHT £89.95
2020 BASEBALL £62.95
MAGICIAN LORD £62.95

COMPLETE RANGE AVAILABLE
AT REDUCED PRICES

SWAP YOUR USED GAMES - USED GAMES FOR SALE

SEGA MEGADRIVE
USA
TERMINATOR £36
ALIEN 3 £37
DRAGONS FURY £37
TAZ DEVIL £36
ROAD RASH £29
EA HOCKEY £29
JM FOOTBALL £29
EXILE £39
CHUCK ROCK £36
LEMMINGS £36
JAP
S.MONACO 2 £33
THUNDER FORCE 4 £33
QUACK SHOT £22
PITFIGHTER £31
GYNOUG £17

+ MORE IN STOCK
ACCESSORIES
JAP CONVERTORS £8
JOYPADS £14
SCART CABLE £9

SEGA MEGADRIVE (PAL)
£89.95

SEGA MEGADRIVE (PAL)
+SONIC £99.95
SNES (SCART)
£109.95
SNES (PAL)

£1 1 9.95
PC ENGINE GT £189.95
PC ENGINE DUO £299.95

GAMEBOY £59.95
PARTEXCHANGE

WELCOME

*UK OWNERS*
PLAY JAP/USA GAMES
WITH OUR ADAPTOR

ONLY £12

SUPER NES
JAP
PRINCE OF PERSIA £42
TURTLES £42
PARODIUS £42
S. PANG £35
S. VALIS £42
MUSYA £42
HOOK £42
STREETFIGHTER II £55
DINOSAURS £42
CASTLEVANIA4 £35
TOP RACER £35
WWF £35
SMASH TV £35
UN SQUADRON £35
S. CUP SOCCER £35

+ MORE IN STOCK
ACCESSORIES
ASCIIPAD £19
SCART CABLE £12
USACONVERTOR £10
PAL BOOSTER £29

PART EXCHANGE YOUR USED GAMES FOR ANY NEW OR
USED GAME CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.

WE ALSO STOCK: PC ENGINE, LYNX, GAMEBOY & GAME GEAR

ADVANCE CHRISTMAS ORDERS NOW BEING TAKEN

The universal adaptor will

allow you to play any game
on any machine.
Play Jap/American games on
your UK SNES...

Play UK/American games on
your Japanese SJamicom.
The universal adaptor is a Top
QuaJrty product supplied

with full instructions.

"£12.00

uperhamteom
2 Joypads: All Leads
UK Power Supply Unit

esJap
• 4 *V * t % V* * * * V» *'*'*

ut Mario/1 Pad ..,..£109

N.B. Scart Machines are 17% faster than PAL

CK...E

NINTENDO SUPER FAMIC0M SOFTWARE

PO BOX 200HALIFAX
WEST YORKSHIREHX1 3LY
TEL: 0422 342 901

OFFICE HOURS: MON TO SAT 9-5.30PM

CLOSED THURSDAY AM (STOCKTAKING)

TEL: 0422 367 730
EVENINGS 5.30 - 10PM
& ALL DAY SUNDAY

M^'?SI
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AREA 88/UN SQUADRON £29
TLEVANIA4 £44
TRA SPIRIT £39

#LfItoN:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i3
XHAUSTHEAT £45

-ZERO £34
INAL FIGHT £40

FINAL FIGHT GUYJLimited Edition) £49
OLDEN FIGHTER- Like SFII(12 Meg) £47
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OF THE MONSTERS £42
ICALTROLL/GUYS
NTURE £37
SWORD £37
KART £54
PAINT + mouse/mat £49

eeLF::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::£3§

£42

£37

MAG
MARI
MARI
PARO
PGAT
PHALA

RANMA NIBUNNOICHI 1/2 (SFIIclone) £42
KY MISSION ' £43
MASH TV £37
ONICBLASTMAN £43
TREET FIGHTER II (16 meg) £49
UPERALESTE . ..! £39
UPER BOWLING £39
UPER GHOULS &GHOSTS £35
UPER PANG £37
UPER STAR WARS OCT
. RTLES IN TIME £39

TOP RACER £32
F SUPER WRESTLEMANIA £29

I tl ^tJvVti I <2 \Jt\mfmmW fliiiiiiiuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiii iilvWv

AMERICAN GLADIATORS £39
Ml m A7FR P1Q
IN DIZZY £39
PIDERMAN & THE X-MEN £39
-BERT £39
RMINAT6R2 CALL

SNES USA SOFTWARE
ADDAMS FAMILY £39
BART'S NIGHTMARE £39
KRUSTYS SUPER FUN HOUSE £39
MARIO PAINT + mouse/mat ...£49
MYSTICAL NINJA £39
OUT OF THIS WORLD £39
PLAY ACTION FOOTBALL .£39
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STREET FIGHTER II £49
SUPER TENNIS £35
TURTLES IN TIME £39
WINGS 2 - ACES HIGH £42
ZELDA 111 £39

ASTRAL BOUT-KICK BOXING £35
BATTLE GRAND-PRIX (2 player) £27
CYBER FORMULA ...." £27
HOLE IN ONE GOLF £25
HYPER ZONE £27
JERRY BOY (Smart Ball) £29
METAL JACK - CYBER POLICE £35
MUSYA £25
ROCKETEER .......£29

RUSHING BEAT (RIVAL TURF).. .....£29

SUPER BERDIE RUSH GOLF... £27
OUI bll dL/. I m MimMummimu inmntHfluitmiht /

THUNDER SPIRITS £29
XARDION £25
PIT FIGHTER (USA) £29
SUPER BATTLETANK (USA) £35

I KRAZY PRICES * CALL US NOW!

MEGA DRIVE PAL TV VERSIOi
AKES ALL CARTS. ENGLISH
INSTRUCTIONS, ALL LEADS
OWER SUPPLY &

w *

S
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K/US SOFH^ARE
Allen 3 £33

Arch Rivals £29

Aquabatic Games...£33

Atomic Runner £33

Bart Vs The
Space Mutants £32

Bulls Vs Lakers £37

California Games ....£29

Chuck Rock.... £34

Corporation £35

Dark Castle £19

Desert Strike £32

Dragon's Fury £32

D & D £42

Euro Club Soccer ...£34

Evader Hoiyfields

Real Deal Boxing ....£34

F-22 Interceptor £29

Gadget Twins £39

Gaiares £31

Ghouls N* Ghosts...£28

Golden Axe £31

Green Dog £32

Hockey (EA/NHL)....£29

Hockey NHL '93 35

John Madden '92 ....£27

Jordon Vs Bird £27

Krustys Fun House £33

Lemmings £35

LHX Attack

Choppper £35

Marble Madness £29

Moonwalker £22

Ms Pacman..... £26

PGA Tour Golf £31

Pitfighter.......... £33

Populous

Rambo III

RBI Baseball 4 £35

Road Rash........ £29

Robocod (J Pond ll)£27

RollingThunder 2....£35

Side Pocket Pool ....£34

Smash TV £35

Splatterhouse 2 £33

Taz Mania £33

Terminator £33

T 2 (+Menacer Gun)Call

Toe Jam & Earl £34

Twisted Flipper £34

Winter Challenge ....£29

Wonder Boy 5 .........£36

.-APSOF1 WARE
Alien Storm £19
Afterburner III £48
Alisia Dragoon £27
Arrow Flash £15
Bad Omen £27
Bare Knuckle £27
Battle Mania £29
Crude Buster £31
D.Robinson S.Court .£25
Dynamite Duke £19

Fighting Masters £31
Gaiaries £25
Grand Slam Tennis ..£33
Grey Lancer £33
Gynoug £19
Heilfire £19
Jewel Master £15
Kid Chameleon £29
Magical Hat £15
MERCS £24
Metal Fang £33
Mickey Mouse CDL..£24
Midnight Resistance .£23
Olympic Gold £27
Road Blasters £27
Steel Empire £23
Sonic 2. .7. Call
Stormlord £18
Strider £25
Super Aleste £35
Super Fantasy Zone.£29
Super Monaco GP2..£35
Thunder Force IV £37
Twinkle Tale £33
Wonder Boy 3 £16
World of Illusion Call

UK/LS SOFTWARE
J Capriatie Tennis ..£34

Gods .£34
WWFWrestlemania£34
Batman Regenge
of the Joker .....£34

Capt America £34
Pigskin Football £34
Double Dragon 3 £34
Cyber Cop £33
King Salmon £33
Breach £35
World Trophey
Soccer £35

MEGA ACCESSORIES

Sega Joypad £13
Power Supply:
For Mega Drive/Game gear. £.9

Japanese Adaptors:
Allows use of Jap' games on a
UK Mega Drive

Top Quality Only £8
Japanese Mags:(inc p&P)
Mega Drive Beep £5
Mega Drive Fan £5

egm(usa) Mag £3.25
Electric Brain
Hyper Fanzine £150

MEGA-CD
Mega-cd rom(pal/scart)

only £275

CD-SOFTWARE
ram cartridge £35
Sol Feace £35
Earnest Evans £35
Prince of Persia £35
Afterburner 3 £39
Thunderstorm £39
Super Aleste £39
Soon: Pitfighter i rb baseball4

Willy Beamsh Wwf Wrestle

MAX 330 MEGA PRO-GEAR SPE^

OFFICIAL
UK VERSION
PAL, SCART,

JOYSTICK, PSU
& LEADS...

ONLY

020 Baseball £60
Man £1 1

4

ndro Dunos £1 14
Ipha Mission 2 £87

Art of Fighting Call
BasebairStari £60
Baseball Stars 2 £124
Blues Journey £60
Burning Fight £87
Crossed Swords £60
Cyber Lip £60
Fatal Fury £1 09
Football Frenzy £124
King of the Monsters £87
King of the Monsters 2 £124
League Bowling £60
Memory Card ..7. £18

Last Resort £124
Magician Lord £60
Mutation Nation £60
NAM 1 975 £60
Ninja Combat £60
Ninja Commando £124
Puzzled £60
Robo-Army £114
Sengoko.... £114
tenSoko 2 £1 24
occer Brawl £109

Super Spy £60
Thrash Rally ,. £1 1

4

Top Players Golf £60
Viewpoint £1 24
World Heroes £1 24
Joystick £39

z

DELIVERY : £10 CONSOLES. GAMES £1 (£2.50 NEO GEO)
PtEASE ADDMMmn GAME FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY - MACHINES £10 • 'X l£Kfl»1^5!il«?l!UM

-
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AMIGA/ST
Reckon you're good enough to beat some of the worlds

top drivers around some real mean tracks in some of

the fastest cars going? Well here's your chance to find

out - courtesy of Gremlin. Lotus Esprit puts you in con-

trol of one of the fastest and most expensive cars on the

road today and gives you a split screen rear view of the

racing lark. You can race against a mate or the comput-

er and the game can get really competitive, especially

in two player mode! Many racing games are let down

because of jerky or slow scrolling, but Lotus suffers from

no such setbacks. The scrolling is beautifully smooth

and the update among the fastest seen on the Amiga.

There's a real feeling of big race tension, and the car

handles like a dream for super fast driving japery sec-

ond to none! A runaway winner.

« w-
-V r*

SUPER NINTENDO
Bored with watching everyone race in their smart souped up motors and fancy a go yourself? No problemo

grab this cart from Kemco and get

racing! Top Racer gives you exactly the

same view as Lotus Esprit, which is

hardly surprising when you consider

it's essentially the same game. You get

the choice of racing four well wicked

sports cars around some pretty testing

tracks, and nesides being able to race

against a mate you can also take part

in the World Circuit! Although Top

Racer makes no use whatsoever of the

Super Nintendo's graphical capabili-

ties, it does combine super fast update

with frantically brilliant gameplay so

good you'll probably wet yourself!

a. JAGUAR
XJ220 - AMIGA
The Jaguar XJ220 is one of the smartest cars on

the road, and thanks to Core we can all indulge in

some Jag-related japery for a snippet of the

squillions a real car would cost! Jaguar XJ220 is

one of the fastest racers on the Amiga, and scores

high in the payability stakes. The cars are very

detailed and move at one helluva pace, with no

hint of sprite glitch to be seen. Where this game

really comes into its own is realism - with stacks of

options available to customise the game you want

to play. More detailed than Lotus, but just a shade

less fun overall.

FORMULA
ONE GRAND
PRIX-
AMIGA/ST/PC
Another top class winner from Geoff Crammond,

Formula One Grand Prix puts you behind the

wheel of the fastest cars known to man - the For-

mula one racers. This superb 3D racer is stacked

full to the brim of amazing

graphics, brilliant sound and

some highly realistic and

incredibly fast gameplay. The

sheer amount of alterations

you can make to your car is

mind boggling, and the

attention to detail is truly

amazing. One of the best

games ever written and an

essential buy for race fans

everywhere.
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MONACO CP II -

MEGADRIUE
The Monaco Grand Prix is one of the biggest events of the racing calendar, and here's your chance for the

starring role! Super Monaco GP was one of the first racers on Megadrive, and one of the best until this sequel

came along. Well, it's not actually a sequel - more of an improved version of the original. But if you don't

have either then you should buy this over the original - the car still handles like a dream, the speed doesn't

let up and this time round there's a stack of options to tinker with. Hurrah!
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The all-time classic punier has appeared on just

about every machine known to man, but the

Game Boy version remains the greatest of them

all! This is as near as dammit the PERFECT game

- we've had our Game Boys years and Tetris is still

the cart which sits in the machine! Graphics are

simple but effective, and sound nothing to write

home about, but gameplay is what counts here

and Tetris is probably the most addictive comput-

er game you'll ever see! Worth buying a Game

Boy just to play it!

. LEMMINGS - AMiGA/SNES
Lemmings are daft. Really daft. Well, who else walks off the edge of a cliff just because it's tradition? Fortu-

nately, or not as the case may be, you're given many different items with which to try and save the brainless

idiots from certain doom. The graphics are quite nice if a little small, but gameplay is hellishly addictive.

Every level taxes your brain in different ways, making this one of the greatest games of all time. If you don't

own a copy already you're an idiot who doesn't deserve one anyway.

. KRUSTVS SUPER FUNHOUSE

Krusty's house is a legend in its' own

time, full of neat tricks and surprises -

but not any more! Krusty's pad has

been invaded by legions of purple

rats, and it's up to you to try and get

them all out. Basically the game is the

complete opposite of Lemmings -

instead of trying to save the cuddly

creatures you have to kill them!

Graphically very good, with cartoon-

style well animated sprites and smart

backdrops, it's gameplay which really

makes this one stand out. It's horribly

satisfying to watch the purple terrors die in agony and you just can't help coming back for more. A brilliant

game which will keep you more than entertained for ages.H

: 4 -i.*Hk ;

. VOSHI
NES/GAMEBOV
After his Nintendo debut with the megastar plumber in Mario IV,

Yoshi the dragon type dinosaur gets his own game at last! Yoshi's

Egg is a Tetris clone with knobs on. You've got four different plat-

forms to use and all can be shifted around courtesy of Mario who,

let's face it, has to make an appearance somewhere! The differ-

ent types of icons can be arranged in scores of different

combinations for stacks of points, and it's fun to learn them all.

Not quite Tetris nut a great game anyway.

seen
00130

s 5%»
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KLAX-
AMIGA/ST/
MEGADRIVE
More tile arranging here. Tiles

slide toward you on a conveyor

belt and you have to catch them
on a flipper and drop them onto

the platform below in a certain

order creating a Klax, and the

order in which you drop them
determines how many points you

receive. There are tons of different

types of Klaxes
- horizontals,

verticals, diago-

nals and
multiples for the

really big points.

The game starts

off fairly simple

but soon
becomes very

fast, challenging

and quite horribly

addictive. Excel-

lent!
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These evil gods really are a problem aren't they? Have they got nothing better to do than pillage people's

places all day? Get out there and do something about it then! Actraiser was one of the very first games on the

SNES and it's still one of the best. The game is split into two parts - a Rastan Saga-type slash 'em up and a

smart Populous-type control the people thing. Sounds a strange mix, but it works incredibly well. The creation

part is incredibly easy to get into (provided the instructions are in English!) and the game is so involved it's

unreal. If you're looking for something a bit different you can't go wrong with this.

ii 1 111minimi
1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 llllllll

. POPULOUS -

SNES/MEGADRIVE/AMIGA
Here's your chance to do just what you've always wanted to - play god. You're given an area of land full of

hills ditches and other such hindrances and have the task of building a successful community. To start with you

only have the power to raise or lower land but when your power increases you can create havoc with such

events as earthquakes, volcanoes and floods or even Armageddon! With plenty of hidden depths and a real

feeling of power running thoughout the game this one's a bit of a winner. Check it out!

* **7Z

r r r «

, POWERMONGER - AMIGA
Although seen as more of a sequel to Populous than a stand alone game, Powermoger is actually distinctly differ

ent to Bullfrog's first effort. Once again you're given control of a large bunch of people all seeking help - but this

time it's war! Instead of improving the land around you, it's time to take a quicker route - invade and take over

other settlements. With even more depth than Populous, and some would say more fun, it's a title which should

not be missed.
r""

""

4L RAILROAD
TYCOON -

Want to build a smart railway empire spanning the

entire country and sit behind a desk puffing a big

cigar while your trains make millions? It may not

sound like the greatest game ever, but Railroad

Tycoon is actually one of the best there is. At the

start of the game you're given a piffling little sec-

tion of track somewhere in West Crawley and told

to invest smartly, build wisely and create a massive

empire of potential Orient Expresses. Will you're

fleet be snapped up by Dickie Branson or will it

have all the capabilities of British Rail in the

Autumn? That's up to you

!

. PRINCE OP PERSIA
The Grand Vizier Jaffa has snatched your girlie away and is holding her captive in his castle under the threat

of immediate marriage. The only way to get her out is to battle your way through the twenty different

Labyrinths which lay ahead, packed to bursting with traps I
galore. Prince of Persia has yet to be converted badly, so

rest assured that whatever version you buy you're set for

one of the greatest gaming treats around!
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It's still only a new boy in the arcades, but Capcom's Streetfighter 2 has already achieved cult sta-

tus and been described as the Greatest Coin-Op Of All Time! The concept is very simple - eight

fighters from around the globe have gathered to beat the crap out of each other until one winner

emerges as the grand champion. The reason for the success of this title was this - everything! The

gameplay reaches a new high, graphics are simply stunning and sound unrivalled. There's noth-

ing quite like Streetfighter 2 and if you still haven't played the game then put that situation to

rights just as soon as you can!
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, TOTAL CARNAGE
Another new boy manages to make the grade. Total Carnage is the sequel to Smash TV and

manages to keep up an overwhelming amount of mayhem, death, destruction and violence on

screen at once. Incorporating all the features of the original with a little more speech, more

gameplay and, if it's possible, a larger claim on your pocket change, one of the greatest blasters

of all time just got better. Grab a pocketful of silver and blast, Blast BLAST!

The original horizontally scrolling shoot em up. Defender

launched a lifelong tradition of shooters which is still being car-

ried on today. For the first time, here was an arcade game with

real menace. From the moment you slapped in your coins and the

machine growled to begin the game, Defender was Frantic Cen-

tral all the way. This was the first really tough arcader, the type of

game which could take months or even years to beat and even

today you'll still find people pumping coins into the machine for a

blast from the past. Simply brilliant.

, STAR WARS
This was released just as Star Wars fever was gripping the world

with the release of the film The Empire Strikes Back. Giving you a

view something like that used in StarBlade but a little more sim-

ple, Star Wars had you flying around blowing of Tie Fighters,

doing away with the Death Star and generally taking on the

Empire all over the show. The wireframe 3D graphics were superb

for the time and the gameplay immensely addictive. An awful lot

of people became an awful lot poorer after becoming hooked on

this...

a. FINAL LAP H
Another new boy. A lot of you may be sitting there wondering

what on earth this is doing here, but the fact is that the eight

player thrills and spills of Final Lap Twin just could not be

ignored and so earn the game its rightful place in this most cov-

eted of pullout guides. The action is fast and furious and with all

eight players taking part it's an absolute riot which will have

you at it for ages. Get that change ready and find a copy now -

and don't forget to take your mates along for the ride!
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CONSOLES - PC - CDROM - CDI - CDTV - VIRTUAL REALITY - SIMULATORS

FROM TH TH TH 7ml

BY RER : LANE A - LA DEFENSE, BY TUBE : LANE N° 1 - LA DEFENSE

For any information, write to :

SUPERGAMES . SAP- EUREXPECT - 181 AV. JEAN LOLIVE - 93500 PANTIN



WlN Sii|ier Nintendo WlN Super Nintendo

WlN Sn|»cr Nintendo WlN Super Nintendo

0839 36 38 71

WIN
I

GAMEBOY
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KICKOFF
SPIDERMAN

BILL & TED'S
EXCELLENT

OCTO
ATOR2

OPLIFTER 2

WORLD CUP

0839 36 38 77

0839 36 38

0839 36 38

0839 36 38 80

FORMULA 1 RACE 0839

HUNT FOR RED
38 81

9 36 38

0839 36 38 83

0839 36 38 84

0839 36 38

0839 36 38 86
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SOLAR PACK
ASE 0839 36 38 76

0839 36 38 74

WIN
NES GAMES

BATMAN
WORLD CUP
STAR WARS
SUPER MARIO 2

TOP GUN -THE
2ND MISSION
WWF WRESTLING
THE SIMPSONS
CASTLEVANIA
KICK OFF

0839 36 38 87

0839 36 38 88

0839 36 38 89

0839 36 38 90

0839 36 38 91

0839 36 38 92

0839 36 38 93

0839 36 38 94

0839 36 38 95

0839 36 38 96

CALL CHARGES: Calls cost 36p/min cheap rate and 48p/min all other times. Make sure you ask your parents' permission before you call

AA

Nintendo Gameboy, Super Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System, Mario Bros are all registered trademarks. We are not related to or endorsed by these companies.
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SPORT SIM

BYDATA EAST

£39.99

ilHards. Pool. That game where
the holes are in the middle of

the table. It's all the same innit?

Well no, not really. For a start there
are only three balls in billiards and

have to richochet the ballsyou
around the table like nobody's
business. Pool is an absolute riot

of skill, tension and top girlies.

Whether it's seedy bars or top
mansions you want to play in. Side
Pocket gives you the choice of
both. This is a simulation of
Straight pocket
Billiards, stan
dard nine ball

Pool for one or
two players. And
if you feel a bit

flash you can tr

one of nineteen
trick shots and
show off to all and
sundry!

**
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This is a conversion of the coin 91$ of the

same name from way back, which swal-

lowed many of my finest pennies and still

the odd bash to thisgets This

Megadrive version captures the feel of

the original perfectly. Graphics are sim-

ple but move along very smoothly and
sound is superb (although the music is

jolly beyond belief!) The atmosphere of

the game and realistic ball movement are
I §both excellent - way above any other

I've ever encountered. There'ssim
absolutely no boredom to be found here
and the trick shots split up the action

very nicely. The shot limit is just about
right, and fabulous ball inetia makes this

a dream to play. Rack 'em up and rock

because this game is the biz!

OOH, YOU DON'T
WANT TO HITIT
LIKE THAT; YOU
WANT TO HIT IT
ON THE TOP!!

N E*X?TV

r-i I n i m A x I

The Side Pocket coin-op didn't exactly set the arcade world alight, but it can
still beseen in a good many arcades today. There were also a lot of spin-off

games as well, all invioving plenty of balls and some even some scantily clad

lasses. Hurrah! I

In Side Pocket you're given a choice of three different types of ball-related

japery. There's the straight pocket billiards, which has you bouncing your
balls off everycushion in the vicinity. Nine ball Pool quite simply sees you try-

ing to pot all the balls in the fewest possible shots. Trick shots is the most
difficult but enjoyable of the lot but one of the most spectacular shot possi-

ble and the girlies will go wild. fl
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*• POCKET

_ V

:u
..to Shekhana

Consoles (081 889
941 2) for the Review

cartridge.

From time to time you'll notice that one

of the many pockets will begin to flash

and words will appeear on them. This

means that if you pot a ball in there

you'll get a smart special bonus. Don't

muck abaat and go for it!

HERE'S THE STRENGTH-O-METER

a^pmb

PAULANGLIN I

GRAPHICS

SOUND
GAMEPLAY

VALUE
V-ii*

/



DMC. CONSOLES
MEGADRIVE

USA JAP

Phantasy Star 2 24.99

Green Dog 32.99 Call

Slime World 32.99 Call

Tazmania 33.99 Soon

Dragons Fury 34.99 Call

Krustys Funhouse 34.99 Call

Predator II 34.99 Soon

Splatter House II 35.99 32.99

Alien III 35.99 Call

+ Loads More!

SUPER NES
USA JAP

Kablooey41.99 Call

Zelda III 41.99 -

Prince of Persia Call 41 .99

Bails Knightmare Call 41 .99

Turtles IV43.99 Call

Mario Kart 43.99 Call

Hook Call 43.99

Dinosaurs Call 43.99

Robocop III 44.99 Call

Axelay Call 44.99

Street Fighter II 54.99 Call

+ Many More!

HARDWARE

SNES - USA
(Scart) 99.00

SNES -USA (Pal) ....119.00

Universal Convertor.... 14.99

Capcom Power Stick. .69.99

Joypads Call

Megadrive + Sonic....1 15.00

Striker Joypad 14.99

Jap Convertor 7.99

TURB0GRAFX16-USA

Legendary Axe 19.99

J.J. & Jeff 19.99

Super Star Soldier 24.99

Blazing Lazers

(Gunhed) 29.99

Splatterhouse 29.99

+ More!

NEO GEO - USA

Last Resort 115.00

Baseball Stars II 115.00

Ninja Commando 115.00

World Heros Call

TEL/FAX (0225) 448253
TRADE ENQUIRIES

WELCOME!

WE ALSO STOCK NEO GEO, LYNX, GAMEBOY, GAMEGEAR

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ON ALL AVAILABLE ITEMS! DELIVERY: GAMES

£1 EACH & CONSOLES £10 (COURIER)

CHEQUES PAYABLE TO D.M.C. CONSOLES. SHOP & MAIL

ORDER TO: DMC CONSOLES
6 BLADUD BUILDING, THE PARAGON, BATH, AVON, BA1 5LS.

10am - 5.30pm Monday Saturday

The hottestgames company since Cranny's sunburnt bottom!

—ST"
SON\C

HEDGEHOG

gmks

£6-95

MEGADRIVE
CONTROL PAD 12.99

GIZMO JOYSTICK 29.95
ALISIA DRAGOON 36.95
ATOMIC RUNNER CALL
BULLS N CELTICS 33.00

CYBORG JUSTICE CALL
DESERT STRIKE 37.00

DRAGON FURY CALL
NHL HOCKEY 35.00

JOKERS REVENGE CALL
KID CHAMELEON CALL
KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE 36.95
MARBLE MADNESS 32.00

OLYMPIC GOLD 37.95
PAPERBOY 34.95
SIDE POCKET CALL
SONIC HEDGEHOG 28.95

TEST DRIVE 33.95

TERMINATOR II 38.95

TWO CRUDE DUDES 38.95
WAR SONG 38.95

GAMEBOY
GAMEBOY + TETRIS + LINK
+ HEADPHONES ONLY 63.95

ADVENTURE ISLAND 21 .95

BEETLEJUICE 19.50

BOGGLE 23.00

DOUBLE DRIBBLE 19.00

FIGHTING SIMULATOR 14.95

HOOK 23.95

LAZLOS LEAP 23.95

PITFIGHTER 23.95

ROBOCOP II 18.95

(TERMINATOR 2 18.95

GAMEGEAR
DOUBLE DRAGON 28.00*

FACTORY PANIC 17.95*

OLYPMICGOLD 28.00*

SPACE HARRIER 18.95*

SPIDERMAN 27.95*

(*UK CART A VAILABLE)

For any game or system call our sales hotline (0509 842720) (or the wiAedatddsaround

Get really WICKED and join our dub for extra immense discounts, competitions, freebies etc - Only £5.00

Cheques/Postal Orders to WICKED GAMES 24 NARROW LANE HATHERN LOUGHBOROUGH LEICS LEI 2 5LH

P & P £1JH) on pes £5.00 on consoles. Customers are required to state orUKcartsandthatgamesaferompaiblewith'thefmachin^

WE ARE SIMPLY THE No 1 GAMES IMPORTS

ADVANCE ORDERING DETAILS
ADVANCE ORDERING CAN BE MADE WITH NO

OBLIGATION TO BUY. YOU WILL BE

GUARANTEED A COPY OF YOUR TITLE AND IT

WILL BE DESPATCHED ON THE DAY OF ARRIVAL

BY 1 ST CLASS POST. TOP TITLES NORMALLY SELL

OUT ON ARRIVAL.

Mail

nsA

A MEG;

a 50£
• \ JOYPAD
• ! UK POVVF.R SUPPI

• TERMfNATORfJHE
GAME OF THE FILM]

• TOKI GAME (THE

ARCADE COWERS
• REG HEADPHONES
• DUST COVER
• FUU. 1 2 MTH GUARANT

DEAL

Order/Shop address
i
Console Concepts

The Village
Newcastle-u-Lyme

Staffs ST5 1 QB
(0782) 712759

SHOP HOURS

Sat/Weekdays 9.00 - 5.30pm

Thursdays 9.00 - 1 .00pm

USA TURBO EXPRESS HANDHELD (COLOUR)
INCLUDES 1 GAME UP TO £30, PLAYS USA GAMES (JAP WITH CONVERTOR)

OKYtlHtPtf
TURBO EXPRESS CONVERTOR £25

(PLAY PC ENGINE JAPANESE GAMES)

TURBO EXPRESS SCART LEAD £35

(FOR USING TURBO EXPRESS ON SCART TV'S)

USA GAMES IN STOCK INCLUDE SPLATTERHOUSE, FALCON, PARASOL STARS,

JACKIE CHAN, DEVIL CRUSH, AND MANY MORE - CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

SEGA MKA DRIVE USA

NEW RELEASES

EA ICE HOCKEY II

GALAHAD

AQUATIC GAMES ...

TEAM USA BASKETBALL.

RAMPART 3

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL

UNCHARTERED WATERS

DRAGONS FURY

MEGAmm NEW RELEASES

THUNDERSTORM FX

AFTERBURNER III

W0NDERD0G

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...38.00

STEEL EMPIRE 18.00

JEWEL MASTER (JAP) 15.00

TOKI(JAP) 15.00

WARDNER(JAP) 15.00

KABUKI SOLDIER (JAP)..... 15.00

MASTER OF WEAPONS (JAP) 20.00

PHEUOS(JAP) .15.00

SLIMEWORLD (JAP) 10.00

TASK FORCE HARRIER 20.00

UNDEADLINE (JAP) 20.00

SUPER FANTASY ZONE (JAP) 10.00

BLOCKOUT

WARRIORS

SHADOW OF THE BEAST

CRYSTAL MINES II

20.00

22.00

26.00

22.00

..22.00

.CALL

.CALL

.CALL

MEGADRIVE 10M
ALIENS III

PREDATOR II

GREENDOG SURFER DUDE ...

SUPER HIGH IMPACT

SUPER SMASH TV

SIDE POCKET

SPLATTERHOUSE II

THE TERMINATOR

BULLS VS LAKERS

DAVID ROBINSON B'BALL

ALIEN STORM (JAP)

BUCK ROGERS

38.00

38.00

35.00

38.00

38.00

38.00

34.00

34.00

35.00

32.00

CADASH

CALIFORNIA GAMES

DARIUS II (JAP)

ATOMIC ROBOKID (JAP)

GAIN GROUND (JAP)

GOLDEN AXE II

MONACOGPII(JAPCART

ENGLISH TEXT)

..20.00

..25.00

..20.00

...25.00

..20.00

...10.00

...10.00

...25.00

...20.00

SEGA ACCESSORIES

PRO II AUTOFIRE JOYPAD

SJ3500 STANDARD JOYPAD..

UK TO JAP CONVERTOR

GAME GEAR TV TUNER

MDDUSTCOVER

MD PADDED CARRY CASE ....

GG PADDED CARRY CASE ....

STEREO HEADPHONES

MD POWER SUPPLY

GG POWER SUPPLY

GG WIDE GEAR MAGNIFIER..

MD SCART LEAD

SAME GEAR MEW

SMASH TV

MARBLE MADNESS

THE SIMPSONS

ALIEN III ,

GAMEBOY TOP 10

DOUBLE DRAGON III 22.00

FINAL FANTASY II 24.00

RESCUE OF BLOBETTE 22.00

GRADIUS II 22.00

GRAND PRIX CHALLENGE 22.00

TEAM USA B'BALL

...18.00

...14.00

...10.00

...65.00

7.00

...15.00

...10.00

SPIDERMAN II

SUPER KICK OFF.

WWFII

WWF J!^^"
TOXIC CRUSADER

22.00

15.00

22.00

19.00

22.00

SUPER HIGH IMPACT

ALIEN III

4 * 12.99

.12.99

15.00

...9.00

PC ENGINE TOP 5

TATSUJIN

TOWER OF DRUACA

KICK BOXING

BABY JO

ZERO WING

35.00

25.00

45.00

45.00

45.00

.

GREENDOG

INDIANA JONES LAST

CRUSADE

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

...CALL

SUPER NINTENDO TOP 10

AXELAY

SUPER AIRWOLF (JAP) 15.00

F1 GRAND PRIX (JAP) 35.00

BEAST WARRIORS (JAP) 15.00

VAPOR TRAIL (JAP) 20.00

DINOLAND (JAP) 20.00

WONDERBOY MONSTERLAIR 15.00

BACK TO THE FUTURE III

(JAP SCART) 10.00

FASTEST LAP (JAP SCART) 10.00

GALAXY FORCE II 10.00

BONANZA BROS (JAP) 15.00

GAME GEAR SPECiAi OfFERS

DONALD DUCK (JAP) 17.50

NINJA GAIDEN (JAP) 17.50

GALAGA 91 (JAP) 17.50

SONIC HEDGEHOG (JAP) 17.50

AERIAL ASSAULT 22.00

OUTRUN EUROPA 24.00

MARIO KART

RAMPARTS

SUPER BATTLETANK..

ROBOCOP III

BARTS NIGHTMARE ...

SOUL BLAZER

DEATH VALLEY RALLY

FACEBALL2000

SUPER Q BERT

CALL

45.00

42.00

25.00

42.00

42.00

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

SMASH TV

|f llttfllt MHll I.
SIDE POCKET

OLYMPIC GOLD 24.00

iw:>i:! :
i m•^*»«* V • +

HYDRA

CASINO

ICE HOCKEY

RAMPARTS

STEEL TALONS

BATMAN RETURNS

ROBOTRON2104

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

26.00

26.00

22.00

WE HAVE FAR MORE GAMES ON

ALL CONSOLES THAN WE CAN

PRINT IN THIS ADVERT..IF YOU CAN

NOT SEE A TITLE YOU REQUIRE

PLEASE CALL US NOW.

WEALSO STOCK LYNX. GAMEBOY,

PC ENGINE/TURBOGRAFX, SUPER

NINTENDO/SUPER FAMICOM

CONSOLES AND GAMES. SHOP

PRICES MAY VARY. ALL GOODS

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

THUNDERSTORM FX

r ,A

PREDATOR II

TERMINATOR

ORDER DETAILS: All consoles are despatched Parcel Force Next Day Delivery

(Saturday delivery is extra £6.00) Cheques - Please allow 5 working days for clearance.

P+P: Consoles £1 0.OO, Joysticks £2.50, Each game £1 .50

Please state if you are a new customer or please quote your customer number.

All machines and games are Japanese unless otherwise stated.

SEGA, GENESIS, GAME GEAR, MEGA DRIVE, NEO GEO, SUPER FAMICOM, PC ENGINE, NINTENDO GAME BOY,

TURBO GRAFX, LYNX & THEIR LOGOS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES AND WE

ARE NOT RELATED NOR ENDORSED BY THEM WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES WITHOUT NOTIFICATION
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0893 36 38 45 0893 36 38 46

JJ.kl

"<' WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN

THE BEST Tl?5

1

CHEATS!
(Commodore/Spectrum etc) - 8 bit

0898 330 901
(Atari St/Amiga etc) - 1 6 bit

0898 330 902
(Sega Megadrive/Master System etc) - 16 bit

0898 330 902

HUNT FOR RED
OCTOBER
ALIENS 3

BATMAN

iBttsH&lrai

839 36 38 51

CALL CHARGES: Calls cost 36p per min cheap rate/48p per min all other times.

Make sure you ask your parents' permission before you call. Max.call length 5

miris; max call cost £2.40. Awesom ox 1 650 BT 1 AA.

Sega, Game Gear, Mega Drive, Master System, Nintendo Game Boy, Super Nintendo,

registered trade marks of their respective companies and we are not related

.vnx



SPORT SIM ¥
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BY ELECTRONIC ARTS

£39.99 11

NHLPA 93? That's a bit of a

mouthful, eh? Well, it stands

for National Hockey League Play-

ers Association, and this is the

game of the name. The rules are

very simple: get the puck into the

opposition goal and stop them from
getting the thing in yours. Simple
eh? Not really - there are all man-
ner of methods employed to try

and put you out of action perma-
nently, so you'd better be on your

toes for some top class skate
action. It's party time!

Right then let's get

this straight - thk

is NOT a sequel

but an improved

ey,

there

smart

m of EA Hoc
and whilst

are a fe

changes

& A
here it's definitely

not worth buying

\th if you have the

original. Graphically

basically the same,

although the graphics do look a little

crisper and the animation is slightly bet-

ter. Gameplay again has remained the

same but with a slightly looser control

method (and more goalkeeper move-

ment), slightly faster and more hectic

twid

biggest

game has been made in the sound

department - the effects have really been

beefed up to much better effect with a

far more violent sound of people eating

wall. All in all a brilliant game, but EAH
owners should save their cash for the

official follow-up.

PAULANGLIN
GRAPHICS

SOUND
GAMEPLAY
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THE TEAMS IN

A STATE
If you think this game is EA Hockey

2, think again. The main change

from EAH here is that instead of

choosing from international teams

you can take your pick from a total

of twenty different state teams. You

can choose from the cream of the

crop - from St Louis to Minnesota,

Chicago to Tampa Bay. All have

their own strengths and weakness-

es, so make sure you get it right!

WOT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
The question on everyboy's lips is how does this compare to EA Hockey?

Well, EA said from the start this was not a sequel, simply an enhanced ver-

sion a la John Madden 92. There are a number of differences between the

two, but not enough to make it worth buying both.

PLAY IT AGAIN
No sports game would be half as

much fun without the now indis-

pensable instant replay option.

With controls much like a VCR, this

allows you to watch that classic

goal again and again or, if you pre-

fer, view that vicious shoulder

tackle that took Gretsky out of the

game. The only thing missing is an

option whereby you can save your

fave replays. How about it guys?

VALUE
CVG 088





LAST OFF! No ner it the

Megadrive and Master System ver-

sions of Smash TV leave Acclaim Central

than the CVG boys grab 'em both for the

full Review! So if you're a Sega-owning

shooter fan looking for action then this is

the place to be. Take it away, lads!

SHOOT EM UP

BYACCLAIM
£34.99

The Number One arcade blaster

has made it onto the Master Sys-
tem! Futuristic frolics and manic
machine gun antics had arcade
freaks foaming at the mouth when
the hugely successful arcade mon-
ster hit the streets.

Having seen faithful versions on just

about every other system, I was quite

looking forward to this - but as soon as

the game started I reeled back in horror.

Tiny, unanimated blobs flitting aroun

the screen like demented insects, and
the most awful sounds I've heard outside

the Peckham abattoir! Control of the

main sprite is appallingly

around the sere

compared
to the speed at which the enemies rush

and there's hardly

any time to dodge out of the way - let

alone raise your gun to them. Sprite

detection is pitiful - bullets and shrapnel

clearly pass by you, only to deprive you
of another life. PATHETIC!

STEVE KEEN
GRAPHICS °/co

°/co

GAMEPLAY

VALUE °/co

CVG 090

Check it out! One of the few hostesses
that hasn't wed Brucie..

Want to grapple with some totally

over-the-top end of level bosses?
They don't come much tougher than

those you'll meet in Smash TV!

There's Mutoid Man, who emits

deadly lasers from his eyes, not to

mention other angry assailants such

as snakes, not-very-jolly policemen,

deadly robots and super-charged

tanks. Kill 'em and you beat the

level. Don't and you won't.

/ bet this lad ate his greens when 'e were a lad!

While the coin-op version had you controlling your character using two joy-

sticks, Smash TV on the Sega employs a different method. Choose from

three types of control - you can have the gun always facing the direction

you're standing, keep your weapon pointing in one direction all the time or

quickly flick it around in the opposite direction.

Being a gameshow, the lucky contestants can collect a horde of prizes as

they go! Appearing on each level are such goodies as pop-up toasters, video

recorders and cash in abundance! Get to the end of each level and all these

prizes are converted into points - great!
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gameshow ever. One or two contes-
tants are placed in an arena with an
assortment of mega-powerful
weapons and all they have to do is

stay alive. Blocking their way is an
army of bad guys, tooled up to the
teeth with state-of-the-art arma-
ments - and they're getting paid to
try and stop you winning big money
and big prizes. So grab your gun
and slip into that natty one-piece
cozzie. This is gonna be a bumper
episode!

Smash TV is the conversion of the stunning Williams coin-op that's been gob-
bling ud the coins of arcade goers around the world for a couple of years. A

'e of the ages-old but immensely playable Robotron 2084 arcade
ine, Smash TV has recently spawned a sequel by the name of Total Car-

nage which looks set to be as successful as its daddy. And if the rumours are
to be believed, we could be enjoying Total Carnage at home in the relatively

near future - watch this space!

Smash

ith all these guys after your blood,

ifs a good job that you've got some
pretty nifty weapons at your disposal.

You start off with a slightly cack sin-

gle-shot weapon, but if you find the

right pick-ups that appear throughout
the levels, you'll be able able to take
on the terrors using anything from a
monster-mashing three-way blaster

to an all-powerful rocket launcher.

Don't miss 'em.

Megadrive and
it's not that bad
a job, all things

considered. The
main worries were
how the control

method would stand

fit

Every shoot 'em up has it's own end-level bad boys, but none in quite the
same mould as the lads you'll meet in Smash TV! No joke, this show features
some of the most horrible devils and creatures since, urn, the last series of
Every Second Counts! Tangle with Mutoid Man - a big fat guy on caterpillar

tracks with big guns in place of arms| Wrestle with a batch of snake-twin type
things that just keep on coming untiRthey're toasted. And then jostle for vic-

tory with the slick but wicked Smash TV host himself. Who said telly was bad
for you?

up and could

Megadrive cope with the

sheer amount of baddies

on-screen?

Acclaim have
configure the A button

fire in the direction

you're facing and the

B button to shoot the

opposite direction, <

while it §1$

controls

As for stov ff«

5 as good a feel as the

; an adequate compro-
wn, there is some, but

at least everything

So is Smash TV the top conv
were hoping for? Almost,

n we

capture the feeling # I

i #

truth

enough
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PAUL ANGLIN
GRAPHICS °/co

SOUND
GAMEPLAY >/c

VALUE °/co
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NINTENDO

SHOOT EM UP

BY OCEAN
£45.00

have finally

ctine Delta

round con

• i

crime-free city - NOT! The only
lem with construcion is that

are
so what can

anyway. The
Robocop is not about to let that

happen - so with his new arsenal of

weaponry he enters the war against
the re-habs (the likes of which con-
sist of ED 209s and the all-new

OTOMO) on the side of the p
> get in there and test your
boy!

MIND IF I ZIP
THIS UP?

Although Robbie is equipped with

some real heavy duty stuff he's still

going to need to pick up some more
weapons along the way. After all, you
can never kill too many OCP agents.

There are a few special guns to be
found strewn across Old Detroit - the

three-way shot, useful for taking out

aerial targets, the laser to rip through

just about anything and the missile

launcher, which does everything your

hand blender can't. You can also

hold all four weapons at once and
access your preferred one by press-

ing Select

I had really high hopes for

this, but unfortunately

they were all shattered

when I saw what is basi-

cally another platform

IT. - -

shoot 'em up. This

could have been
forgiven if the

game itself was
up to scratch, but

sadly that's not the

case. Robo 3 is a frus-

trating and unoriginal game
which could have been
special, but a lot of

opportunities have been
wasted. One of the game's most annoy-

ing features is the fact that wherever you
die on a level you have to go right back to

the beginning, even if you die on the end-

level baddiel Gameplay is very simplistic

and there's no great urge to soldier on
because all you can see on the horizon is

more of the same. Some of the Robocop
games have been totally ace, but this just

doesn't make the grade.

PAUL ANGLIN

CAN YOU FLY, BOBBY?
The SNES platform based antics of Robocop 3 are based loosely around the

ones of the film of the same name. This piece of movie mastery which is due
out in about November time sees our friendly metalhead running around try-

ing to protect the residents of an ill-fated housing estate. But OCP will have
none of this and have dispatched some of the toughest guys they've got (and

that's tough) to sort out the problem. It all adds up for some smart death 'n

violence. Hurrah!

GRAPHICS °/co

SOUND °/co

GAMEPLAY o
>/<o

VALUE
CVG 092





NINTENDO

SPORT SIM

BY ACCLAIM
£45.00

with

picks up the bat, pulls on his cap
and steps outside the door. He
strolls over to the plate, ears ringing

to the applause from the crowd,

steps up and raises his bat. Looking

out towards the pitcher, he notes

the steel stare of the other's eyes.

Moving his cap around he nods to

the official, the pitcher winds up and
release a fireball of a pitch. "Didn't

see that," moans the hitter. Second
pitchwinds up and screams one
down the centre of the plate. Anoth-

er miss. It's all too much, and the

hitter slams down his bat and
storms off the pitch. "Stuff this," he
tells the crowd. "I'm off home for a

game of Roger Clemens' Baseball

on the SNES!"

This game would be a fine old laugh if it

wasn't for the annoying little niggles which

ruin the gameplay. For example, how are

you supposed to get anyone out when the

ball travels slower than the batters running

to the next base? And how come your field-

ers can't catch, when the computer seems

to have homing beacons attached to its

gloves? Thankfully the two-player mode
eliminates many of these problems, but

not all, leaving the overall product a bit of

an also-ran. A potentially brill baseball sim

let down by a few little quirks which could

have been avoided. Sorry Rog

!

TIM BOONE
GRAPHICS °/<o

SOUND
GAMEPLAY

%
%

VALUE %
CVG 094

OUT OF TIME
Your player's just about to pitch the

final ball when you remember he's

actually a load of old cack and

couldn't throw a strop in a super-

market. What do you do? Easy - call

a time out and change the pitcher.

Time outs can be called at any point

throughout the game to change

either the pitcher or batter, depend-

ing on what you're doing. They're

also well handy for peeving the

opposition by interrupting the flow

just as soon as they've started a

winning roll. Hurrah!

ROGER WHO?
OK, so you've probably never heard

of him but Roger Clemen is actually

one of the biggest stars in profes-

sional Baseball. He's three-time CY
young award winner and generally a

top boyo. Nicknamed The Rocket,

he can chuck a ball down the plate

faster than anyone and not break a

single thing.

TOP TEAMS A-PLENTY!
There are twenty different teams to choose from in Roger Clemens' Base-

ball, none of which are in the official league - but they're pretty good

anyway! You can choose from two different East or West side teams and all

teams have their very own lists of stats. One team even features our man
Clemens himself - otherwise known as The Rocket.

££/A«Mf ££
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AMIGA

computers, hand-tields, to

garnet related t henen

football and bar-fly,

To get your no doubt already sweating pains on a ticket for this jauHalyual
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CHANNEL FOUR TELEVISION
QUASAR

k
Gamesmaster liue! is an essential experience for all

with hundreds of the very latest re

^

companies,

acked with

1

f f

mesmaste iue!

big name celebrities

, sport and train

well probably not this last one! ou'ue

our ticket all the features are absolutely FREE so

our money for all the latest and greate

e retail area,\N«
Tt

is your chance to play Quasar, the live

\ \ \ " ""0"
action laser game. Enter the Uirgin Quasar

L

«>;

dome. Zap the headquarters and you
I

with lots of

winners.

GamesMaster Club members mill get a specially priced

U.I.P. entry ticket, so don't forget to haue your

membership number at hand when you phone the hotline.

i

UIRTURL

RERLITV!

J J
DECEMBER

chivies

about

machines! Blow the

friend

STER HUE! In Association with
Ma^siI

Nintendo
AMOAZ/Nf IMff/M

$**&

tickets won't

j smart ewperience last long

v
' Name

Address—

Postcode.

Day Time Tel, No, Euening

Please send me
M

For 4th

W

enclose a cheque\ Postal order

(please tick preferred

Cheques

Alternate

e Limited (GamesMas

Please charge my Access\ American EKpress\ Diners

Signature GamesMaster

ALONG DGTTF.U USE,

Membership

Please enclose a stamped address enuelope. Post to GamesMaster Liue! NEC Arena,

BIRMINGHAM. B40 INI. For credit card bookings, call the NEC Boh Office on 021 780 4133. If

you haue not receiued your tickets within 21 days of application, please contact NEC Boh

Office. Cut Off date for postal applications, 20th Nouember 1992. Discount auailable for

GamesMaster Club members, see newsletter for details.
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The world is getting to be a real violent

place these days. Just when we
thought we'd seen it all, along come
these eight geezers from around the

globe and kick the crepe out of each

other. Why are they doing this? Just

because it'll be fun to see who's the

hardest, so that everyone knows to

avoid him even though they'll all be

dead.What do we do about it? Nowt we
just sit and watch 'cos it'll be a good
laugh, I mean eight of the toughest

guys around beating the crap out of

each other. Sounds familiar? It is!
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BEEN THERE....
As you may have already noticed, Mortal Kombat was
designed to be the strongest challenger to Capcom's

runaway success, Streetfighter 2. Both have eight

fighters all with their own characteristics and special

moves. There are also plenty of backdrops and some
smart digitised graphical effects.

THAT...
Considering that Mortal Kombat is supposed to be the

challenger for Streetfighter 2's crown, it's quite surpris-

ing how much it resembles Atari's recent beat 'em up,

Pitfighter. The main reason behind this is the fact the

the graphics have been digitised. The animation is very

similar, but a little smoother. The backdrops though are

not at all digitised. In fact they're boring and rather

crap.

%

i

Ooh cor blimey guvnor, another Streetfighter II resem-

blance. Yep both games feature eight different

combatants (okay, so do a lot of games but I just

thought I'd mention it) all with their own strengths and

weaknesses. The fighters range from Cage, a guy who
looks suspiciously like martial arts star Jean Claude
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Van Damme wearing glasses, to Kanou - a baldy slap

head with an eye just like Arnie's in Terminator!

READ THE BOOK...
As we all know the main success of Streetfighter 2 was

the sheer depth of gameplay. The amount of different

moves and combinations to discover was massive, so

it's fair to assume that this would have to be a big part

of Mortal Kombat. There are some pretty good (not to

mention violent) moves in there. One which immediately

springs to mind, is Sub Zero's harpoon manoeuvre of

fantasy and destruction. The only real prob with them is

that they're a bit difficult to pull off, and there's no

instructions on how to do them. Bummer!

As non important as they may sometimes seem, back-

drops can play a hell of an important role in a game's

success, as demonstrated by Streetfighter 2. The back-

drops in Mortal Kombat, as nice as some of them are,

just don't have anything like the movement and interest

we've come to expect. On one stage there's just a blank

backdrop with a few clouds and the moon. Boo!

*
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Flipping 'eck, the amount of Street-

fighter 2 challengers just doesn't let

up! This one looked to be the most
promising, and for one brief moment
people thought it might even be bet-

ter! Well, don't get too excited

because Mortal Kombat is another

that falls short of the mark. It was a

nice idea to combine the brilliant

graphics of Pitfighter with the superb
gameplay of Streetfighter 2, but

unfortunately it just hasn't paid off.

The digitised sprites just don't fit with

the backdrops and look as though

they've been just layed on top of

them. If that's not enough, it gets

worse when you come to the moves -

they're the most important part of the

game and they're all crap! Well okay,

the uppercut is a bit of a laugh but

that's about all. Mortal Kombat is a

bold attempt to steal Streetfighter'

s

crown, but better luck next time is

probably the

PAUL ANGLIN
MORTAL KOMBAT

ARCADE by MIDWAY

50P PER PLAY

STRATEGY SKILL

ACTION REFLEXES
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To place your *d this number
calls cost 36p (Cheap rate) and 48p (All other times) per minute. If you don't pay the bill ask for permission
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ATARI 520STSM FULLY BOXED 28 original

games including golden axe, WWF and
Nark, two joy sticks, mouse, all leads £220
ono or swap for Amiga . Tel.0322 613
914
BARGAIN FOUR GREAT GAMES final

flight, super tennis, mario IV can take

Japanese games plus MEX, still boxed,

good condition. Tel:081 319 0148
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM FOR SALE all

worth £650 will sell for £300 ono.

tel:0245 320 7 1 5. JPHHP
C64 FOR SALE WITH COLOUR mojltor

1 541 disc drive, tape deck, 100+ JHH1
with joystick and mouse also wo
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processing disc. Bargain at £200ono.
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Nintendo gamj^||^||f|HB^? "T
OFFICIAL UK llllipE pTH two TOlff
+ game* and japaneli addl||ofstl It II W:0(m 48apm^iOH^HNIy)t.
boxed in mint colilion, will fell tor £ 1 30 r§EI^ MEMiip GAMES B|t cann'f
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SIS, 24" wheels, great condition £100 ono
or swap for super nintendo. Buyer must
collect. Tel.0225 427 191.

MALCOLM SUPER NES FOR SALE, still

boxed, takes Japanese games £250.

Tel:081 319 0148.

SEGA MEGADRIVE PLUS TWO games £90,

ia/elve top games £20 each. Tel:081 866

^^^^^^^^Skxmt^^^^ £270. games will sell fo^^^^^^mimmm»mmm^ GAMES, ALL NEW, Formula 1 GP,

"W iSKHHV fofJMwi *« pushovm^Mim^m^ others. Tel:091

OSTE *| TOP TITLE games also a AMSIRAD g|C464 WITH»»« 378 3350.
m,m programs, two joysticks, mouse over# gaffe £100. TehOtl 524 2873.
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SWAP NINTENDO, |fO controllers,

TVIilir and SonictiTel:0689 866 14.

NINTENDO NES FOR SALE WHWHf
games, 2 joypads,£80 or swap§
Nintendo with one game. Tel:058§627

83.

FAMICOM FOR SALE, TWO GAMES £175
ono or swap for American supjpNlS with

two games. Tel:0670 355 51#|
SEGA MEGA DRIVE, STILL

games, powerstick, all leac|pltill undfr
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9690 (ate6pm).

AMIGA 500, TWO EXTERNAL DIS€|

bmiWB 1 . 3 sell for £340 or swap for

XX:!

Y FOR GAMEBOY will

WBK^t0^m^^0i^^^^mM^Mm5\ 356 2581. Paul.

Inciilled and AC aolaptor must collect. SEGA MEGADllVE FOR SALE WITH three
- :08 1579 9372, good games, llcept good offers over
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guarantee, perfect condition £150, _______
Tel:091 385 6787. Ask i>r Paul or craig. ^^^^tmKKB.5Zf^EK^M
FOR SALE GAMEBOY X§XH tetrus still 5pm)
boxed £80 or with Barjlmpson, prince of GAMEBOY FOR SALE WITH FIVE games
Persia and fish dood IliO ono or swap for AC addaptor and battery charger,

super Nintendo withliHivvorld. : magnifier and light £ 1 20 or swap.
Tel:0529 213 95. Lei! T#0532 489 098.

AMlii 500 PLUS TWO

lliiiilii Manchester area to collect.

Wr-0625 874 058.

NEOGEO WITH SEVEN GAMES incl. 20/20

iFO II £650 ono. Tel:0272

7 C*Q

SWAP MONITOR FOR NINTENDO.
Tei:08l 423 0631.

A#flES THATiplI WANT, with five for megadrive or super ramicom lith two
Slililiilt games::iI|Br £ §50 ovno or swap games. Tel :0l23 822 898,

GAMESOyIImES FOR SALE liyJoxed MEGADRIXi WITH JOYPAD, headphones,wmw&:} ' '

llMistruiiiism 1 5 or^siiiilliiW}! arcailltil and games, 14 mags £180.

NINTENDO FOR SALE
1

fiHSrWEgprHili
£ 1 30 or swap for a megadrive. Tel:081 ^
462 2233.

SEGA MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE with four

games and Japanese convertor all in good
condition and boxed £1 50 ono Tel:0702

218 743.

WANTED SUPER MARIO III Nintendo

game will swap for supermarioll or pay

£30. Tel:0935 872 534.

FOR SALE GAMEBOY WITH six games,
lightboy and magnifier, addaptor and
amplifier £165 ono. Tel:0924 261 941.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM BOXED with

lightsega , control pad, joystick and 1

1

sega games £ 1 50. Tel:0708 441 644.

ATARI F20 STE LOADS OF sortware incl.

WWF, Terminator II etc. pius a word
processor, two joysticks, mouse £225 ono.

Tel:0785 479 40 (after 6pm) ask for Glen.

AMSRAD CPC 464 FOR SALE, colour

monitor, 40 games, joysticks, speech

synthesiser, program and art packs £ 1 50.

Tel:0344 488 290.

AMIGA FOR SALE, FOUR JOY sticks,

mouse 1 00 games, various accesories

worth £600 sell for £400 ono. For quick

sale. Tel: 287 825 Bamsley.

WANTED PCNG CONTROL PAD, cheap

call Mark on 081 670 2247.
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SEGA MElATOIVt^tIsONIC and PGA
tour goif joy pad , all boxes new £90.

fel:08f 641 3168.

£700 WORTH OF MEGADRIVE games, all

top titles, swap for NeoGeo games.

lei:0287 651 916 (after 6pm ask WNeil).
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1 3 games including R Type, |:| 9 M : * nine games sell for £250 or swap for

splatterhouse, amk$^*:£^mo, ^U9mMMm^m^^mW^^
Tel:081 776 0556. "^ ^siperMario world and streetfighter II if

NINTENDO FOR SALE, foWt^^^^M^^^MS^F^Ss 7419. Micheal.

includes light gun and ray box £95.

Tel:061 491 2902
SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SALE, two
controllers, seven top title games incl.

Terminator and Tasmania, only two months
old, worth £400+ sell for £300 ono.

Tel:0925 820 804.

AMIGA FOR SALE OVER 50 GAMES, mint

condition plus acessories £350- £400.

Tel:0206 863 321.

AMIGA HARDWARE/SOFTWARE for sale,

72 Amiga games £2-£5 or £ 1 50 the lot,

240 used blank discs and boxes £65 or

swap for 1 3 super Nintendo games.

Tel:081 997 2361.

CHEAP! SUPER NES AND Megadrive

games for sale prices start from £7- £25 for

quick sale Tel:0604 863 823.

ATARI ST WITH OVER 20 originals, two

tmmmm$mm$&
WILL SWAP TEN TOP AMIGA games incl.

midwinter, shadowdancer for gamegear or

Lynx. Tel:0651 325 53. Nick.

SWAP MEGADRIVE FOR SUPER NES or sell

for £200. Tel:0977 702 31 1

.

SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SALE, with three

hot games, one joy pad, all for £ 1 50 .

Tel:0642 581 475.

MASTER SYSTEM II FOR SALE plus one

game £35. Tel.0782 772 365.)ohn.

AMSTRAD CPC 464, OVER 100 games ,

colour monitor, will sell for £100 (worth

£400). Tel:0742 265 185.

MASTER SYSTEM II WITH TWO games , all

boxed with leads for mega drive with one
game. Tel:0294 575 41.

FOR SALE ENGLISH SUPER formation

soccer £30. Tel:0602 201 397.

GIANT ETB RED,SUIT 8- 1 2YRS, 1 speed

933. Paul.

PHPO FOR SALE INCLUDES zapper,

jitrollers and five great games sellfor

iworth £350). Tel:0902 673 497.

Ask for Alex.

BARGAIN SPECTRUM PLUSH with 1 28
games, Atari Lynx with games and laserkit

all for £75. Tel:0772 813 332. Chris.

SELL NES PLUS TWO GOOD games and

two joypads for £65. Tel:0558 823 541

.

GAMEBOY FOR SALE WITH TWELVE
games, carry case, magnifier light boy and

addaptor worth £400 sell for £200 plus

B/WTV £220. Tel:0935 787 57.

NINTENDO NES WITH TWO controllers,

zapper gun, and five games incl. Mario I

and HI all for £135. Tel:081 668 8673.

Danny (after 6pm).

SUPER FAMICOM GAMES WANTED for

exchange contact Ross. Tel:0247 451 629.

SWAP GAMEGEAR AND TWO GAMES
mastergear, AC addaptor for any 1 6bite

game with one game or sell for £ 1 30.

Tel:081 671 7881.

WANTED SUPER NES (NOT JAP) with or

without convertor. £ 1 20-£ 1 50 paid must
be in good condition. Tel:0344 776 287.

UK MEGADRIVE, TWO JOY PADS, six

games incl. F22, ) Maddon 92 and others

excellent condition (worth £375) sell for

£240. Tel:071 589 2281.

FOR SALE AMIGA 500, MANY games and
accessories £250 ono. Tel:081 551 8589.

SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SALE . boxed, in

J



excellent condition, 8 mths old with

Japanese converter with games only £ 1 1 5.

Tel:071 790 4086. Ask for A)

SUPER NINTENDO WITH 1 1 GAMES swap
for NeoGeo, two games, two joysticks and
a memory card. Tel.0602 755 368.

BRITISH MEGADRIVE FOR SALE, five

games, two control pads and leads £250
will split games. tel:0382 737 967.

Andrew.

NINTENDO FOR SALE, THIRTEEN games,
two joypads, advantage joystick, and lasor

gun £300 ono. Tel .-0442 634 82.

AMSTRAD CPC464 WITH MONITOR and
100 games and joy stick for £215 ono.

Tel:0224 741 048.

ATARI ST WITH JOYSTICK, MOUSE and
other accessories, bargain at £300.

Tel.0634 364 303.

UK MEGA DRIVE BOXED, MINT condition

with Japanese convertor, two controllers

and 1 1 games £215. Tel.0245 381 308.

SPECTRUM 48K + COMPLETE WITH all

leads etc. Two joysticks with interface a

manual guide and 1 50 games all in perfect

condition, worth £450 sell for £120.

Tel:267 345.Eastly.

NINTENDO NES , SIX GAMES £ 1 75 or

swap for Amiga 500 Tel:0865 771 354
SWAP BRAND NEW SUPER Nintendo for

American one. Tel.081 459 6209.

SWAP NINTENDO ENTS SYSTEM with

three games for Atari Lynx or game gear

or sell for £100. Tel:0845 578 107.
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GAME GEAR FOR SALE, with mains

adaptor, includes Sonic, for £100 or swap
for Streetfighter II and any other good
Super Nintendo games, call Keith on 0495
270 697.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM FOR SALE, with 6
games, all for £80, call Ryan on 0460
53268.

NINTENDO ENT SYSTEM FOR SALE, with 2
games including Mario 3, boxed with 2

controllers, worth £174 sell for £70, call on
071 585 1945.

PC ENGINE FOR SALE, with 3 games,

perfect working order, £100 o.n.o, call on
0602 870 163.

NINTENDO NES FOR SALE, with 2
joypads, lightgun plus 7 games, all for

£110, call Dev on 0923 778919.

WANTED MEGA DRIVE GAMES, Pitfighter,

PGA Golf, Lemmings, any good games
considered, also wanted Sega Mejp,cJrJMe.,

must be working and box^piillilllii
52193.

AMIGA 500 Mi!!|l|||ii||||pflp
drive, me^||||^pSiilllouse/|n|l
loads.m^^^fmOO lo ofUrs,
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£120, call dev on 0923 7789
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM II FOR

Strider and Heavy
Champ, 2 Joypads, and rapid fire unit, cost
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on 0602 399 527. ask for Richard.

SUPER NES GAMES FOR SALE, titles

include F zero, Super Tennis, Super Soccer,

and Super RType, £25-30 each, call kevin

on 0872 552650.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM FOR SALE, with 2

control pads, with lightphaser, and 4
games, all for £120 o.n.o, call on 0786
87313.

SWAP SUPER NES, with Mario, brand new,
for Amiga 500 with 1 meg upgrade, call

Tom on 0484 543 797.

SEGA MEGA DRIVE GAMES FOR SALE, 8
british games, £15-25 each, 5 american

games £ 1 5-30 each, 7 Japenese games,
£15-25, call Neil on 051 426 0138.

SWAP SUPER NINTENDO, with

Streetfighter II, for Neo Geo, if interested

call Gareth on 0222 758 082.

MEGA DRIVE GAMES FOR SALE, titles

jig^de..golling Thunder 2 (pal version)

llH^|der Boy, £25 each, call

iPiMiililiMii
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harddriving II and Simsons £20 each or

£50 the lot. Tel:0729 830 232. William.

SEGA MEGADRIVE WITH two Crude

Dudes, onslaught and Sonic £ 1 00 or swap
for super Nintendo. Tel:0476 860 007.

AMIGA 500 WITH ONE megs for sale with

selection of sortware, joystick, mouse and
system disc v.g.c. Tel:068 481 361.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM with eight games,

two control I pads, excellent condition.

Tel:068 481 361.

WANTED MOST GAMES for gameboy £5,

gamegear and Lynx £8, megadrive £13
and Famicom £20. Tel.0923 822 898.

COMMODORE 64 PLUS 40 games, two
joysticks, one lightgun £80 or swap for

Sega megadrive or NES. Tel:071 515
8116.

FOR SALE SEGA GAMES FOR master

system, Super Kick Off £10, Alex Kidd £6,

Call on 0455 840 392.

SWAP NINTENDO SYSTEM with 3 games,
sell for £ 1 50, or will swap for Game Gear

with 2 games, call on 0845 578 107

SPECTRUM I28K FOR SALE with 2

joysticks, and loads of games, will sell for

£85 call on 0845 578 107

FOR SALE NEO GEO WITH Ninja

Commando, 2 joysticks, £350 o.n.o, call

ilaryon081 292 5324.

H|AP NINTENDO ENT SYS with 3 games,

Mario 3, all boxed, swap for Game
KIlliillpifr^ipM sell for £ 1 00 call on

""MM?.
SUPER NES FOR SALE £ 1 30, unwa||§ SEGA MASTER SYSTEM H FOR SAJI, with call |jmiej§| 0202889 Hill AMIGA GAMES FOl§ALE titles include
gift. Tel.0702 557 706. 2 games, Strider and Heavy WegH FORJ5AL1 PAL iilGA DRK§, 3 months |ame Pond, Lotus iffbo challenge, sell for
LYNX II BOXED AS NEW with peppr Champ, 2 joypads, and rapid Rr« irfcost oliiwitflf©nic,Pitl sw||lr Super Mes £25 call Anthony oh 08 1 948 2595.
supply and stun runner £75. TqflHHJ £ ! 30 wi||i|ir £90, call Ad^pon 08

1

faff «i«:|il||i||i,: calAceon SWAP ATARI STHo WITH mouse, mat,
' 909- Matthew. 4704836. flUMNU for Scart Famicotfplus games call on 0706
NINTENDO ENTS SYSTEM, two controllers, SEGAMEGA DRIVE FOR SALE^with 15 SXGllflASlER SYSfli?FOR SALE, with 2 218854:

"^

five games, boxed, excellent (fiSpon, gaih«|Bpes ta^MBKSM Of MHWKNM^tiii include& I FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE WITH 5 games,
still under guarantee £ 1 50. 7*0245 258 Rage, with master system convertor, 2 mK^t^^mm^m^MM^m^Smm^o^anM
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FOR SALE AKAI 22"

TV, high resolution screen, "
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058. Steve.

FOR SALE NEO GEO start pal

Nam 75 and fatal fury £350 c^liwaplir " :-i$j§

personal computer IBM clonSllliP ;il'"

""^

327 0793. Terry.
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Hi SALE SEGA Mi^A IllVE with 3
standards,

and stereo sound £

327 0793.

MEGADRIVE FORS/WHHWiir f Hi
with six games mcl.^p^p^fepSrtel.x:;: on 0i^®1
cup soccer swap for imiga 500, ^A^^;iMM^'Xm^S&i
*i /rq o i o -^mmmmmmmmm

AMIGA CONTACTS WANTED I have ovel

250 games. Contact James on 0673 860
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HH|OR SALE WITH 2 joysticks,

15 games, offers on 0371 810

;;'' £700mm. dir Andrew onIWHI
AMIGA GAMES FOR SALE, t|ll jn| Hard
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BARGAIN MEGADRIVE FOR SALE with

four top games for £ 1 50, no offers, Phone
Chris on 05 1 348 01 70 (after 6pm).

SWAP MY SUPER NES plus one game,
new with all cables for UK Megadrive with

three or more games. Will sell super NES
for £135. Tel:0727 575 58.

AMSTRAD CPC 6128 FOR SALE, with

games, and dust cover vgc, all for £ 100,

call on 081 442 4188.

COMMODORE 64 FOR SALE, with Turbo

2 joystick, and 121 games plus 2 CN
recorders, all for £440 o.n.o, call Mark on
0384 22 1 349.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE, plays japenese

and american games, with 4 games, inc

Sonic and Wrestle Wars, boxed vgc, £140,

call on 0384 221 349.

NINTENDO NES FOR SALE, with 8 games,
titles include Mario 1 ,2,3, plus batman,

zapper gun included £ 1 50 only, call on
0474 567 261.

WANTED GAME GEAR GAMES, will pay
£11-15 depending on game, all games
considered, call now ask for Paz on 0543
256 066.

SWAP SCART NIO Gib,

£308mm.o, cil Jan on 0761 31 1 07§.
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Phyco Fox, S

864 5191.

AMSTRAD CPC 464101^^^^
monitor and joystick, with 80 |lm#i|
worth £400 sell for £200, call 0928 565
250.

NINTENDO GAMES FOR SALE, with WWF
challenge, Bart Vs Space Mutants,

Adventure of Line, £20 each o.n.o, call on
0749 678743.

FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE, WITH 7 games,
including Sonic EA Hockey, Streets Of
Rage, run jap and US games, with dust

cover, worth over £400 sell for £200, call

Ben on 081 575 5732.

WANTED GAMEBOY GAMES, willing to

pay up to £18, call on 0746 35266.

WANTED UK SUPER NINTENDO, with at

least 5 games plus 1 pad, must be scart, or

swap for UK Mega drive with 2 pads and
1 games, call Andy on 0794 5 1 3 1 72.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM FOR SALE, with 2
pads, lightphaser, vgc, sell for £120, call

K««::::SH:ft.
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FOR SALE SPECTRUM GAMES over 260
itles-llllor £ 1 50, ^sJa||illpfNes
Hth §dm^%^i^<M^i^^6 775.

^AP,^|^^^^|H0^with 4 games,
games, call Chris on

FOR SALE NINTENDO NES, with 2
controllers, all wires, and 4 games, sell for

£170, call on 081 550 6219.

SWAP NINTENDO AND 1 4 games for

Neogeo with fatal fury, KOTM. Tel:081

200 0353 (after 5pm).

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM, two control pads,

PSU, all leads, 10 games. Tel.081 959
0094.

FINAL FIGHT FOR AMIGA £ 1 5, California

games for Lynx £20, Ninga games for

gamegear £15. Tel:081 959 0094.

MEGADRIVE TWO JOYPADS 26 games all

85%+ £700ono, master system and games
for quick sale. Tel:0495 220 441.

FAMICOM FOR SALE with games and two
controllers, good condition £100. Tel:061

653 1926 (Sundays after 4pm). Lee.

THREE AMIGA GAMES FOR SALE turtles,

DRIVE WITH 4 games

IHHP Pads » for SuPer NES with 1

Timil!(n 0633 880 783.

KIIIIIIeGA MEGA DRIVE with 3
:W:;xt:::t:t:>Si^^^:::^:;:i^::

Tipypad, the lot £100. Drive has

Hi, call on 0732 840 682.

SUPER NES WITH Street Fighter

sell for £200 or swap for Amiga,

|oh 0703 551 480.

Jllp- SALE NINTENDO NES with Super

iiario 1 , 2 controllers, £80 call on 0494
§28 592.

SWAP MASTER SYSTEMS GAMES, titles

like Super Kick Off, Power Strike, for

Wonder boy, Spell Caster, call 0902 71

1

802.

FOR SALE ATARI ST WITH over 50 games,
inc Lemmings, Sim City, worth ovr £1000
sell for £400 call on 0925 754248.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE with 4 games, inc

Sonic, James Pond 2, call on 071 224
9684.

FOR SALE GAME GEAR WITH 5 games,
and carry case, sell for £1 50 o.n.o, call on
0204 389 794.

NINTENDO FOR SALE WITH 7 games,

joystick, and carry case, or swap for Mega
Drive with 4 games, offers on 0634 844
964.

NEO GEO FOR SALE WITH 2 joysticks,

Memory card, £350 call Jason on 0223
881 006.

GAME GEAR FOR SALE including Sonic,

with convertor, vgc, sell for £ 1 50 call

Warren on 0483 767 583.

AMIGA GAMES WANTED FOR swapping,

call John on 0922 35503.

ATARI ST FOR SALE WITH joystick,

mouse, over 60 boxed games, sell for



£200 o.n.o call John 0922 35503.

FOR SALE NEO GEO WITH 2 joysticks, 3

games, memory card, £450, call Ross on

0272 679 505.

FOR SALE GAME GEAR WITH Sonic,

W.C.L, Chase HQ, and adaptor, all boxed,

sell for £1 10 call on 081 949 4087.

SWAP GAME GEAR WITH Wonder Boy,

Super Monaco, Shinobi, Sonic, all boxed

vgc, swap for Mega Drive with games, call

Alan on 081 958 6026.

FOR SALE ATARI LYNX 2 with 4 games,

Slime World, Gauntlet 3, plus Lynx pouch,

all boxed, £130 call Kevin on 0202 525

366.

SWAP GAMEBOY FOR NES system, with 2

games, offers on 0865 53403.

FOR SALE MASTER SYSTEM with 8 games,

titles inc, Battle Outrun, Rambo 3, worth

£240 sell for £120, call on 081 395 6554.

FOR SALE COMMODORE 64 with over

£500 worth of games, joystick, all for

£200, call on 0325 461 544.

FOR SALE UK MEGA DRIVE boxed as

new, games inc, E A hockey, Sonic,

Altered Beast, all for £150, call on 0444
247 074.

FOR SALE JAP MEGA DRIVE with 2

joypads, 1 2 top games, will swap for

NINTENDO FOR SALE with Zapper, and 7

games, titles include Mario, Rat Racer,

worth over £500 sell for £220, call on

0264 332333.

FOR SALE JAP MEGA DRIVE with 2

controllers, 2 games, £120 o.n.o, call Mrs

Nicolls on 061 799 3759. FOR SALE
MASTER SYSTEM with 1 1 games, inc

Sonic, Rtype, £179 o.n.o call Luke on

0452 308 677.

FOR SALE |AP MEGA DRIVE with 1

games, titles are Sonic, Mickey Mouse, sell

for £220 call 0923 6767 069.

NEO GEO GAMES FOR SWAP, wanted

Fatal Fury, call Mike on 0604 763 161

.

SWAP GAMEBOY WITH 5 GAMES, inc

Mega Man, Bart Simpson, for a Super

Nintendo, call Philip on 071 701 7277.

FAMICOM GAMES WANTED anything

considered, boughy, sold or exchanged,

call on 0423 526749.

PC ENGINE GT FOR SALE, 2,

FOR SALE SUPER FAMICOM PAL, hardly

used, boxed with 1 game, sell for £200

call Lee on 081 577 5901.

WANTED GAMEBOY, with 6 games,

willing to pay up £ 100, or swap for NES
advantage, zappper, 5 games, call Tim on

0268 755 734.

FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE, with 8 games for

£240, call 0274 545436.

FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE, with 2 games inc

Sonic, £ 1 30 call Robert on 0482 845 869.

FOR SALE NINTENDO GAMES, titles inc

Shadow Warriors, £55 the lot, call Henry

on 0935 872 534.

FOR SALE AMSTRAD CPC 128, with

colour monitor, plus 90 games, £ 1 80

o.n.o, call on 0344 24489.

FOR SALE SUPER FAMICOM, with Street

Fighter II, sell for £140, plus adaptor, call

James on 0633 49367.

SWAP MEGA DRIVE WITH 9 GAMES, for
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FOR SALE PCNGN NINE GAMES, two

joypads, one with joystick connector will

swap for megadrive plus games ask for

Dave on 0908 67 1 154.

SEGA MEGADRIVE GAMES FOR sale, UK
and USA games three for £65 or £25 each

incl. California games, Madens 92 and

many others phone neil on 051 426 0138.

ATARI STE GAMES AND DEMOS games
£5 about 18 games, demos £3 each, 13

demo disc. Tel:071 263 5238.

FOR SALE AMIGA 500 PLUS 1MB upgrade

plus 1084s monitor and second disc drive

over £100 worth of games, excellent

conditon £380 call 0372 275 971.

MARIO IV HAVE YOU GOT A super scope

package sell for £30 or swap for any super

NES game phone James on 0376 514 469.

SUPER NINTENDO OR FAMICOM wanted

with four games will swap for Amiga with

one Megabite, demos, games, 200 blank

discs, ext drive, 2 joysticks, 2 mice plus

extras phone 061 798 5065.

WANTED AMSTRAD PCW GAMES
anything will do will pay upto £ 1 5 call

0509 880 278 ask for Loui.

AMIGA 500 FOR SALE WITH ONE meg,

loads of software, joystick, mouse,

manuals etc. all for £350 phone Paul on

172 652 759.

f§£ SALE LYNX WITH SEVEN games, kitfor sale simmmmm,,^m»^ '
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£195. Tel:0326 290 003. Ch
AMIGA 500 FOR SALE with

for only £350. Tel:0438 354

JAPANESE MEGA DRIVE Willi

and two joypads for sale £ 1

767 1454.

WANTED SEGA MEGADR
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— Jb after 6pm on 0834
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prices paid. Tel 0484
SALE SEGA MASTER sys||lii*il
joypad and Sonic, KunJiiJlfc
Will accept £ 1 00. Tel: :̂mM^ ^^^^^fhogg^^^^^_
for Gavin. pmes, inc Marlf 1 ,2J; worth over £250
NES WITH SOME TQlGAMES, one year sell for £ 1 50, call on» 764 2 191.

old, boxed, v.g.c wgllftaiigt joplicl.
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Buy and get commji
£ 1 20 or swap for su

without games. Tel:0964 543 021. John. FOR SALE ilGA MASTER SYSTEM, with 6
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SEGA MAGAZINES FOR SALE including

liSi 1 -fvl
",."..

;:

e Rich on 0422 843 982.

PR SALE PLUS NINE games
ir boxed £ 1 80 ono phone

0217 061ilb
CHEAP MEGADRIVE FOR SALE with six

lixed as new moonrocker and

£ 1 70. Phone Stewart on

1162.

EGEAR WITH SEVEN games,

or, batt pack, disccase for super

llliip with streetfighter II and twoMMS—
jf Tel:081 889 6450 ask for Colin.

R SALE GAMEGEAR WITH FOUR games

FORS^DSW^^^^^^^K^ pntendo with 9-12 games. Tel:0622 673

and joystick. Sell for £250 ono or swap for

Amiga 500 or super nintendo with games.

Tel:051 356 1296. Ian.

UK MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE includes two
joypads, Japanese addaptor, eight games
incl. sonic, spiderman, hockey. Worth

£500 sell for £300 ono. Tel:0777 701 191

.

FOR SALE MASTER SYSTEM including 2

control pads, light phaser, 12 games all for

£95, call Chris on 0761 414 789.

FOR SALE ATARI STE with 35 games,

including Kick Off 2, sell for £200, call

Michael on 0484 685 1 92.

AMIGA 500 FOR SALE with 1 meg
upgrade, mouse, plus 1 5 games, 2

joysticks, sell for £230 call Neil on 0230
648991.

NINTENDO GAMES FOR SALE SALE, over

30 titles, inc Street Fighter II, call Steven

081 657 3716.

FOR SALE MEGA DRIVE boxed as new,

only 6 months old, inc Sonic, all for £ 1 50,

call Matt on 0934 832983.

FOR SALE FAMICOM for £100, call on

0371 872718.

FOR SALE AMIGA 500 with 40 games,

vgc, £300,call Gordon on 0789 773 190.
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0442 69378.

FOR SALE NINTENDO NESmmPuper
Mario, all for #40 call on 081 349 f 1 75.

FOR SALE SUPER FAMICOM GAMES, lots

of titles, call on 081 571 5809.

FOR SALE SUPER FAMICOM SCART, with

3 games, sell for £100, call Ricky on 0656
663259.

FOR SALE SEGA MASTER SYSTEM, with 6

games, control pads, all for £ 1 00 call

Steven on 0634 722 898.

NINTENDO FOR SALE, with 6 games, or

swap for a Gameboy with 6 games, call on

0272 628 550.

FOR SALE GAMEBOY, with 5 games, all

boxed, vgc, £90, call on 071 740 7966.

FOR SALE AMIGA 500, with 25 games,

mouse and joystick, sell for £220 call

Roland on 0579 21395.

FOR SLAE MEGA DRIVE, with 5 games, 2

joypads, all for £180 call on 021 382 6922.

w>j>>:o:ci:^

mmmmmmmmm
f,forGalge

call on 0<SI4 408 63111, wmmmmm^
IWIaleImSi^^
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6769.

FORllAiiiAilJ^Aliiiilpt^ 1 5 games, or

e, call Gary on

iWAPiPECTRUM FOR NES, with 5

games, and joystick, call on 081 856 0942.

AMIGA GAMES FOR SALE, titles inc

Sensible Soccer, Robocop 3, all boxed, £3-

10 each, call on 0924 257 1 74, ask for

Robin.

FOR SALE NES SYSTEM, including 2

games, plus 1 extra game and joystick,

worth £ 1 50 sell for £80, call on 081 656

6332.

MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE, with 4 games,

£250, still boxed vgc, call on 0734 343

895.

UK MEGA DRIVE FOR SALE, with 5

games, turbo joypad, offers on 081 452

1779.

AMSTRAD CPC 464 WITH printer, colour

monitor, disc drive, games, software,

mouse and joystick all for £85 call 0487

FOR SALE NINTENDO AND zapper and

two control pads plus games sell for £45

also techno wresling and Jack Niclaus golf

£ 1 5 each or £40 for all ring 0244 550 003.

COMMODORE 64 FOR SALE AND an

Amstrad GX4000 with over 30 games
worth £ 100 plus Tv monitor and disc

drive. Tel:081 361 8426.

AMSTRAD CPC FOR SALE WITH over 1 00
games, monitor plus Nintendo with two

games two joypads and a joystick sell for

£200. Tel:0734 757 338.

FOR SALE SEGA MEGA DRIVE plus eight

games incl. Tasmania and Euro cup soccer

with 10 mths guarantee £210 ono.

Tel:091 377 3420.

NEOGEO GAMES WANTED SEND Name
and address with game and price details to

Mick on 0782 265 582.

AMIGA 500 FOR SALE INCLUDES half a

meg upgrade, ext. drive, sound sampler,

two joysticks and over 100 games sell for

£400. Tel:0245 490 357.

GAMEBOY WITH NINE GAMES
incl.popeye II, tiny tunes £85 or exchange

for megadrive with at least 3 games phone

Stewart on 0761 437 384.



MEGADRIVE AND SUPER Nintendo games
sell/ swap phone Brian on 0463 221 173

(after 7pm).

SEGA MEGADRIVE WITH TWO controllers

and games worth £500 sell for £350.

Tel:0527 618 03.

ATARI LYNX FOR SALE WITH four games
plus power addaptor will sell for £ 1 50 ono
call 0525 712 336 ask for Gareth.

GAMEBOY INCLUDING TETRUS boxed vgc
£50. Tel:0933 665 635.

FOR SALE MEGADRIVE £29 PLUS three

games Sonic and others. Tel:081 539

AMIGA GAMES FOR SALE INCL. Adams
family, Epic, wwf and others , all originals ,

boxed £ 1 each phone Steve on 06 1 8 656
498.

SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SALE WITH ten

games, one turbo joypad, one normal,

joystick sell for #300 phone Rich on 081

398 7872 (after 5pm).

AMSTRAD CPC 464 FOR SALE with

joystick £200 worth of games, colour

monitor vgc £ 1 50 ono. Tel:0535 645 293.

FOR SALE GAMEBOY WITH EIGHT games
and gamelight for £ 1 00 phone 0634 294
625. Daniel.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM PLUS 12 games,
lightsaber, joystick, two control pads all for

£130.Tel:0336 728 535.

SUPER NINTENDO PLUS SUPER
Marioworld, mint condition, boxed for

£ 1 00, 9mths guarantee call Matt on
Bognor Regis 828 988.

SPECTRUM PLUS 2A LIGHT GUN and
games, joystick and box £100 worth of

games incl.3D constrution kit, loads of

mags too sell for £100 . Tel:061 442 9897
ask for Chris.

GAMEBOY GAMES TOO SWAP
Castlevania, Gremlins II, super RC pro am
and world cup Nintendo. Tel:0737 812
342.

JAPANESE MEGADRIVE PAL boxed plus

two joypads and seven games incl. F22,

shining in dark etc. £180. Tel.081 952
3229. Sammy.
AMSRTAD CPC 464 FOR SALE with 60-70

games only £120. Tel:0737 812 242.

NINTENDO NES FOR SALE WITH eight

games incl. Megaman II, superMario III

and blades of steel with two controllers

and zapper £180 ono. Tel:0753 541 234.

SEGA MEGADRIVE FOR SALE WITH five

games incl. Sonic,
J
Madden 92 and others

plus two controllers £140. Tel:0222 732
150.

COMMODORE 64 FOR SALE INCL.

games and joystick £ 1 00. tel:0348 873
813.

SUPER NINTENDO WANTED WITH street

fighter II and addaptor for swap with

gameboy and two games and comics.

Tel.071 350 2175.

SUPER NINTENDO WITH FIVE games to

swap for Amiga 500 with games. Tel:0362

693 503.

SEGA MEGADRIVE GAMES FOR sale all

under £25 each phone for details incl.

Maddens 92, shadow beast, Sonic and
others all UK/USA some Japanese under

£20. tel.051 426 0138 (after 5pm).

COMMODORE AMIGA FOR SALE £350
with 400 swap for Sega Megadrive with

games. Tel:0604 402 651. Daniel.

SEGA GAME GEAR INCLUDING nine

games, TV tuner, gearmaster convertor and
magnigear £450 sell for £350 ono.

Tel:0795 532 029.

SWAP MEGA DRIVE WITH EIGHT top

games all boxed as new for Amiga 500+
with games. Tel:0703 251 787.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM GAMES FOR sale.

Sycho fox £20, Golden Axe £20. Tel:081

529 680 1

.

MASTER SYSTEM IN IMMACULATE
condition with seven games incl.Astrix and

Sonic worth £270 sell for £120. Tel:081

299 1 393 ask for Nik.

MASTER SYSTEM II WITH TWO joypads,

joystick and four cartridges will sell for £70
ono. tel:021 744 6614 ask for Daniel.

SUPER NINTENDO , MEGADRIVE and Neo
Geo for £150. Tel:071 254 4047.

GAMEGEAR FOR SALE WITH THREE
games, master gear, deluxe box, ac

addaptor sell for £ 1 50 or swap for

Megadrive with two or three games, Super

NES with two or three games. Tel:0525

210 987. Ask for Adam.
NINTENDO AMERICAN CONVERTED wtlh

three games, double dragon III . Tel:071

281 0187.

GAMEBOY FOR SALE WITH SIX games
incl. marioland Fl race and super Re pro

am, rechargable batt pack, game light and
four player addaptor £ 1 60 ono. Tel:0404

438 41.

FOR SALE AMOS, DELUXE PAINT IV,

sound sampler for Amiga 500 worth £220
sell for £ 1 00 you can make games with this

stuff. Tel.071 736 4415.

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM PLUS Sonic with

light phaser, joy pads £45 ono and
Gameboy with Tetrus and leads for £45
ono. Tel:0923 282 344.

NINTENDO FOR MEGADRIVE contact Matt

on 0865 881 645.

SELLING MEGADRIVE GAMES AT cheap
prices. Tel:091 385 7922 (after 3pm).

NINTENDO WITH TWO controllers with

three games super Mario brothers I and HI

and duck hunt with NES advantage joystick

in original boxes £ 1 20 call Scott on 0733
331 060.

MEGADRIVE WITH TASMANIA AND Sonic

for sale one jap, UK, USA carts with

joystick and pro II pads sell for £ 1 30 ono.

Tel:0236 429 102 ask for jo.

FAMICOM GAMES FOR SALE including

final fight, Adams family and others £25
each or all for £ 1 20 call Gavin on 0708 340
054.

ONE MEG AMIGA FOR SALE WITH
external drive, games loads, joystick,

mouse £375 or swap for UK megadrive
with plenty of games and convertor.

Tel:0745 583 709 Matt.

SEGA MEGADRIVE PLUS FOUR games,
arcade power stick and all accessories

£180. Tel:081 654 7679.

FOR SALE AMSTRAD CPC 464 games.
About 90 games £220 worth except £80
ono. Tel.0206 851 037 (after 4pm).

NINTENDO WITH NINE GAMES with stand

and lots of mags for sale £200 ono.

Tel:071 235 6932. Jo.

AMSTRAD CPC464 WITH 58 GAMES and

manual, colour monitor £130. Tel:081 692
0717. Sam.

NINTENDO FOR SALE SUPERB condition

with Turtles pack, tel.071 790 0683 ask

for David (after 6pm).
PCNGN WITH EIGHT GAMES worth over

£300 in 100% condition sell for £195 ono.

Tel:0703 254 914.

FOR SALE TWO PLAYER ARCADE
machines fairly old style, Gemma
compatable with Tecno Knights PCB £325
ono. Tel:0582 487 437 John.

WANTED SUPER NINTENDO WITH four

games or more will pay £ 140-£ 1 60 also

wanted Lynx games upto £20 paid.

Tel:0228 352 20 ask for Stewart.

AXELAY C49
MARIO KART £4-9

STREETFIGHTER II USA ..£50

TURTLES 4......

ALIENS 3.............

SPLATTERHOUSE II
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SMASH TV ,

SNES/MEGADRIVE/NES/MASTER SYSTEM FROM ONLY C4.00
NEW & USED GAMES BOUGHT AND SOLD

-OR FURTHER INFO CAUL. 0847 8567!
OR ARTER 6.3QPM 0847 €

THE DEALER DIRECTORY
(

BEDFORDSHIRE GAMESKEEPER
FAXMINSTER LTD 10 Station Road, Letchworth, Herts.

18 church street, Dunstable, 0462 672647

Bedfordshire LU5 4RU LOGIC SALES LTD

0582 475474 5 lynton Parade, Chestnut, Herts.

0992 25323

CORNWALL
TRURO MICRO LTD LEICESTERSHIRE

Bridge house, New bridge street K.C. COMPUTERS EMP
Truro, Cornwall, TR1 2AA 37 Pinford Gates

0872 40043

HERTFORDSHIRE

FAXMINSTER LTD

25 market Square, Hemel Hempstead

0442 255044

BUY DIRECT & SAVE
AMERICAN & JAPANESE VIDEO GAMES

cheap;
PHONE : 0101 716 244 8321

FAX : 0101 716 271 2468

(This is an international call to the USA.)

HO/RC HOBBIES
VIDEO GAME TRADE-IN CENTRE

982 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York, 14620 USA
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N.G.O.C
NEO GEO OWNERS CLUB

THE UK'S FIRSTS
THE UK'S ORIGINAL.
THE UK'S BEST...

TEL: 081904 0088
CONTACT STEVE

N.G.O.C- . THE UK'S ORIGINAL NEO GEO FREE
MEMBERSHIP CLUB IS TAKING THE OPPORTUNITY TO THANK
ALL ITS MEMBERS FOR THE VAST POSITIVE INITIAL
RESPONSE BACK FROM ITS FIRST ADVERT.

THE CLUB IS FULFILING ITS OBJECTIVES. THAT IS

N.G.O.C. IS UNITING NEO GEO OWNERS TOGETHER TO AID
THEIR QUEST FOR THE CURRENTLY HIGHEST QUALITY
HOME VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE.

N.G.O.C. OFFERS A LARGE VARIETY OF INTER-CLUB
SERVICES THAT ARE DESIGNED AND DEDICATED FOR THE
SUPPORT OF PEOPLE WHOM ARE OWNERS OF A NEO GOO
SYSTEM AND WISH TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT N.G.O.C. AND
THE SERVICES THAT IT OFFERS ITS MEMBERS CALL N.G.O.C.
DIRECT ON THE NUMBER ABOVE!!!

REMEMBER IT'S IN EVERY NEO GEO OWNERS
INTERESTTO JOIN!!!

S0FTSCAN WILL PAY CASH FOR YOUR
UNWANTED GAMES AND CONSOLES!!!

MEGADRIVE, MASTERSYSTEM, GAMEGEAR,

GAMEBOY, NES, SNES, LYNX

SEND US A LIST OF YOUR UNWANTED GAMES/CONSOLES, iNDICA TING

WHICH ITEMSARE UK OR JAP, ENCLOSING A SAE FOR A PROMPT

REPLY. WE WILL RESPOND WITH A FULL WRITTEN QUOTATION FOR ALL

OF YOU UNWANTED EQUIPMENT-

NOTHING REFUSED AND BEST PRICES OFFERED!

REMEMBER, WE OFFER CASH AND DO NOT REQUIRE YOU TO BUY

GAMES IN PART EXCHANGE

SOFTSCAN, PO BOX 84, STATION APPROACH,
HEREFORD HR4 9YU

Send a SAE for a list of our pre-owned Amiga, ST or Console games
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RENEGADE AMIGA/ST
case you didn't know, Victorians were very uptight highbrow types

who wore ill-fitting suits, ate coal and blocked up chimneys with small

children. When they weren't teaching guttersnipes how to speak proper,

the Vies found time to build a gigantic machine, a cross between one of

the very first Samuel Babbage calculators, complete with spinning

weights, cogs and pulleys and Battersea Power Station.

Although primitive, the machine became incredibly powerful and went crazy,

turning ordinary humans and household pets into razor toothed, armour-plat-

ted killing machines. They may have been complete idiots for creating the

thing in the first place, but the Victorians now need some help sorting it out in

this epic blast 'em up.

Enter six hard nailed mercenaries for hire. The Thug, Preacher, Mercenary,

Gentlemen, Navvy and Brigand. These ball breakers are armed to the teeth

with over 25 weapons and a host of special destructive devices peculiar to

their class. You can either play on your own taking two characters into you

party or with a friend. The sprawling adventure covers four graphic worlds and

16 levels loaded with fiendish traps, puzzles and secret passages. Get you

hands on sawn off shotguns, molotov cocktails and a huge amount of arma-

ment and buy, blag or blast your way through the hordes of 40 different

monsters to do battle with the ultimate killing machine, the Chaos Engine!

The game is due out soon and from what we've seen it's looking well tasty,

with well tuned gameplay to match the fab graphics. Exclusive CVG Review

soon!
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CALL CHARGES: Calls cost 36p/min cheap rate, 48p/min all other times. Make sure you ask your parents' permission before you call

Maximum call length 5 mins, maximum call cost £2.40. Awesome PO Box 1650 B1 1 AA
Multiple choice competition. For further information & list of previous prize winners write to Awesome PO Box 1650 B1 1 AA.

Batman, Sega, Game Gear, Mega Drive, Master System are all registered trademarks of their respective companies and we are not related to or endorsed by them.



AMIGA
miga owners are in for some fast highway action with the imminent release of the smash hit Megadrive cart

Road Rash. Road rash is almost the equivalent of nappy rash, but on a larger scale. To suffer from this ailment

ou have to be catapulted off a speeding motorbike and hurled, dragged or thrown down a rough, tarmac cov-

ed highway on your bum. And funnily enough that's exactly what happens quite a lot in this ace racer from

Electronic Arts!

Road Rash is a completely barmy motorbike race across country in a desperate dash for pole position and the fin-

ishing line. In this race there are no rules and competitors will do anything to win, including bumping bikes off the

road or even punching and kicking riders as they pass! While you're dodging mean machines and their passengers

you'll also have to watch out for infuriated motorist, cross junctions, squashed hedgehogs, rocks, trees, barriers and
all manner of obstacles

including the odd stray cow!

Some of the maniacs

even carry weapons which

you can grab when they're

not looking and thump them
back with. If you can't keep

at least one hand on the

handle bars you'll be hurled

through the air and sent

skidding forwards down the

track, but you're bound to

run back and pick up your

bike for another go.

Spawny gets Tim and
Randy have already played

the game and they reckon

it's even faster and smoother

than the Megadrive version!

Watch out for the full Review

soon!



UK PRODUCT
FULL SPECIFICATION AND
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THE GAME
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin

Graphics takes racing games to new
dimensions. Pass through hazardous

tunnels; twist along log-strewn tracks;

speed over sand drifts. It's an action

packed test of your skill and speed -

CAN YOU HANDLE IT!

FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE
If you already own a copy of Lotus

Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You

can return the Free copy from your

new monitor and, for just £5, Philips

will exchange it for "Lotus - The Final

Challenge". You can use this new

software to design and create your

very own racing circuits.

THE COMPETITION
WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE
1993 BRITISH GRAND PRIX

Imagine grandstand seats at the most acclaimed

event in the Formula One year - The British

Grand Prix. Philips will fly you and a friend into

Silverstone and there's the chance to meet a

famous Formula One personality at a celebrity

reception. It's then time to take your grandstand

seats for the morning's practice. A delicious 4

course lunch follows; then it's back to your seats

for the Grand Prix itself.

It's all part of an exciting first prize package in the

Turbo Challenge Competition. And, if you don't

get the chequered flag, there are 40 runner-up

prizes of Ferrari Testarossa remote control cars.

THE MONITOR
14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR

OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

FREE! LOTUS TURBO
CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE

RESOLUTION: 600x285

HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15.6KHz

.42mm DOT PITCH

STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS

EARPHONE SOCKET

TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL

CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL

DARK GLASS SCREEN

GREEN SWITCH TO
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY

AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE

CABLE REQUIRED
See Accessories below

^ups^tS&
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RECOMMENDED!]
For maximum enjoyment of Lotus

Turbo Challenge 2, we are pleased

to recommend the best selling Zip

Stik Super Pro Joystick. The Zip

Stik is probably the best joystick

currently available and the world's

fastest rapid fire! At only £12.95, it

represents superb value for money.

• Durable steel shafted handle
• 8 microswitches
• Handheld/table top

• 2 fire buttons

• Triple action auto-fire

Single shot

- Short rapid burst

Megablast continuous fire

• Rubber suction cups
• Extra long

• 1 yr g'tee

ZIP STIK PRO

£12.95
JOY 5600

\

COMPUTER
WORK
STATION

£49.95
MQA1290

USING A TV?
Switch to a monitor and

SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!
If you are currently using your Amiga or ST

with a domestic television set,

then you are missing out on picture quality.

Unfortunately, because your TV is used to receiving inferior UHF
transmissions from the airwaves, it only has a UHF socket. So,

your computer has to downgrade its high quality digital RGB (Red,

Green, Blue) signal to UHF to enable your TV to receive it.

However, because your TV can only display using RGB, it has to

convert the UHF signal back to RGB before it can put a picture on

the screen. Of course, every time you convert from one signal to

another, there is a loss of quality which means that the final picture

on the TV is not as good as the original signal from your computer.

You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket,

not UHF. Your computer will recognise this, and send its original

RGB signal to the monitor which will display the image directly to

the screen with no loss of quality.

The Philips 8833 is the best selling colour monitor for the

Commodore Amiga and Atari ST. Ideal for game playing, it offers

excellent colour graphics and has stereo audio speakers for

enhanced stereo output from the Amiga and ST-E. The

performance and reliability of the 8833 is exceptional, which is why

we are confident to offer 12 months ON-SITE warranty with every

Philips 8833 monitor. Plus, every 8833 from Silica comes with

FREE Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 software, all for only £199 inc VAT.

ACCESSORIES
All of the accessories below
are suitable for use with the

Philips 8833 Colour Monitor

TILT & SWIVEL
MONITOR STATION

£11.95 MOA
5544

CABLE - £9.95
You will need a cable to connect the Philips

8833 to your computer. These cables are

normally £14.95 each but, if you buy one from

Silica at the same time as your new monitor,

we will give you a £5 discount so you pay

only £9.95 «c vat. Make sure you order the

correct cable for your computer.

CAB 5510 - ST-E STEREO SOUND
CAB 5508 - ST-FM MONO SOUND
CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEREO SOUND

SAVE £5!

COMPUTER CLEANING
AND VACUUM KIT

£19.95
MOA 1301
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.

FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.

PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new monitor, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the

company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you

will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding

which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 081-308 0608

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday until 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017

ILICA
YSTEMS

To: Silica Systems, CVG-1 092-91, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PHILIPS MONITORS

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname

Company Name (if applicable)

Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own? 91AJ

E&OE - Advertised prices and specitications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.



The world first got a taste of dogfighting against Darth Vader and the Empire

in the ground-breaking Star Wars coin-op. Nothing has come close to recre-

ating the exhilaration of that incredible arcade game - yet. Enter stage left,

Lucasfilm, creators of the Star Wars trilogy of movies, not to mention a string

of award-winning computer games including the two Indy adventures and, of

course, the first two titles in the Star Wars series on NES. What have they got

up their sleeves this time? Only a fully-fledged simulation of the Star Wars

universe, in which you're given the opportunity to fly a variety of Rebel craft

against the Empire! Amazing!

Called simply X-Wing, the game is being programmed by the creators of the

excellent Secret Weapons Of The Luftwaffe flight sim, and they reckon that

their new baby is going to make that title look like the original Flight Simula-

tion on the Spectrum! Just a quick glance at the hot shots on this page will

tell you that George and the boys mean business.

The team have found a revolutionary way of putting both polygons and

bitmapped graphics on the screen at the same, making for a variety of quite

jaw-dropping effects, most notably in the explosions department! You will

play a Rebel rookie getting his first taste of galactic ass-kicking in X-Wings,

A-Wings and Y-Wings, against all your favourite enemy vessels including TIE

Fighters, Star Destroyers and even a humungous, polygon-based Death Star!

This has to rank one of the most eagerly-awaited titles on any machine ever -

so watch CVG for the full EXCLUSIVE REVIEW soon!



FREE! FROM SILICA
ATARI

When you buy your new Atari 520, 1040 or Mega

ST-E computer from Silica Systems, we will give

you an additional £324.75 worth of software FREE

OF CHARGE, including some great entertainment

and productivity programs. These free gifts will

introduce you to the world of ST computing and

help you to get off to a flying start with your new ST.

Plus, with every ST and TT, we will give you 16

nights holiday hotel accommodation for you and

your family to enjoy a break at home or abroad.

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

Every Atari ST from Silica comes supplied with

a free 72 page colour brochure with accom-
modation vouchers. These entitle 2 people to

stay up to a total of 16 nights in any of 250
hotels with accommodation FREE. All you
have to pay for are your meals (prices are

listed in the brochure).

WORTH
NEARLY

TENSTAR PACK:
ASTERIX £24.99

CHESS PLAYER 2150 £24.95

DRIVIN' FORCE £19.95

LIVEAND LET DIE £19.99

ONSLAUGHT £24.99

PIPE MANIA £19.99

RICK DANGEROUS £24.99

ROCK WROLL £19.99

SKWEEK £19.99

TRIVIAL PURSUIT £19.95

PRODUCTIVITY PACK:
1st WORD £59.99
Word processing package from GST
SPELL IT £19.99
Spelling checker to complement 1st Word

ST BASIC £24.99
Basic programming language with tutorial

TOTAL VALUE: £324.75

ATARI TT MEGA ST

32mhz 32-Bit 68030 Processor

3W 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive

2/4/8wib RAM Versions

Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output

4096 Colour Palette

Built-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

Up to 1280 x 960 Resolution

VME + SCSI Expansion Ports

Expandable to 36Mb RAM
Hard Drive Expansion Options

FREE 16 Nights Holiday Accommodation

NEW
LOW
PRICE

PUJ FREE GIFTS
FROM SILICA!

SEE PANEL TO LEFT

NEW! REVISED PACK
520ST-E DISCOVERY XTRA
HARDWARE:
520ST-E COMPUTER £249.99

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 51 2K RAM, Mouse,

TV Modulator, Internal PSU. 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE - ARCADE GAMES:
Final Flight - A superb street fighting game £25.99

9 Lives - Cartoon quality platform romp E24.99

Robot Monsters - Arcade Shoot 'em Up .... £19.99

Sim City - Take control of your own city .... £29.95

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:

Neochrome - Art package £29.99

1st Word - Word processor £59.99

FirST BASIC - Programming language £49.99

ST Tour - Tutorial Disk FREE
ANI ST - Animation Package £29.95

First Word - Word Processor £59.99

ANI ST - Animation Package £29.95

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack £104.97

TenStar Games Pack £219.78

Total Value: £935.52

Less Pack Saving: £686.52

SILICA PRICE: £249.00

2Mb RAM

£999
STC 8925

4Mb RAM

£1299
STC 8939

8Mb RAM

N*-

• 1 6mhz 1 6-Bit 68000 processor

• 3!4" 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive

• 2Mb RAM
• Hard Drive Options Available

• 4096 Colour Palette

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output

• FREE Silica Productivity Pack

• FflEE Tenstar Games Pack

• FREE 16 Nights Holiday Accommodation

SPECIAL PROMO PRICE!

2Mb MEGA ST-E (No hard drive)

„_ SILICA PRICE
RRP

£703.83
Inc VAT - Ref: STC 8433

The new Atari Falcon 030 is here! It is

a powerful, versatile, multipurpose

home computer, offering unmatched
performance for its price. Included in

its advanced specification are multiple

co-processors for sound and graphics,

true colour displays from a pallet of

over a quarter of a million colours and
16-bit stereo sound input for speech
recognition and sound sampling.

These all combine to provide a new
computer capable of running unrivalled

sound, graphics and multimedia

applications. The Falcon is an ideal

upgrade for Atari ST owners who are

looking for a more powerful model, as
it is compatible with the majority of ST
application software.

HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER £299.99
8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU. 1Mb RAM, Mouse.

TV Modulator, Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Dnve

SOFTWARE:
PRO 24 III £150.00

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack £104.97

TenStar Games Pack £219.78

1 040ST-E
MUSIC MASTER
The Music Master Pack features one of the

most popular computers used by musicians

combined with the renowned MIDI package

PRO 24 III to provide a perfect environment

for novice and professional alike. The

acclaimed MIDI Recording and Editing

System from Steinberg, PRO 24 III is used

by many top musicians including Dire Straits

and PWL Using any MIDI keyboard, PRO
24 offers the ability to write and compose

music to a very high standard. You can

record up to 24 tracks simultaneously, and

then apply real time editing to remove

mistakes.

NEW! KISe

PLUS!

16 NIGHTS

HOLIDAY ACCOM.

Total Value: £774.74

Less Pack Saving: £475.74

SILICA PRICE: £299.00 Inc VAT -Ref: STC 1261

NEW! 1040ST-E
FAMILY CURRICULUM II

The Falcon Has Landed!
16mhz 32-bit 68030 Processor

32mhz Motorola DSP and BUTTER
co-processors

DSP capabilities for voice

recognition, speech synthesis and
numerous audio special effects

True colour display; 768 x 480

65,000+ colours on screen at once

Record 8 channel, 16-Bit stereo

sound and play back 4 channel,

16-bit stereo simultaneously

SCSI II, DMA, MIDI IN & MIDI

OUT, Stereo audio & microphone

ports

1 .44Mb Floppy Disk

1,4 or 14Mb RAM
Optional 65Mb Hard Disk

Built-in ADC & DAC convenors

HARDWARE:
ATARI FALCON 030
16mhz 32-Bit 68030 CPU, 1Mb RAM, 3«",

1 ,44Mb FDD

SOFTWARE:
CALAPPT - Personal Information Manager - Enhanced

version calendar allowing import/export I printing

PROCALC - Calculator

SYSTEM-AUDIO-MANAGER - An Auto Folder/

Desk Accessory combination that allows the user to

record sounds froma microphone and assign various

system functions

TALKING CLOCK - Announces the time at preset

intervals

AUDIO FUN MACHINE - A revolutionary audio

program using DSP

LANDMINES & BREAKOUT - Two fully featured games

4Mb RAM
65Mb Hard Disk £899 Ref:

STC 7046

HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER £299.99

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 1Mb RAM, Mouse, TV Modulator.

Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE MODULES:
PLAY AND LEARN - A Game with Words and Sentences £76.59

JUNIOR SCHOOL - Answer Back/General £58.54

Knowledge Quiz, Spelling and Primary Maths

GCSE - Micro Maths, French, and Geography Quiz £55.54

HYPER PAINT - Full Colour Paint Package £39.99

MUSIC MAKER II - Music Creation Software £49.99

FIRST BASIC - Powerful Programming Language £49.99

FIRST WORD - Very easy-to-use Word Processor £59.99

ANI ST - Animation Package £29.95

GAMES
9 LIVES - The ultimate in payability! - help Bob Cat save Claudette £24.99

PRINCE - Do battle in this tenth century game of warfare £24.95

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack £104.97

TenStar Games Pack £219.78

Total Value: £1095.26

Less Pack Saving: £796.26

SILICA PRICE: £299.00

Inc VAT -Ref: STC 1250
(

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
2209921300

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.

FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.

PA YMENT. Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new computer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may

require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the

company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you

will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding

which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Tel: 081-309 1111
Fax No: 081-308 0608

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Night Opening

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sat close 6.30pm) Late Night: Thursday - 8pm Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Fnday - 7pm

Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, CVG-1 192-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE ST RANGE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

1UCA
YSTEMS

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
wmmm

E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.

79DJ
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AMIGA
few years ago Taito released a coin-op which took the slash 'em up world by storm. It was called Rastan Saga
and featured a whopping great barbarian with an equally massive sword, which he used to hack monsters to

shreds throughout his land. This latest forthcoming release from Thalion, Lionheart, pays homage to that

excellent game. You control Lionheart, nasty-slayer to

the stars, across eight huge levels of slicin', dicin'

action. This lad Lionheart certainly knows his stuff when
it comes to swordplay - he can swing it in a variety of dif-

ferent ways, depending on the whereabouts of the

enemy. He's something of an acrobat too, being able to

balance on vines, swing through the trees and generally

run and jump with style!

We've seen an early version of the game and were dead
impressed. Graphically, Lionheart is one of the best

examples of the genre with extremely detailed sprites

and backdrops and some superb animation of both the

main character and the baddies. Thalion are predicting

big things for this one - and, if the finished product is as

good as the pre-production version we got our hands on,

we'll not be arguing with them. Watch this space for fur-

ther info!
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ere's a brand new version of everyone's favourite ooky and spooky saga, once again

courtesy of Ocean! The player controls Pugsley around the Addams Family mansion,

collecting cash and avoiding some of the craziest critters ever to grace a Super Nin-

tendo screen! Each of the six huge levels is set in a different room in the mansion - from the

kitchen to the cellar to the toilet - and it'll be a real battle to complete each stage!

After playing an almost completed version of the game, we were in no doubt that this is even

better than the original! Brilliant graphics and lots of humour - leave Pugsley standing idle,

for instance, and he'll whip out a sarnie and chomp away until you hit the joypad - are the

names of this game, and we can't wait to get our hands on a finished copy. As soon as we
do, you'll be first to read about it right here!
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ARCADE ACTION PACK:
10 Superb entertainment titles:

ASTERIX _ £24.99

CHESS PLAYER 2150. £24.95

DRIVIN' FORCE £24.95

LIVE AND LET DIE „„.. £19.99

ONSLAUGHT £24.99

PIPE MANIA £24.99

RICK DANGEROUS £24.99

ROCK W ROLL £19.99

SKWEEK „ £1 9.99

TRIVIAL PURSUIT £19.95

£89.95

When you buy your new Amiga computer from Silica

Systems, we will give you an additional £369.73 worth of

software FREE OF CHARGE, including some great

entertainment and productivity programs. These free

gifts will introduce you to the world of computing and

help you to get off to a flying start with your new Amiga.

Plus, with every Amiga from Silica we will give you 16

nights FREE holiday hotel accommodation for you and

your family to enjoy a break at home or abroad.

PRODUCTIVITY:
PHOTON PAINT 2.0
The recommended paint package

GFA BASIC V3.5 £50.00
A powerful basic interpreter

TOTAL VALUE: £369.73

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Every Amiga 500 and 600 from Silica comes
supplied with a free 72 page colour brochure

with accommodation vouchers. These entitle 2

people to stay up to a total of 16 nights in any of

250 hotels with accommodation FREE. All you
have to pay for are your meals (prices are listed

in the brochure).

TOTAL VALUE NEARLY £3708
AMIGA 500 Plus CARTOON CLASSICS

PACK INCLUDES:
• 1«* AMIGA 500 PLUS.. £399.99

• BUILT-IN 1* DRIVE FREE

• A520 TV MODULATOR FREE

• THE SIMPSONS £24.99

• CAPT PLANET &

THE PLANETEERS £25.99

• LEMMINGS £25.99

• DELUXE PAINT II £79.99

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA

• PHOTON PAINT v2.0 ... £89.95

• ARCADE ACTION

GAMES PACK £219.78

• GFA BASIC

INTERPRETER v3.5 £50.00

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £916.68

LESS PACK SAVING: £617.68

SILICA PRICE: £299.00

%*A

We are pleased to offer

the original 1Mb Amiga
500 Plus with built-in 18-

key numeric keypad and
Cartoon Classics pack
software at the unbeatable

price of only £299. The Amiga
500 Plus can be upgraded, using any of the hundreds of

existing peripherals that are now available including the

PERIPHERALS
COLOUR MONITOR

1084S INC CABLE

RRP
£299.99 £199

MON4184

RAM UPGRADES
CODE DESCRIPTION RRP

SILICA
PRICE

RAM 0560 CBM 512k Board - A600 £24.99 £24.99

RAM 0600 AMITEK - OK Populated - A600 £27.95 £27.95

RAM 0605 AMITEK - 512k Populated - A600 £37.95 £37.95

RAM 0610 AMITEK - 1Mb Populated - A600 £45.00 £45.00

RAM 0501 ! CBM - 51 2« Board -A500 £99.99 £49.99

RAM 0505

!

AMITEK 512k Brd - No Clock • A500 £18.95 £18.95

RAM 05^0 AMITEK 512k Brd -Inc Clock -A500 £23.99 £23.95

BUILT-IN
NUMERIC
KEYPAD

award winning

range of GVP hard drives

which can also provide PC emulation, further RAM
expansion, processor acceleration and extra hard

drive storage space. There is also a wide range of

other expansions which give the A500 Plus higher

resolutions, more colour and genlocking capabilities.

1Mb AMIGA 500 CARTOON CLASSICS

INC VAT - AMC 0592

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES
DRI 0555 SLIMLINE -3:" 1md- Ivory Colour £79.00 £54.95

DRI 2956 ROCLITE - 3V 1Mb - Ivory Colour £69.95 £64.95

CCA 601

1

ROCLITE - 3W 1Mb - Black Colour £69.95
I
£64.95

PRINTERS
PRI 3700

PRI 3230

CBM MPS 1270 Ink Jet Printer

CBM MPS 1230 9 Pin Dot Matrix

£149.99

£169.99

£129.00

£139.00

ROM UPGRADE
[UPG110Q|ICD Kickback K'bd ROM Swapper

|
£24.95

|
£19.95

]

INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA

CALL
FOR

PRICES

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER WITH

LEMMINGS
III

PLUS! FREE GIFTS

FROM SILICA
SEE PANEL

TO LEFT

The new Amiga
600 uses state-of-the-art

surface mount technology, for

maximum reliability and features a
3!^" floppy drive, mouse, TV modulator and
smart card slot all as standard. The innovative

smart card slot accepts games, ROM or RAM cards

(from 1Mb up to 4Mb) and will take advantage of many
future new developments. The very latest version of the

operating system, Kickstart/Workbench v2.05 is used in

the Amiga 600 and its enhanced chip set facilities

include improved graphics resolution, increased genlock

support and the facility for up to 2Mb of chip memory. The
Amiga 600 is fully compatible with the A670 CD-ROM Drive

and Interface which will give it access to a full range of CDTV
titles and audio CDs.The Amiga 600 is available from Silica in

several configurations including a special 2Mb RAM upgrade
optional extra - see the chart below.

A600 + "LEMMINGS PACK"

INC VAT - Ref: AMC 0666

E-Pi5? muOA.
•I'l ;

•
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WILD, WEIRD & WICKED
The Wild, The Weird and The Wicked (WWW) is the title

of Commodore's new Amiga 600 games pack. Priced at

£349, it comes complete with Amiga 600 computer and
mouse, plus a range of high quality entertainment

software- For pack contents, plus a list of the FREE gifts

from Silica with every Amiga 600, see the chart below.

EPIC 'HARD DRIVE' PACK
For the more serious user, the £499 Epic Language Pack

is based around the A600HD, the A600 with 20Mb hard

drive. It includes challenging adventure games and
software for the linguistically minded! Details are shown
below along with a list of the FREE gifts you will receive

from Silica with every Amiga 600 purchased.

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS 0Mb Hard Drive 20Mb HD
)

STANDALONE WWW PACK EPIC PACK

(• 1Mb AMIGA 600 + MOUSE, 3W Disk Drive, TV Modulator, Smart Card Slot £299.99 £299.99 £299.99
• 20md HARD DISK - Very fast, mass storage for progams and data - - £299.00
• DELUXE PAINT III -Award winning graphics and animation package £79.99 £79.99 ^

• LEMMINGS - Save the Lemmings as they drop into 100 screens of danger £25.99 - -

• MICR0PR0SE GRAND PRIX - Racing Simulation with all the thrills and spills of the track - £34.99 -

• SILLY PUTTY -The pliable arcade game of immense payability - £25.99 -

• PUSH OVER -A game of puzzles. Can G.I. Ant save Colin Curly's Quavers?

• EPIC - A Sci-fi adventure. Can you guide a space fleet across the solar system?

- £25.99 -

- - £29.99
• ROME - Your goal is to become Emperor in this role playing adventure - - £25.99
• MYTH - Can you stop the spread of evil and question the judgements of the gods? - - £19.99
• TRIVIAL PURSUIT (in 3 languages) The great trivia quiz game for the Amiga - - £29.99
• WORD PROCESSOR + DICTIONARY (in 5 languages) - For creating documents - - /
• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY • / •
PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA (see top left hand panel)

• PHOTON PAINT v2.0 - An art package with numerous features and special effects £89.95 £89.95 £89.95
• ARCADE ACTION PACK - Ten classic games; shoot'em ups, puzzles, strategy £229.78 £229.78 £229.78
• GFA BASIC INTERPRETER v3.5- A language for programmers of all levels £50.00 £50.00 £50.00

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £775.70 £836.68 £1074.68
LESS PACK SAVING: £476.70 £487.68 £575.68

SILICA PRICE: £299 £349 £499
O DA IV /I

PRICE OF PACK INCLUDING UPGRADE TO
^Mb llMIVl 2Mb RAM WITH BATTERY BACKED CLOCK

L .

£344 £394 £544
-•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND
2209921145

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.

FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.

• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you think very carefully about

WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your Amiga, when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the

company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you

will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding

which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 11lA
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening Fax No: 081-308 0608

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sat close 6.30pm) Late Night: Thursday - 8pm Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday • 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, CVG-1192-80, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

IUCA
SYSTEMS

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own? 80F J

E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.
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to PC Entertainment and more!

Offering more than entertainment,

PC Review tackles graphics,

sound, hardware and productivity

based software like no other

magazine can.

best in entertainment software.

best games by genre.

^ 1

nsive reviews and

qualified information about past,

present and future software.

Huge Shareware section

News section

lyers guide

Packed with editorial about the

ultimate in entertainment software

PC Review - available from all
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WIN A WlN A Super Soaker

MOUNTAIN BIKE

0839 36 38 06

WIN A RADIO

————

—

0839 36 38 01

WIN
SUPER NINTENDO

CONTROLLED

HOVERCRAFT

0839 36 38 08

WIN 10
WWF WRESTLING

FIGURINES
0839 36 38 04

0839 36 02

SCALEXTRIX
FORMULA

36 05

WIN

RAYBANS
0839 36 38 07

WIN 10
WWF WRESTUria

VIDEOS
0839 36 38 03

Call charges: Calls are charged at 36p per min cheap rate and 48p per min all other times. Make sure you ask your parents'

permission before you call. Maximum call cost £2.40, maximum call length 5 mins. Awesome PO Box B1 1 AA.

Nintendo, Scalextrix, WWF, Super Soaker are all registered trademarks of their respective companies. We are not related to or endorsed by them.



Elite Systems Limited. Anchor House. Anchor Road. Aidridge, Walsall. West Midlands. WS9 8PW. England

Telephone: + (44) 922 55852. Facsimile: + (44) 922 743029.



NEW. For GAME BOY. NEW. For

\-

NEW!
TheTOONS in l\

It's a laugh a minute in the land of the TOONS
as Buster Bunny™ attempts to rescue his girl-

friend Babs, who has been kidnapped by the
dastardly Montana Max™ Beware of traps,

moving floors, switches & doors as you guide
Buster through haunted forests, secret

chambers, pirate ships and wackyland in his

hilarious quest to rescue Babs.
For one player only

System: NES
TINYTOON ADVENTURES, names and all related indicia are trademarks of

Warner Bros. Inc. 1992

Other KONAMI games available for your GAME BOY&
Nintendo Entertainment System

Buster Bunny™ Plucky Duck™
and Hamton™ are the cheeky,

mischievous, miniature stars of

this brand new all action adven-
ture. Through dark mystical woods and chaotic

cities they find themselves thrown into one
crazy pdventure after another. You'll need skill

and lightning reflexes if you're to guide
these tiny terrors through the exciting land of

the Toons in this thrilling action adventure.
For one player only

System: GAME BOY
Distribution: Bandai UK Ltd. (UK)
Unit 26/27, Fareham Industrial Park
Fareham Hants, PO 16 8XB

At OL'.ICiAl

GAMEBQf. GAMIUNK
GAMt PAH C A M t PA *

Nintendo*. Game Boy™, the Nintendo Product Seals
and other marks designated as TM" are trademarks
of Nintendo.

F&P92/285P1
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